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ABSTRACT

An experimental and theoretical study of
premelting behaviour and mechanisms of melting in
the alkaLi-halides is presented. Theories of
melting and previous premelting experiments are
first reviewed, then an elastic strain theory of
mel t ing is devel.oped, which incl.udes di latat ion
and shear contributions to the elastic energy and

to the vibrational entropy, ds well as a communal
entropy and an entropy due to the isothermal
expansion on melting. By fitting experimental
melting parameters, dislocation-like local strains
are. implicated. The bulk and shear moduli are
shown to be continuous with respect to dilatation
through the melting expansion and one of the shear
moduli vanishes at the dilatation of the melt at
the mel't ing temperature. A modif ied Born instab-
ility theory of melting is thus valid. Premelting
rises in the apparent speci f ic heat and electrical
conductivity within 5 K of the melting point are
studied and are shown to occur at the surfaces
only. The use of guard rings to eliminate surface
conduct ion is essent ial at all t emperatures above

the extrinsic/ intrinsic conduct ivity rkneer., and

electrical fringing must be taken into account for
typical. specimen sizes. For various surf ace orien-
tations, the rises in surface conductivity occur
at lower temperatures the lower the surface packing
density, and for deformed specimens, the greater
the deformation. The results are interpreted in
terms of an atomic-scale surface melting below the
melting point, and a consequent rapid rise in
vaporisation rate. A dislocation theory of surface
melting, melting and the solid-liquid interface is
developed which gives good agreement with experi-
mental. values for the melting temperatures and the
int erfacial energies.
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INTRODUCTION

Melting of a crystalline state of matter is classically
understood to be a first order phase transition involving an

absorbtion of heat and an increase in specific volume with
accompanying increase in fluidity and isotropy. The first
quantitative measurements of the enthalpy of fusion appear to
have been mad,e by Bl"ckl in L?62 and independently ten years
later by lfilcke2 on the mel t ing of ice, while the ef f ect of
pressure on phase changes dates back f00 years earlier to the
experiments of Boyle3 on the boil ing of water und,er vacuum.

Yet, in spite of such a prolonged period of intensive study,
the mechanism of fusion is not well understood, and to date
there exists no theory of melting which accurately predicts
the mel t ing parameters soleLy from the interatomic potent-
ials. This of course arises more from the difficulty in
describing the melt than the solid. At the same time, it is
well known that the melting parameters4 provide rudimentary
information regarding the structure of the melt. In partic-
ular the enthalpy of fusionis smaller than the enthalpy of
sublimation by a factor of 20 to 40 for ionic and metallic
crystals and of 5 to I0 for molecul-ar crystals, while the
change in specific volume may range from 3lo to 25lo w}'ic}^
reguires a change in apparent interatomic distance as small
as I to 8To. Both these results suggest that the melt relates
far more closely to the solid than the vapour. This is borne
out more decisively by X-ray diffraction which reveals a

retention of short range order on melting5 i.e. the immediate
environment of arry atom or molecule is little altered by
fusion. However,'the atomic ordering falls off rapidly to

J. Black, Lectures on the Elements of Chemistry l,
Edinburgh 1803, p.166 f.t.
J.C. WiIcke, K. Svenska Vet. Akad. Handl ., 33, 97 (1772'l

R. Boyle, New Experiments Phys ico-Mechanicall, etc.
Oxford, I660, p.3BB.

4 Melting parameters are reviewed and

2

3

in 5 4.
Fbr alkal i hal ides see H.A.
Mol'ten Salt. Chemistry, ed. by
1964). For metals see B.R.T.
Phys ics't, ed. by B. Chalmers
London,1954. This result was
Phys. Rev., 30, 232 (19271 ;

discussed in detail

Levy and M.D. Danf ord- in ,

M. Blander ( tntersc ience,N.Y. ,
Fros t rrProgress in Metal
and R. King, 5, 96, Pergamon,
f irst esta6liSnea by G.Stewart,

31, t74 ( Ig2B) .
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zeto over 3 to 4 atom spacings. To these results we may add
that the phonon spectral, specif ic neat2, and thermal conduct-aivity- show only small changes on metting. Indeed this is
the case with most of the properties which in the crystalline
state are termed rstructure insensit iver. on the other hand,
very substantial changes do occur on melting in the so calIed
I s tructure sens i t ive t ptopert ies such a.s sel f dif f us ion,
plasticity and conductivity ( in the case of ionic crystals)
and it is possibly for this reason that many theories of
melting resort to the use of the structural defects which
occur in the solid state to characterise the liquid state.
There is Iittle justification for many of these models apart
from the great simplification in mathematical complexity they
afford. These properties which exhibit substantial change on
melting trace to a single event the onset of fluidity on
fusion or more rigorously the decrease in relaxation time for
mechanicaL shear. This arises from the small increase in
sPecific volumerwhich, since the repulsion potentials are
very short range, decreases the activation barriers for self
diffusion, or co-operative flow.

In general, it is assumed. that the free energy surfaces
of the solid and liquid phases are independent and consequent-
ly it must be expected. that a potential barrier must be
traversed during transformation from one phase to the other.
This means metastable sclid and liquid states may exist over
a finite range above and belovr the melting temperature, T.
under isobaric conditions, requiring fusion and crystallisa-
tion to be described as nucleation and growth processes.
supercool ing rvas discovered early in the guant i tat ive s tudy
of heat by Fahrenheit4 and is of course well known. on the
other hand, melting generally occurs with littIe or no super-

A.J. Barker, J. Phys.
e. g. A.S . Dworkin and
( 1963).
B.R.T. Frost, 1oc. cit
D.p. Fahrenheit, Phil.

I
z

3

4

C: So1. St.
M.A. Bredig,

Trans. , 33,

Phys., 5, Z?,76 (tgZZ) .

J. Phys. Chem 6?, 691

7B , I724.
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heating and onLy very few instances have been reported of
genuine superheatings in excess of 0.2 K above T,n. This
raises the question of symmetry in the melting/crystallis-
at ion processes, in part icular whether the rnechanism of
mel t ing is ident ical 1y the mechanism of crys tal I isat ion in
reverse. Crystallisation is understood to be a heterogen-
eous atom by atom, plane by plane building proc"""l.
However, it is easy to conceive that in melting the lattice,
due to some instability, transforms hornogeneousry to the
liquid phase. The absence of superheating is claimed as
evidence of this. Arguing for symmetry, Tu^ ^n2 takes the
view that the rarity of superheating derives from the fact
that most melts twetl their parent crystaLs, with the result
that melting readily nucleates on the crystal surfaces at
Tm' This is indeed borne out by more recent merting
experiments on crystals which have high viscosity melts
wherein superheatings of 50 K in tetragonal phosphorus
pentoxide3 and up to 300 K in crystalline quar tz4 are
accessable. A successful theory of melting must, it would
seem, aLlow a metastable solid phase above T,n and describe
the progression of the solid-liquid interface into the solid
as a nucleation and growth process.

Finally, we have noted the assumption that the free
energy surfaces or cibbrs function surfaces of the solid and
liquid phases are independent. ubbelohde5 suggests that as
the structure of the melt and solid are not greatly dissimilar
the two surfaces near T* may curve towards each other such
that they intersect at a reduced angle. This would give rise
to premelting and prefreezing effects in a number of prop-
erties, certainly including the second, intensive derivatives
of the Gibbrs function: the thermal expansion, specific heat
and compressibility. In fact a wide range of precursary effces

For reviews of crystallization see R.A. Laudise, J.R.
carruthers and K.A. Jackson, Ann. Rev. Materials sciencel, 253 (r9zl), and A.A. Chernov, ibid. 3, 3g7 iigi3i.
G. TammanrThe states of Agg"egat ionrvan Nostrand.N.y . ,rgzs.
R,.L. CormiarJ.D. McKenzie, ancl D. Turnbull, J. Appl. phys.
34, 2239 (1953).
l{.c. AinsIie,J.D. McKenzie, and D. Turnburl, J. phys. chem.65, r7l8 (r961).
A.R. ubbelohde, Melting and crystar structure, clarendon,Oxford, L965.

2

3

4
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have been reported on both sides of r,n At the same time,
as a nurnber of careful invest igat ions have f ailed to locate
any premelting or prefreezing, the effects are therefore by
no means general. The subject of 5: is premelting and some
of these exampLes wilL be considered there. of particular
interest to this study however are the premelting rises in
ionic conductivity reported by AIlnatt and sir.r in the case
of Nacl and KCl. They obtained reproducible rapid rises in
c onduct ivi ty wi th effect ive act ivat io' energy ranging about2o0 ev for Nacl and about 4oo ev for KCI ueginnrng up to 4 Kbelow T'. The ef fect was reported as neithe; i^p,rfity nordef orma{niot depend.ent as no s ignif icant al terat ion obtained
for specimens cloped to 3 x I0-4 mole Io with Sr2* or compressed.
to 5To strain. It seemed, to us that if this were a genuine
intrinsic effect precursory to melting, its study might lencl
some elucidation of the actual mechanism of melting in those
crystals. For this reason the present study was undertaken,
to give closer examination in the first instance to the
premelting conductivity anomaly and also to changes in heat
content in alkali halides close to T,n.

Firstly, we review critically theories of melting which
have appeared throughout the past 50 years, and observations
of premelting phenomena. Then we tabulate the data approp-
riate to melting of the rock salt structured alka1i halides,
examine the various contributions to mblting parameters and
es tabl ish some interes t ing correlat ions wi th other propert ies .
our experimental data on ionic conductivity, differential
thermal analysis and an attempt at superheating are presented
and finally discussed in the right of possible mechanisms of
mel t i.g.

A.R. Allnatt and s.J. sime, Trans. Faraday soc . 67, 674( t97r ) .
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THEORIES OF }IELTING

In the above brief sketch of some of the more important
facets of melting, the similarities between the liquid and
parent solid states near T, were emphasised. However, it
would be totally misleading to give the impression that the
melt may be viewed simply as a defective form of the high
temperature solid. The fact is, that in many respects the
I iquid s tat e at 1 eas t qual i tat ively resembl es the gaseous
state also. Both are described as fluids, the difference
being that a liquid has a free surface; both are isotropic
while single crystals are in general anisotropic; both allow
their individual atomic or molecular constituents access to
the entire fluid vorume so that both possess a communar
entropy. (rrris is at least the case in the alkal.i halidesl).
we might say then that liquids are at once solid like and gas
like- Accordingly, the complexities of the riquid state, for
the sake of tractability, often have been avoided by modell_
itg on the solid or the gaseous states, more often the
former. However, theories of melting of this kind, while
instructive, are often physically unconvincing and enjoy onry
limited success. It seems fair to say that onry those
theories which see the liquid state as a distinctive state
with properties peculiar to that state can have the potential
of ubiquitous success. In this section we gather together
under various categories some of the melting theories which
have been advanced, with a view to assessing which kinds of
theory are physicalry convincing. The usual approach is to
divide descriptions of melting and of the liquid state into
two groups comprising firstly modeLled theories then formal
theories. Howeverr w€ would rike to use a higher resolution
in our grouping scheme for the purpose of emphasizing the
distinctive features of different theories, although some of
the theories belong in part to more than one category.
Three broad categories are discussed: (i) phenomenological,
(ii) Non-structural. and (iii) structural theories. lTithin
these are firstty two subgroups of non-structural theories
namelf, rnstability and rhermodynamic theories and three
subgroups: Latt ice mode1, stat ist ical geo*.trical and stat-
ist ical rhechanical of structural theories. In addi t ion, two

L.V.Woodcock and K.SingerrTrans.Fa.raday Soc.67, 12 (19?1).
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further generar groupings are shown to be necessary, these
comprising Homogeneous and Heterogeneous theories. A
tabulated summary of our ciassification is given at the end
of this chapter in Table Z.Z on p. Zg,

2.1

These make use of or assume certain correlations
between physical propert ies and me1 t ing parameters often by
using dimensional argurnents or simple generalised macro-
scopic theory and an exampre of this is a general erastic
strain approach which we develop in S+. Correlations in
physical properties are to be expected as they each have a
corrrmon ancestry in the atomic potent ials. consequent ly,
such descriptions of melting are often only useful for class-
ifying various kinds of sorids and. their merts, and at best
may provide information regarding the kind of structuJal
model which should be used for a realistic theory. Again we
shall see an example of the ratter in s+. The phenomenolog-
ical description of melting is discussed fu1ly by ubbelohdel
and correLations of a wide range of properties to Debye and
melting temperatures may be found in a paper by Grimvall and
sj6din}- we sharl elaborate at this point on onry one kind
of phenomenological theory, that known as the corresponding
states theory. The essentiar feature of this approach is
that the melting parameters of solids of a similar kind may
be expected to be in quantitative agreement provided they are
reduced in some appropriate manner. Thus e.g. me!. t ing
temperatures are expressed as reduced dimensionless guantites
viz- Tm/T where T is some characteristic temperature such
as the critical temperature Tc or an equivaLent temperature- ').such as eofkro in the case of the atkari ha1id"s3, where e

is the eLectronic charge, k Boltzmannrs constant and ro the
radial pos i t ion of the minimum in the ionic pair potent ial.
As first formulated by Pitzer4 the principle of corresponding
states is that the total potent iaI energy of an ensembre of
atoms is proportional to the same function of reduced inter_

A.R.ubbelohde,Melt ing and crystal structure, (clarendon
Press r Oxford Lg65) , -p .43.
G.Grimvall and S.Sj6din,physica Scripta 10, 34O (1g74).
L.V.Woodcock, Proc.R.Soc.Lond. A 34g, IBZ (IgZ6).
K.S. Pitzer, J.Chem.phys. ], 593 (I939).
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atomic distances for a1 I conformable mater ials. where this
principle applies reduced melting temperaturesr €'tharpies
and volume changes wirr be constant within a group. This
principle has some degree of success with the inert gases,
but for mos t soI ids is not app I icabr e. I corresponding
states theory has been applied to the alkali halides2 work-
i^g from the interionic potentials, however conformality
obtains only within subgroups and the overalr range of
reduced melting temperatures varies by a factor of l.g. These
deviat ions are expLained by wooclcock3 by develop ing a f irs t
order correction to the conformal potential and thence to T*.
Presumably since the entropies of meLting for the alkali
halides are fairly constant (see S+), deviations in the
reduced melting enthalpy ro AH^l ez are thus also explained.
However, the basic questions of mechanism of melting and how
to calculate the absolute T, remain unanswered by this
approach.

2 .2 !.Ion-S t ruc t ura I Theor i es

The non-structural theories which have beerr apptied to
the melting process use, in general, macroscopic thermo-
dynamics and often are phenomenological in their application.
we may consider two distinct categories, firstly those which
invoke some kind of mechanical instability and attempt to
locate a critical instabil ity temperalure which is equal to,
or at least an upper rimit to, the melting temperature. The
second category encompasses purel.y thermodynamic theories
which are unable to identify absolute values for T, but at
best are abLe to determine relative shifts in T_.

2.2.L Mechanical I+s tabi I i tv Theor i es :
(a) vibra.tion instabil!tv. The regular lattic sites

within a crystaL are defined internally by the mean positions
of the vibrating constituent atoms and, as long as the vibra_
tions are smaLl the mean positions are well defined. However,
if the crystal temperature is steadily raised the atomic

I
2

E.A. Guggenheim, J.Chem.phys.
H. Reiss, S.W. Mayer and J.L.
820 (1951).
L.V. Woodcock, Proc. R.

13, 2s3 (1945).
Katz, J.Chem.Phys . 35,

Soc. Lond. 4339, r87 (L9761 .
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vibration amplitudes increase to the stage where it is no
longer possible to approximate the motion of one atom as in
the potential field of stationary neighbours. vibrations
become increasingly more anharmonic giving rise to a thermar
expansion and ultimately the point must be reached where
lattice sites lose their definition and we may no Longer
speak of long range order within the crystal. This is the
essential idea behind Lindemannrs vibrational theory of melt_.llng- rvherein, according to a more recent vers ion2 of the
theoryr rl€1t ing is assumed to occur when the rms ampl i tude of
thermal vibration reaches a certain criticar fraction g of
the 1at t ice parameter. The temperature of this instabil ity
is given by

Tr, = crr"2 v3rr,r
2

3RNj ,

I
i c = 4.zi n' g'l (2.1)

where )g is the Einstein frequency of the solid, v the molar
volume, M the molar weight, R the gas constant and NO

Avogadrors number. TL correlates fairly werr with rm with
g = o-o72 for the metars, in good agreement with x-ray data.
Furthermore, the coexistence curve or melting curve giving the
pressure dependence of r, obtainecl by dif f erent iat ing (z.r)
with respect to volume and using Gruneisenfs constant (see $+)
is also in reasonable agreement with experimentar data.3 The
Lindemann typ. theories, however, do not explain why a partic-
ular value of the vibration amplitude shouLd be critical.
rn this respect a more plausible theory has been advanced by
Ida4 which shows that anharmonicity arising from an added
thermal expansion due to transverse waves ; causes a maximum
to appear in the vibrational energy at a critical temperature,
above which the Lattice is presumably unstable. However these
theories as such do not predict first order transitions at
TL, the Lindemann theory becomes somewhat phenomenological in
the important choice of g , and along with all instability

I
z

3

F.A. Lindemann, Phys ik. Z. 1I , 609
J.J. Gilvarry, Phys. Rev. 102, 308
C lL. Reynol cls , K.A. Faughnan and RPhys. 59, 2943 (tg?3).
Y. Ida , Phys . Rev. I g?, g5I ( I 969) .

(t
(t

.8.

910).
956) .

Barker, J. Chem.
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theories these are incomplete in the sense that they are
single phase theories which take no account of. the liquid
state. Finally, they fail to describe the dynamic character
of melting and crystallisatibn. The most that can be said is
that TL is the maximum upper l.imit for T* i.e.

Tr- (z.z)

(b) Erast ic instabil ity. closely rerated to the
Lindemann hypothesis is the elast ic instabil ity theory of
melting based on the vanishing (or near vanishing) of one of
the elastic moduli i.e. the crystaL becomes compretely soft
at some critical temperature. Thermal expansion in sorids is
accompanied by increasing compressibility x or a decreasing
bulk modulus F and this theory has its origins in the work
of Herzfeld and G6ppert-Mayerl and Frenkel2 who supposed that
at the fusion point P - O. A more general theory was pres_
ented by Born3 wherein the free energy was formurated as a
function of P, T and 5 strain components, although he did not
use the 6 independent strains as we do in s 4. A cubic
crystal has 3 independent elastic moduli p = + (c11+Z1Z)
and the two shear moduri 

"44 and j(.tt - cr ).4 For erastic
s tabil i ty each modulus mus t be pos i t ive and. non- zero. Born
following Brillouin5 earlier, suggested a more rear istic
criterion for melting that the shear modurus vanishes in
accordance with the common experience that Iiquids have a
finite compressibility but cannot support a shear stress. He
selected 

"44 as the appropriate modurus and showed that this
modulus decreased first linearLy with temperature then increas-
ingly more rapidly, vanishing at a temperature given by an
equation of the form of Lindemannrs (2.1) differing only in
the constant c, which, Furtho has shown, is close in varue to

I
2

3

+

K. Herzf etd and M. Gdppert-Mayer, phys. Rev .46,ggS ( tg:+) .
J. Frenkel, Acta physicochimica U.R.S.S. 3, 913 (tggS).
M. Born, J. Chem. Phys. ?, 591 (1939).

{.T. {V:t_Physical Properties of Crystals (Clarend.on press,Oxford 1957 ) p.140.
L. BriLlouin, phys. Rev. 54, 916 (1938).
R. Furt.h, Proc. Camb. phiI. Soc. 37, 34 (t9+t).
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Lindernannts G. what is evident in the erastic constant datal
f or Nacl type alkal i har ides , however, is that "44 u, Trn is
not zero and because of its temperature insensitivity would
not be near zero untir temperatures in excess of 2000 K.
Born has chosen 

"44 = 0 as his melting criterion but appar-
ently was unaware of the earlier suggestion by Durandz that
melting might occur when the other shear modulus

I t'F = i(ctt - "tZl = 0. This criterion gives much more real_
istic melting temperatures (aLthough admittedly a little in
excess of the actual values) and almost exact pressure
derivatives of rm for all the Nacl type alkati halid.".3
Further support for the model derives from theory4 which
shows the acoustic normal mode with modulu, p' becomes unsta_
ble under a critical thermar expansion. The stabiriry
criterion for the cscl group of alkali halides appears to be
Bornls c44 = o, and there is a very close correspondence
between the instability and melting parameters of LiF and Mgo,
NaF and cao, and KF and sro in accordance with Godschmidtts
suggestio'5 of general c'rrespondence between these pairs.

Again, in criticism of the instabirity hypothesis, it is
a single phase theory, the transition is not first order and
marked pretransition behaviour would occur over a broad temp_
erature range. Therefore we may not equate the critical
temperatures T" with merting temperatures T*. However, there
is much evidence which attests the ciose relationship between
the two and poss ibly T. does not much exceed r*, premel t ing
in some cases being the precursor to instability rather than
to melting. This is essentially the conclusion of Fritsch and
LiischerT from careful premerting thermal and electrical

R.F. S . Hearmon in Landol
Vo1. f (Springer-Verlag,
M.A. Durand, Phys. Rev.
I.N.S, Jackson and R.C.

t-Bornstein New Series, Group III,Berlin, 1966).
50, 449 (I936).
Li ebermann, J.Phys .Chem.Solils
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35,.1r15 (1974).
J.H.C. Thompson,
O.D. Slasle and(rsoz).

Phil. M"g.44, l3l (tgS:).
H.A. McKinstry, J. Appl. phys. 3g, 451 ,

V.M. Goldschmidt, Ceram. Abstracts 6, 308 (L}ZT) .
G. Fritsch and E. Liischer, phys. Rev. B.t, 3292, (l9ZI).
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conductivity studies of sodium. we sharl shovr in 54 how many
of these difficulties can be removed by modifying just one
detail of the instabirity hypothesis. It is pert inent to add
that Kirkwood and Boggsl fo..rrd " stability rimit for the
liquid state based on loose packing of hard spheres. whether
this corresponds to the freezirg point or is just the lower
I imit for the freezing point is not, however, clear.

2 .2 .2 Thermodvnami c theor i es .
(") surface theories. rn contrast to the above

essentially homogeneous theories of melting, the theories of
Tammann and stranski viewed merting as a surface process.
Tammann2 considered that al1 crystal surfaces were wettable
by their own melt and that the melting of crystals proceeded
as a dissolution of the crystal in its own melt, commencing
at the surface. Because of the wetting condition'

7s 7sl 
' (z.z)

where the gammas are the specific surface free energies, the
free energy surfaces for the solid and liquid states in the
vicinity of a crystar surface intersect prior to the bulk
melting point so that the surface melts prematurely and super_
heat ing is imposs ibl.e. The rat ter statement is certainry
borne out by general experience. This view finds its origins
at least as early as 1859 when in order to explain the sinter_
itg of ice Farad"y3 proposed that for some degrees beLow o.c
a liquid-tike 1ayer exists on the surface of ice, although the
theoretical basis for surface melting of ice was not estab_
lished until more than I00 years after.4 Then somewhat later
in: l88l Poyntirg5 raised the question as to whether the melt-
i.g point of a substance would differ if the freshly formed
melt were to be removed as quickly as it was formed. Tammannrs
ideas were corrsoi idated by subseque'r experime'ts by voimer
and schmidt6 on Hg and Ga which showed that in fact not alr

I
2

3

4

5

6

J.C. Kirkwood and E.M. Boggs, J.Chem.phys.
G. Tammann, Z. physik. Chem. 6g, ZOS (1910)
M, ,Faraday, Phi1. Mrg . 17 , L62 ( lg59) .
N. Fletcher, Phil. Mag. tB, IZ1T (1968).
N. Poynting,.phil. Mag. 12, 32 (lg8l).
M. Volmer and O. Schmidt, Z. physik. Chem.
( 1937) .
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surfaces were completely self wettable and those which were
not could be superheated. Stranskil, employing considerations
of matching the less dense melt with the crystal at the solid-
liquid interface, developed this viewpoint with the idea that
it is the close packed surfaces which are least wettable,
and which retain facets in the high temperature equilibrium
shape of the crystal. Less densely packed surfaces tend to
become rounded at high temperature and near the melting point
a quasi-liquid layer should form across the surface, becoming
increasingly thicker as T- is approached. we may supplement
these ideas with the observation that at T_ the thickness of
the surface melt will be such. that the solid-liquid interface
is just lunawarer of the presence of the external surface.
surface effects in so1id alkali halides disappear at a depth
of 2 cation-anion spacings under a (tOO) surface, 4 spacings
und.er a (f to) and 6 spacings under a (lll) surf u"uT, while in
the melt, periodicity in the radial distribut ion function is
fully damped a t ,v 4 spacings3. we might expect] then that the
quasi-melt layers at T* have depths,.., 3, 4 and 5 cation-anion
spacings on the (tOO), (tfO) and (1I1) surfaces respectively.
Considerations of surface free energy have become very import-
ant in the study of crystallisation but curiously tend to be
overlooked in the reverse process of melti.g. We shall return
to this very important topic of surface melting later in this
chapter. In the context of the kinetics of crystallisation,
the concept of the interfacial tension /sl, or more correctly
the int erf ac ial f ree energy of the int erf ace between the sol. id
and liquid phases, has become of paramount importance.4 The
existence of metastable supercooled (and sometimes superheated)
states make it clear that there is a nucleation barrier to
the new phase and the new phase must grow into the old phase.
This barrier is the interfacial free energy, and normally in
a freezing liquid it is traversed at only small supercoolings
by heterogeneous nucleation at strained sites such as impuri-
ties or the surface of the containing vessel. under special

I
2

3

4

I.N. Stranski, Naturwissenschaf ten @, 4ZS (
ID.E. Parry, Surface Sci. 49, 433 (tgZS).

L.V. lYoodcock and K. Singer, Trans. Faraday
t2 (1971).
D. TurnbulI, Phase Changes,in Solid State
F. Seitz and D. Turnbull, (Academic Press

Lg42) .

Soc. 67 ,

Physics, ed. by
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circumstances e.g. when the liquid is in the form of very
smalL droplets Iying on clearr amorphous substrates, there are
no preferred nucleation sites and large supercoolings are
poss ib1e. Here nucl.eat ion occurs when by thermal f luctuat ions
sufficiently large spherical regions of the new phase occur
for the decrease in voLume free energy to just offset the
increase in surface interfacial free energy. once critical
nuclei form they may grow rapidly, so that for growth,
nucleat ion should be the rate control.l ing step. This is the
bas is of the volmei'-1{eber'-Becker-Dor ing (v'dIBD) tireory of
nucleation and growthl, and has been used by Turnbul12 to
determine t'st f rom the homogeneous nr:.c1eat ion temperatures
for metals and more important to the present work by Brrckle
and Ubbelohde3 for the alkali halides. These are listed later
in Table 4.L. Y"t is also important in the d.epress ion of
equilibrium melt ing temperature for very smalI part icles4. If
we imagine a particle to have a molten surface layer, zs the
radius r decreases the relative contribution of YsL to the
molar free energy increases and T, falls proportionate to r-I.
The effect is observable for particles Less than lo0 nm in
diameter and the radius dependence becomes a litt1e more
complex below I0 nm. 5 A similar effect results for the mert-
ing point of substances in capillaries and of course if the
solid-liquid interface is concave T,n is increased. As a final
reference to the use of {"t in theories of melting we recall
Frenkelts theory of heterophase fluctuatio.rs6 in which a

distribut ion of . embryos or micro-regions of the nerv phase are
formed near T* by thermodynamic fluctuations. These suppos-
edly grow in volume at the expense of the old phase as Tr' is
approached and beyond T,n regions of the oId phase diminish.
It is claimed? that premeLting and prefreezing phenomena may

I
z
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ibid.
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f ind their e-xplanation in this theory, However it is apparent
that the theory is I ittle different in principle from the
above nucleation theory which t tzther than predicting pre-
cursors to the melting or freezing transition, dctualry
postpones the trans i t ion. ?s1 raises the free energy of mel t
embryos in rhe solid and or solid embryos in the melt so that
both are unf avourable f r.uctuat ions, and since the hornogeneous
nucleat ion trans i t ions occur over a very smar r temperature
range no premelting or prefreezing behaviour can result.

(u) Bgrk Lheories - some bulk non-structural
theories of melting have appeared e.g. Frit".hl has used the
Landau model2 of second order trans i t ions which different iates
between the free energies of two phases by a function of long
range order, and by including a function of short range order
obtained a sys tem which exhibi ts a mel t ing point and an
instabil ity point. common to rnany of this kind of theory is
the inability to predict absorute values for T*, and the
approach often becomes basicarly phenomenologicar. This is
not the case however f or the theory of s ieni_f icant l iqgid
structures as developed by Eyring and co-worker"3. Although
in its detail this theory is an extension of the hole theory
discussed as a structural theory in S Z.S (i), the essential
feature is that a riquid is envisaged. as comprising proport-
ions d of solid-1ike and (l-a ) of gas-tike degrees of free_
dom . Liquid properties are estimated, surpri.singry accurat-
e1y, as averages of the solid and the gas properties,weighted
in those proportions, without necessariry any considerations
of structure. The rationale for this simplistic view is that
vacancies within the riquid wilI tend to behave much as
molecules in a gas, in the same way that holes in the valence
band of a metal correspond to electrons in the conduction
bandr ox holes in negative energy space are equivalent to
elementary part icles in Dirac I s theory of mat ter. By formu-
lat ing the part i t ion funct ion for the r iquid as a weighted
product of solid and gas partition functions a range of prop-
1 G. Fri tsch, Phys. Stat. Sol idi, 3l , IO7 (
2 L.iD. Landau and E.M. Lifshits, Course ofPhysics 5 (Pergamon, .London),'"h;;t;; i;.-. , Y--Er Lvr rT.

I. 3"'i"* ""q l.f. Marchi, J.Chem.Edu. 40,

r975) .

Iheore t i cal

?,;,,PI_lirS, 3"d,y:l: Jhon, Signif ican, iifi
562 (1953);
Structures(wirby, N.y. t969i quid
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erties from melting parameters, thermod.ynamic and transport
propert ies to the dielectri.c cons tant of l iquids can be
accurately character ised. Tlre shortf all of this approach and
even more so of the lattice model approach summarised in the
next section is the assumption of solid-like structure in a
substant ial proport ion of the l iquid. lyhile the average
radial distribution function and average co-ordination number
sugges t thi s is an approximat ion which _is not unreasonable,
however, the instantaneous structure revealed by lv{onte-carlo
computations shorvs a large degree of irregularity at all
points in the liquid, some molecules being virtually unco-ord-
inated. This is particularly werr displayed by " model con-
structed by woodcockl f ro,, "r, ins tantaneous con{igurat ion of
Kcl mel t near its triple point. Nevertheress, in terms of
quantitative results, the significant structures theory is
probably the single most successful and at the same time
sim'ole theory to have been applied to merting and the riquid
state.

2.3 S!ructural Theories.

we consider three kinds of structural theories of
melt ing which range in their parad.ymes f rom the sol id to the
gaseous states: ( i) lattice ( ii) statistical geometricaL and
( iii) statistical mechanical.

'2-3-L Lattice Theories. These atternpt to represent the
melt structure as a modification of the structure of a perfect
crystal. The isotropy of the liquid state together with the
similarity between X-ray diffraction patterns of liquids and
their powdered sol ids suggests the anal.ogy betrveen a melt and
its very finely powdered. parent crystal. A model of this
kind was suggested by stewart2 who proposed to describe a
liquid as having tcybotactic regionsr of perfect crystallites
each separated by thin amorphous layers. Later Gurney and
Mott3 elaborated this vierv using more familiar terms to

I
2

3

L.V. lToodcock, Nature Physical Science Z3Z, 63 (tgZf ).
G.W. Stewart, Rev. Mod. phys. !, I l6 ( tggO) .

I
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describe a liquid as a limiting form of a polycrystalline
solid with very small grain size, the enthalpy of melting
AH,, being identified with the grain boundary energy. The

M
lat ter may be expressed in terms of the shear modulrr" .,tr and
attention was d^rawnl to the correlation between f and AHU.
various claims to priority exist for a vacancy or hole model
of fusion2 which in its simprest form views the melt as a
solid with a large density of vacancies. This appears to have
been suggested first by Frenkel in 1926. The error in this
s impl ist ic view is that it presupposes the existence of a

lattice with long range order, the very thing that is lost on
meLting. A rather more plausibte approach was initiated by
Lennard-Jones and Devonshir.3 using a point defect structure
which aLlows Ioss of long range order, that of interstitial.s
as well as vacancies. They propose that in a fcc crystaL
there are two sets of lattice sites of interest: those
occupied by the atoms and those defined by interst it ial sites,
which at low temperature are completely vacant but as temp-
erature rises become increasingly occupied after the fashion
of a Bragg-WiL1iams4 order-disorder transition. Under the
assumption that the interaction energy of atoms on adjacent
lattice and interstitial sites decreases with increase in
volume of the system, they showed that a first order transition
identifiable with melting occurred. Abov" T* each of the two
Iattices have equal random occupancy with the result that long
range order is absent while short range order is stil1 retained
but with a decrease in co-ordination number. This is at least
in good qualitative agreement with melt structure. Quantita-
tively, predicted values of Trn and (Vt - Vs)/V" are reasonably
accurate for a number of gases and Lindemannts formula is
predicted. More recentl.y5 under the assumpt ion that the inter-
action energy maximises at low volume, this theory has been

J.K. MacKenzie and N.F. Mott, Phys. Soc. Proc.93, 4LI (950).
J. Frenkel , loc.cit. , p . 175; H. Eyr ing, J.Chem.Phys . 4, 283
(1935); w. AItar, J. Chem. Phys. 5,577 (L932); R. f.urrh,
L.s. ornstein and J.M.$r. Milatz, Proc.Ams t .Acad.sc i . 42,\or ( 1939).

J.E. Lennard-Jones and F. Devonshire, Proc. Roy. Soc.
Ldnd. A192, 3L7 (I939); A170, 464 (1939).
W.L. Bragg and E.J. Williams, Proc. Roy. Soc. AI45,699 (1934).
T. Yoshida and H. Okamoto, Prog. Ttieoret. Phys. 4.5,663 (i97I).
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used to explain the maximum observed in the melting curves
of a number of subs tances at hi gh pres 

"rr""" 
I 

.
An important development of the r.at t ice models is the

cell model2 which abandons the regular lattice but requires
molecules to be confined for much but not al1 of the time in
a cel1 volume delineated by its neighbours. Subject to this
constraint, the Iiquid molecules are treated much as though
they were an ideal gas with the result that a rcommunalr

entropy R appears on merting. Adding to this entropy that
due to the isothermal expansion of free volume on melting
Hirschfelder et ^Lz obtain values of Asu in reasonable
agreement with experimental values, however other contribu-
tions such as vibrational entropy are not considered and in
the mathematical and conceptual development rather arbitrary
approximations are made.

so far we have considered point and surface (grain
boundary) aefect melting theories, and linear defects such as
dislocations also have not escaped. the attention of those
interested in the melt ing process. A dislocat ion is a source
of shear and it is by virtue of these that crystals deform
plas t ical 1y under externaL shear s tresses. The importance of
shear in melting has already been emphasised and it is the
opinion of many researchers that the numerous factors involved
in meLting are best explained using a dislocation model.
Rothstein3 first drew attention to the possibility that the
increase in free volume for a given expenditure of formation
enthalpy is tar greater for a single dislocation than for a
distribution of isolated vacancies. This co-operative effect
should at a suitably high temperature lead to a rapid spontan-
eous formation of dislocations with an accompanying !.oss of
shear resistance tantamount to melting. As grain boundaries
may be resolved into arrays of dislocations, the cybotactic
theory (of Stewart, and Curney and Mott) may be considered
to be a special case of the dislocation theory. The detailed
calculations appropriate to this model were performed by

4
Mizushima- by setting up the free energy function for an

e.g. F.P. Bundy, J. Chem. Phys. 38, 6Ig (1963).
2 Ji. Hirschfelder, D. Stevenson and H. Eyring, J. Chem.Phys. gr 996 (1932).
3 J. Rothstein, J. Chem. phys. 23, ZIg (1955).
4 S. Mizushima, J,. Phys. Soc. Japan 15, 70 (t9OOt.
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array of dislocations including the long range elastic and
core energies and the configurational and vibrational entrop-
ies as funct ions of the dislocat ion density, nd. up to a
certain temperature, the equilibrium value of .d is zero, and
above that temperature nd assumes its maximum va1ue where
adjacent dislocation cores are just touching such that the
long range elastic stress fields cancel. The enthalpy of
melting given by the dislocation core energy agrees with the
measured value fairly satisfactorily for a number of metals.

A rather more rigorous formulation of the dislocation
model was subsequently p"esented by ookawal in terms of the
part it ion funct ion for a dislocated lat t ice us ing in part ic-
ular an anharmonic shear frequency modulation parameter
analagous to the Gruneisen parameter for dilatation. The
theory is however limited by the assumption of a regular
periodic dislocation array and a uniform stat e of shear.
These assumptions are made for the sake of mathematical tract-
ability, however Bernal has emphasized. the importance of
variability in co-ordination (and hence shear) as a funda-
mental characteristic of the liquid state.

still later, usingra very simple and admittedly incomplete
model, Kulmann-wilsdorf- discussed a wide range of physical
implications of the dislocation theory deriving a number of
well known phenomenological relationships including, again,
Lindemannrs Iaw. It has become quite apparent by now that
almost any theory of melting would seem to roughly predict
melting parameters as well as phenomenological laws (partic-
ularly Lindemannts). Doubtless, this is because some of these
relationships can be derived by dimensional considerations
and because of the ubiquitous influence of the force constants
in physical properties. one Iearns therefore to regard
agreement between melting theories and experiment with some
caution. The dislocation model however is compelling both in
its implications and simplicity. The rong range stress
field of a dislocation which must be cancelled by adjacent

Ookawa, J. Phys. Soc. Japan
Kulmann-WiIsdorf , Phys. Rev.

zLgr ( t95o) .

t40, L5gg ( 1965) .

t A.
2 D.

I5,
A
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dislocat ions provides a nucleat ion barrier so that the
kinet ic aspects of melt ing are successfully represented
and the important solid-liquid (s-I) interfacial free
energy is calculatedl as one half the free energy of a dis-
location sub-grain boundary since such a boundary may be
interpreted as two s-I interfaces back to back. These
estimates agree remarkabry closely to the values of rsl
determined by Turnbull2 from homogeneous nucleation
experiments for lB different metals. Also, as the nucle-
ation qf fresh melt is probabry via glide and multiplication
of dislocat ions the rari ty of superheat ing is at tributed. to
the universal presence of isorated dis Iocat ions in crys tals
which would act as nucleation sites. rt may be significant
that gallium which can be grown relatively dislocation-free
can be superheated by smal1 amounts . Final ly, Kotz'e and
Kulmann-wilsdorf3 have computed radial correlation functions
of metallic melts using two models suggested by the disloca-
tlon theory: one of planar glide where order is retained
on the gl ide p lane, and penc i I gl ide where ord.er is retained
along rows in the sl ip direct ion. Ag.eement with experimental
correlation functions is best using the former model for
f.c.c. metals which show pronounced planar glide in the solid
state, and using the second moder for b.c.c. metals which in
their solid state show pencil glide. A strong Iink therefore
exists between the liquid structure and the dislocated. solid
s t ruc ture .

A rather different approach has been extensivety
employed by cotterill and coworkers4 rr"ing molecular dynamics
computer experiments on meltirg. They find. a 1iquid-Like
pair distribution function appearing at a critical tempera-
ture in which the structure is characterised by shockley
partial dislocation loops on close packed planes. The

2

3

I .A. Kotz6 and D. Kulmann-tvi l sdorf ,9, 96 ( 1966) .

D. Turnbull, J. Appl. Phys. 21, LOZ}
I.A. Kotz6 and D. Kulmann-Wilsdorf ,(n9?r)
R.M.J. cotterill, E.J. Jensen and w. Damgaard Kristensen,Phys. Lett. A 44, LZZ (I973);.phi1. M.g. 27, 623 (tgl:);
30, 229 (r974)l-:_g , 245 (1974) .

Appl. Phys. Leters

(tgso).
Phil. Mag.23, ll33
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equival ent of premature surface mel t ing, discussed above,
was demonstrated by showing that a thin crystal consisting
of 6 layers melted at a temperature 4lo lower than the bulk
mel t ing temperatrrt". I

2.3.2 Statistical geometrical_theory of melting.
Crystals are characterised by cl.ose regular packing of the
const ituent atoms in general in a manner which t fills spacet .)Frank- suggested that the packing in liquids may possess
basic units which are not space-filling e.g. in hcp crystals
there are 12 first co-ordinated atoms so that the approp-
riate f.iquid co-ordination may be rz atoms at the vertices
of a regular icosahedran which is a non space-fi11ing unit.
This may account for the increase in free volume on melting
but does not deal with the essential irregularity of packing
in l iquids.

?Bernal- has been accredited with pioneering a geometrical
approach to the study of liquids which drarvs attention to the
coherent but irregular packing and variability in co-ordin-
ation of atoms in liquids. In fact, some of the important
f eatures were examined much earlier both anal.yt icalry and
by model making. Morrell and Hildebrand4 examined the loose
packing of hard gelatin spheres suspended in a liquid of the
same density and found radial distribution curves rather
similar to those found by x-ray diffraction of liquids. Then
Kirkwood and Boggs5 pt."ented an approximate theory of three-
dimensionaL loose packing of hard spheres which gave a liquid-
Like radial distribution function (rdf) and above a critical
maximum density the rdf became undamped as for a crystal
with long range order. The critical density therefore
resembles the melting point and interestingly this density is
less than that for close packing, indicating the essential
di scont inui ty of mel t ing.

I
2

3

R.M.J. CotterilI, Phil. M"g.
F.C. Frank,
JfD. Bernal
A290, zgg (

eTd-( re6o) .
W.E. MorreL l and J.lf . Hi Ldebrand, J. Chem. Phys .!,ZZq( tg:0)
J.G. Kirkwood and E.M. Boggs, J.Chem.Phys. 10 , 394 (1942) .

, Nature 183, L4I (1959); Proc. Roy. Soc.
I96a); J.D. Bernal and J. Mason, Nature IB8,
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Bernal, in the absence of an exact mathematical formalism,
which he described as stat ist ical geometrv, resorted to
examining compressed irregular stacks of plast icene balls
and ball beari^g".I Three important features consistently
revealed themselves. The already mentioned variation in
first co-ordination, the preference for surface co-ordina-
tion of 5 (as shown by the predominance of pentagonal faces
on the compressed plasticene balls), and the impossibility
of obtaining densities intermediate between those for long
range order and for closest packed disorder. The Last point
explains the physical necessity for melting to be a first
order transition and precludes the possibility of critical
mel t itg.

An interest ing relat ionship wi th the dislocat ion me1 t ing
theory is obtained by Pang, Franklin and Mi11.r2 *ho find
that close packed planes become warped sheets in random
packing as predicted by the planar glide dislocation mode1.3
Unfortunately, Bernalrs approach suffers from the lack of
exact mathematical procedures for analysing random packing,
particularly at high densities, but is important as it
points up the need to discuss liquids in terms of their own

intrinsic properties rather than those of sol.ids or gases.

2.3.3 SLgt ist ical mechanical theories. of mel t ing. These
find their origins in the success of. the van der Waals
eguation of state in the kinetic theory of gases and partic-
ularly in the theory of dense gases. The basic difference
however of a liquid from a gas is the multiple correlations
or interactions between a molecule and its neighbours and

the lack of a concept of a moLecular free path. Thus various
approximations were required to extend the dense gas theory
to apply to I iquids. The earl iest and most successful of
such theories are due to Kirkwood and Munroe4 and Born and

6Creen" although their approximations and particularly the

See also G.D. Scot t , Nature
T.W.S. Pang, U.M. Franklin
Eng. 12, 167 ( 1973) .

rBB, go8 (rg0o).
and W.A. Mi 11er, Mat . Sc i .

I.A. Katz5 and D. Kulmann-Wilsdorf, Phil. M"g. 23, II33
(r971).
J.,C. Kirkrvood. and E. Monroe,J.Chern.Phys. 9, 514 (194I ).;M- Born and H.s..'Breen, proc. Roy. soc. ergg, IO (r9a6l;ArBg, lo3 (t947).

T
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irreversibility is introduced are open to
and other !.ike theories are well reviewed

We may add to these theories a special class of
computat ion: the mol ecular dynamics (MD) and Mont e-Carl o (rr,Ic)

computer studies which, given the interatomic potent ials,
ident ify al.lowable displacements of atoms and. thus simulate
the evolving kinet ic behaviour of ensembles of atoms. lfe
have already referred to the MD studies of dislocation
generation at T,n by cotterirr and shall have occasion to
refer to the MC studies by woodcock and co-workers on the
meL t ing of alkal i hal ides.2 The Latter have provided melting
data very cLose to experimental values and furthermore have
provided values of some parameters which are not accessible
by experiment. However, these studies are crassified as
experiments rather than theories as they contain no analyt-
ical formulat ion of the stat ist ical, kinet ic and co-operat ive
behaviour of the atoms

The last theoretical approach to melting we shall discuss
here is one which has recently given successfur results for
the melting of simple metals by the use of variational
principles to calculate tire solid and liquid free energies.
stroud and Ashcroftl r"ing known pseudo-potentials for Na,
set up general solid and riquid free energies which were
evaluated-by minimising the free energy with respect to each
phonon frequency. The melting curve thus obtained is in
reasonable agreement with experimenf and.along the curve the
rms displacements in the solid were virtualLy constant, thus
verif ying Lindemannr s law. In the mel t the ef f ect ive hard
sphere packing fraction was constant along the curve, giving
what they call an analog to the Lindemann law for the liquid

H.S. Green, The Structure of
Physik, ed. by S. Flugge (Spr
L.V. $roodcock and K. Singer,
D.' Stroud and N.W. Ashcroft,

Liquids, in Handb. der
inger-Verlag, Berlin I950) .

1oc. cit.
Phys. Rev. B 2 ,37L (r97Zr.
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state.

lYe have now reviewed the main kinds of melting theories,
in detail where the theory particularly 

"pplies to the
remainder of this work. Where we have been very briefr w€

have done so because there exists a thorough review in that
area which is ref erred to. The rerrainder of -this chapter
rvil l be devoted to emphas izing one f urther important
classification of melting theories.

2 .4 Het erogeneous Theor i es of Mel t ing.

When considering surface thermodynamic theories in
3 Z.Z, attent ion was directed to the need to describe the
onset of melting as a nucleation problem and the development
of melting as interfacial growth. This is demonstrated most
clearly by the abil ity to cause the s-1 interface to
oscilLate by thermal cyclingl "rrd the ability to superheat
the relatively defect free interior of a crystaL rvhen

internally heated2, indicat ing the existence of a nucleat ion
barrier to melting. McKenzie, Turnbull and others3r4 showed

that qwartz, cristobalite and phosphorus pentoxide could be
superheated (by up to 300 K above T, for the first, and 40 K
to 50 K above T. for the second two) by virtue of the high
viscosity of their melts and the consequent slow movement of
the s-1 interface. Even at the highest superheat ings, melt-
irg began at surfaces and grain boundaries but never in the
crystal interior. The weight of experimental evidence
therefore appears to suggest that meLting must be seen as a

heterogeneous process and homogeneous theories of melting such
as the ins tabi I i ty theor i es are unaccep tabl e or mus t be
modified. The actual structure of the s-1 interface and
indeed of the crystal surface thus become important in the
theory of melting and crystalisation. These have been well

J.J. Kramer and W.A. Tiller
S.E. Haykin and N.P. Benet,
URSS 23, 3t (lg3g).
N,.G, Ainslie, J.D. McKenzie
Chem. 65, l7I8 ( 1961 ) .

, J.Chem.Phys . 37, 841 (1962)
C.R. (Oottady) Acad. Sci.

and D. Turnbull, J. Phys.

R.L. Cormia, J.D. McKenzie and D. TurnbulL, J. Appl.
Phys . 34, 2239 ( 1953) .

I
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Istudied- although largely from the point of vierv of growth
of crystals from melt, vapour or solution rather than meLt-
irg. Three types of interfaces obtain2, na.mery sing.qler
which are atomically smooth or facetting, non singular
which are atomically rough, and where a surface or inter-
face is misoriented to a low index crystallographic plane
and therefore consists of a sequence of singular terraces
separated by steps, vicinal.

The stat ist ical thermodynamics of surfaces was first
presented by Burton, cabrera and Frank3 as a classical two
dimensional co-operative problem using the exact onsager
solution for the two level case and the Bethe approximation
for the multi level case. The picture that emerges is that
at low temperatures low index faces are singular while above
a transition temperatur. T" those faces become non-singular
i.e. they contain a high density of adatoms, holes, kinks
on ledges etc. For the close packed surfaces in which inter-
actions between atoms are dominated by nearest neighbour
interactions T" may exceed r* ancl certainly is greater than
the value of r" for the less densely packed surfaces where
next neares t ne i ghbour int eracr i ons are al. so impor tant . Thi s

agrees precisely with stranskits non-structural view of
surface melting already elaborated in 5Z.Z

4Gurney'- independently proposed a different model of
surface melting to explain the high mobility found on surfaces
He suggested that the increased chemical potential in surface
regions wouLd cause a diffusion of molecules away from these
regions leaving vacancies behind, uLtimately to the extent
that the density of vacancies would be sufficient to cause
the surface to mert. The surface tension of the melt on the
solid would be just such that the chemical potentials of

D.P. Woodruf f , The Sol id-Liquid Interface (Cambridge
University Press I973) .

N. Cabrera, Trans. Faraday
W.K. Burton, N. Cabrera and
Soc. L243.,299 (1951).
R.W. Gurney, Proc. Phys

Soc. 55, l6 ( 1959).
F.C. Frank, Phil. Trans. Roy.

. Soc. 62, 639 (tg+g).
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surface molecules and burk molecules could be equated.

tni s tructure of the s- r int erf ace was rvorked out by
Jackson- as a two lever problem using the Bragg-wirriams
approximation. His results are expressible in terms of a
parameter o given by

e = (n1/ , )(l,o/tt) (2.4)

where Lo is the change in internal energy betrveen bulk sol id
and bulk liquid, a1 is the number of nearest neighbours in
the plane of the interface and v is the total number of
nearest neighbours in the crystal bulk. When a 1 Z the
interface is cornpretery rough and interface movement may
readily take place at any point on its surface, while for
a)2 the interface is singular so that it may progress only
by two dimensional nucleation and is therefore much slower
moving and cannot move until a critical supercooling or super-
heating is reached. (w" note in passing that a growing
singurar surface may avoid two dimensional nucreation byr
growing on the ledge of a sp irar about a screw disr.ocat ion
existing on the urr"f"..2. However, such a surface strictry
is vicinal rather than s ingular) . Tabl e 2.1 l ists varues of
a calculated for the alkali halides at their melting points
for the three lowest index pranes and it appears that the
sodium and potassium salts and possibly Rbcl may facet on
(roo) near T,n but certainly not on any higher index plane.
This is indeed what is found in the case of KCI by depositing
argon bubbles just under the s-1 interface, quenching, then
examining the bubble surfaces by electron micros"opy.3 Only
(too) faces grow from the melt as singular ones and these
being poorly wetted by the melt may be compretely stripped
of the melt by the bubble.

we thus have a process which may be very important in

K.A. Jackson, Liquid MetaIs

9l
B.

2

3

CLeveland, I958) p.I7q.
F.C. Frank, Adv. Phys. l,
G. Grange, R. Landers and
54, 445 (1975).

and Solidification, (ASM,

(L95zl.
Mutaftschiev, Surf . Sci.
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the study of premetting behaviour. At a criticar temper-
ature T" below the merting temperature, surfaces will become
disordered i -e. they wirl rnert, with resultant high dif fusiv-
ity pathways around the exterior of the crystal. T.
decreases the higher the index of the s*rface plane. These
ideas are confirmed by a study by pavlovska and Nenowl on
surface melting in diphenyl. They find that {zor} faces
melt 20-25 K below the melting temperature (S+2.? K), {ffO}

SaI t

l- "'"Licl
L iBr
LiI

Orientat ion of
(100)

ry.I::a1

Table 2.1. Values
of s-1

o.9t
o-90
0 .85
0:79

I .05
I .05
I .03
I.O2

o .90
2.OZ

L.02
I.0l

o.9t
I .03
o-9r
0 .78

of a for various
interfaces at the

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

orientat ions
mel t irg point

Nar.

NaCI

NaBr

NaI

KF

KCl

KBr

KI

RbE.

Rbcl
RbBr

RbI

(rrl) 
I

'-lt.9q
I .80
L.72
I .58

2.LI
2.LO
2.05
2.O3

r .93
2.03
2.03
2.O2

r .82
2.06
I .82
L .56

faces l0-I5 K below T,n, while for {OOf} faces T" ) T_.

A. Pavlovska and D. Nenow, Surf. Sci. 27,2rr (197t).
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. By the sa.me token, premature melt ing at grain boundaries
might be expected, and indeed beginrring with the experiments
of Chau.dron et al on high purity aluminirr*l this has been
found, although controversy developed regarding the possib-
ility of melting point depression due to acctlmulation of
impurities at the grain boundaries. The general consensus
now appears to be that preferential melting occurs at the
boundary dure to ease of nucleation rather than intrinsic
depress ion of the mel t ing point .2

2.5 Sunmarv.
The various mel t ing theories which have been exarnined

in this chapter are sumrnarised accoring to their categories
in Table 2.2. Each displays at least some degree of pred.ict-
ive success and many are quantitatively convincing. so many
in fact that it has had to be stressed that sat isfactory
theories must be judged not so much on quantitative results
but more on how physically realistic the description is.

In view of the dynamic character of melting, the
existence of a solid-liquid interface and a nucleation barrier
to meltingr w€ found it necessary to distinguish between
homogeneous and heterogeneous theories, as is done in Table
2.2, and retain as viable only those theories which fal1 in
the latter group. ofcourse some of the presentLy homogeneous
theories could, with further complexity, be modified so as to
include a description of the s-1 interface, however we have
simply tabulated these theories according to present rather
than potential status. The assignment of theories to the two
groups is in most instances obvious, except that the Bernal
and molecular dynamics approaches have been included in both
groups because the first has been applied to the interface
betrveen close and loose packing and MD computat ions appl ied
to thin crystals reveal a depressed rnel t ing point. Presum-
abry lvlD or MC cornputat ions on semi-inf inite arrays of atorns

would display the morphology of surface melting and the

G. Chaud.ronrP. Lacombe and N. Yannaquis, Compt . Rend.
226, t37Z ( lg48) .

S. Arnelinckx and lV. Dekeyser, So1. St. Phys. 8, 473(1959)
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appearance of a s-1 interface which progresses into the
lattice as the bulk melting point is approached. This has
not yet been done but should be possible with only IittLe
modification to existing computer programmes and is strongly
recommended to further elucidate the dynamics and mechanism
of mel t irg.

We have suggested that a truly successful theory of
melting must view the liquid in terms of its own distinctive
properties rather than in terms of gas-like or solid-like
models. At the same time the complexities involved in the
formulat ion of such a theory are so great that one is forced
to a compromise, and the model approach remains attractive.
All things considered, two model theories present themselves
as being at once both simple and successful - Ey.ingts
Significant Liquid Structures theory and the dislocation
model. The success of the former lies in its accurate
quantitative characterisation of a wide range of properties,
the latter more in its capability of meeting a number of
physicaL requirements particularly the nucleation and kinetics
of the s-l interface. We will show in SZ how the dislocation
modeL may be applied to describe surface melting as predicted
by the theory of Burton, Cabrera and Frank and the movement

of the s-1 interface from the surface into the crystal bulk.
Nevertheless, it must be understood that the model is
physically realistic only when disLocations are packed so
closely that the base lattice can no longer be recognised,
and under these conditions the formulation of dislocation
properties in terms of those usually studied for isolated
dislocations is 1" ikely to be inaccurate.
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PREMELTi NG

The diversity of theories of melting arises, as we

have seen, from the general lack of success in obtaining a

single reaListic and quantitatively precise theory. This
is due, in turn, to the difficul.ty in formulating the
structure of the meIt. The interest in premelting behav-

iour, then, is that processes poss ibly per taining to the
mechanism of melting may be studied in the better under-
stood solid state.

Before we discuss some of these premelting events, it
is necessary to state that by premelting we mean intrinsic
effects which are precursory to melting. Thus we exclude
aI I extrins ic effects, part icularly !h. I two-phase premel t-
i.gt as described by Ubbelohde, including the Raoult
freezing depression by insoluble impurities and the appear-
ance of a melting region due to soluble impurities. In
addition we exclude depressed melting points in ver)f small
crystall ine part iclesl and also intrins ic effects which

f irst appear well below Trn (at - 3 T*) and are directly
attributable to the thermal formation of point defects.
Prominent examples of the Iatter are the high temperature
rises in vol.ume thermal expansion 4.,, and specific heat Cp

above their vibrational values. (For example, for d., in
NaCl see ref. 2 and in AgCl see ref. 3. The temperature
dependence of 

"n 
for many ionic crystals is given in ref.4.)

It is not superfluous to state that one must consider
specific heat C., "t constant volume, for Cn contains the

effect of thermal. expansion and consequently rises well
above the Dulong and Petit value 6 R, particularly at high
temperatures where vacancies contribute to oV. The ef{ects
we are left with, thenr dTe those which appear within about

S.J. Peppiat and J. R. Sambles, Proc. R- Soc. Lond.
A. 345, 387 (L975) .

F.D. Enck and J.G.
R. Nicklow and R.

D.R. S tul 1 and H.
2nd Edn., NSRDS

z

3

4

Dommel , J. App I . Phys . 35, 839 ( I 965 )

Young, Phys. Rev. I29, I935 (1953).
Prophet, JANAF Thermochemical Tables,
NBS 37 ( r9?I ).
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IO K of the meltingtemperature and are not attributable to
the presence of impurities.

Because of the impurity problem, particularly the
possible presence of unknown or unexpected, impurity, and
more subtly the accumuLation of impurities at grain bound-
aries and surfaces, the results of many studies are at
variance with each other. Moreover, the situation is
further compl icated by the fact that even when impurit ies
are taken into accountr or are absent in high purity speci-
mens' premelting data from separate studies of the one
sys t em are not ent irely cons is t ent . we guot e jus t a few
examples. ubbelohdel fo,rnd distinct premelting rises in
specific heat near T. in carefully purified paraffins. The
intrinsic character of the results was checked by deliberate
doping and this work was substantiated by others2, yet
Hoffman and Decker3 particularly referring to pure c-Ig
paraff in found cool ing curves charac t er i s t i c of an ideal
first order transition with no premelting specific heat
anomaly. Abrupt increases in self diffusion observed in
indium within one half a degree of the melting point4 led
Meyer and Nachtrieb5 to examine the tracer self diffusion in
sodium up to T*. No anomarous changes in diffusion coeffic-
ient occurred to within 0.08 K of rm. Again, apart from the
usual vacancy contributionr oo premelting is evident in the
sPecific heat measurements in sodium reported by Marti116.
In contrast to both these results Fritsch and Liisch"rT
after carefully allowing for deliberately introduced
potassium impurity, found a steep rise in thermal conductiv-

A. Ubbelohde, Trans. Faraday Soc. 34, ZBZ (1939).
H. Finke, M. Gross, G. Waddington and H. Huf fman,
J. Am. Chem. Soc. 76, 333 (1954).
J. Hoffman and B. Decker, J. Phys. Chem. 57, 5ZO (tgSg)
R.E. Eckert and H.C. Drickamer, J. Chem. Phys. ZO, l3
( 1952).

+. E..Meyer and N.H. Nachtrieb, J. Chem, Phys . 23, 4O5
( rgss) .

D.L. Martin, Phys. Rev. I54, 571 (1967).
G. Fritsch and E. Liischer, Phys. Rev. B-1 , 3ZgZ (19?l).

t
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3
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ity below the solidus point. As a final example, Jach and
sebbal h.lr" reported dif f erent ia1 thermar analysis of the
melting of gallium at a constant heating rate which shows
a slow climb in temperature in two stages at the melting
point . The t emperature/ t ime curve, ,rsther than turning over
sharply at the onset of melting, is rounded. They interpret
their results in turns of anisotropic melting in two differ-
ent crystallographic directions. lve may compare this with a
recent precision melting studyz on 99.9999T0 purity gallium
which for a heating rate of 3 x ro-3 K/h showed very sharp
edges on the melting plateau and a constancy in temperature
of both melt and crystal wi thin at least tO-4t< during
melti.g.

The fact that many premelting anomalies may be elinrinated
by careful experimentation and the use of very high purity
samples tempts one to dismiss premelting in general as
spurious. Even where there are strong theoretical.reasons for
believing that surfaces should melt prematurely, low energy
electron diffraction studies3 of various crystals und.er ultra-
high vacuum where there are no gasious surface contaminants
show that the surfaces remain ordered up to the bulk melting
point. However, it must be recognised that the mechanism of
melting will vary from one substance to the other, and
general isat ions would be mos t unsafe. (we mi ght , in fac t ,

expect for example that gallium, which has a negative volume
change on melting, should not exhibit premelting but rather,
if possible, tpost meltingr effects. This wouLd be consistent
with the superheating of certain crystalline faces of gal.lium
observed. by volmer and schmidt4.) Neverthel{jss, the possib-
ility of spurious results near T, must be recognised e.g.
Mundy, Barr and srnith5 point out that a very small impurity

I
z

3

J. Jach and F. Sebba, Trans. Faraday Soc. 50, 226 (1954).
H. Wenzl and G. Matr, Z. Physik B 21, 95 (tglS').
R.M. Goodman and G.A. Somorjai, J. Chem. Phys. 52, 63Zs
( r970) .

M. Volmer and O. Schmidt, Z. Phys ik. Chem. B 35, 467 ( l93Z)
{:\:.Mundy, L.llll. Barr and F.A. Smith, Phi1. M"g. 14, 795
( 1966) .

4

5
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concentration is sufficient for impurity accumulations along
dislocations to cause premature melting therer giving an
enhanced pipe diffusion likely to effect all transport proc-
esses.

With these cautions in mind, we now turn to those
premelting studies on ionic crystals which more closely
relate to the present work. The most thorough study is that
of Allnatt and SimeI on the rises in electrical conductivity
beginning about 4 K prior to meLting in NaCl and KCI. Care
was taken not to deform the specimens and thus alter the
geometrical f actor during an experiment, a KCI crystal. was

doped with 3.3 I0-4 mole % of SrCl2 and NaCl crystals were
strained up to 5To in simple compression. They observe that
the anomalous rise is unaffected by the doping or the deform-
ation and has an effective activation energy of - 200 eV for
NaCl and - 400 eV for KCI . VIe note, however, that their
tabulated activation energies show LZO eV for the first rise
and ZIO eV for the second rise on a 2To strained NaCl specimen.
There may therefore be a deformation dependence which is
annealed out by the end of the first rise. Discounting
impurities as the cause of the effect, and not having measured
surface conductivity, AlLnatt and Sime 3"" unable to present
an explanation. Subsequently, Robin"on2 has interpreted their
results in terms of a dislocation theory of melti.g, the
excess conductivity being attributable to tpipe diffusionr
along thermally formed dislocation lines. Earlier obeerva-
tions of premelting conductivity have been made in sodium

?4nitrate" amd caesium chlorrqe

These results are complemented by a number of measure-
ments of elast ic constants in al.kal i hal ides up to the mel t ing

A.R. Allnatt and S.J. Sime, Trans.
( 1971) .

Faraday Soc. 67, 674

press).
Acad. Sc. Paris 262,

W.H. Robinson, J. Appl. Phys

'M. Bizouard and P. Ceris ier,
I (r966).
lV.W. Harpur , R .L . Mos s
Soc. L 232, tg6 (1955)

( itt

C.R.

and Ubbelohde, Proc. Roy.
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point. The first of these by Hunter and Siegell using NaCl

single crystals in composite piezoelectric oScillators in
the longitudinal and torsional modes, revealed up to 6To

decreases in the shear moduli c44 and ]("tt - "tZ) and the
compress ibi 1 i ty X , beginning about 5 K below T. This
means, surprisingly, that the lattice becomes rharderl near
the melt ing point. No expl.anat ion is given except to say
that the calculated compressibility is the adiabatic value
which is less than the isothermal value by an amount

1
a--'VT/C* where V is the molar volume. A rapid rise, theyvp
s4)r, in d.,, prior to mel t ing may theref ore account f or the
drop in Xadiabat ic and give a Xi"othermal *hich remains

normal or even rises close to T,n. This leaves the problem
of explaining a rapid increase in au as well 3sr since the
adiabat ic shear modul i equal the isothermal shear modul i,
the decrease in shear moduli. A similar result obtains for

2.?KCI-. Slagl e and McKins try', however, us ing a 20 llftlz
acoustic pulse technique found no deviations in c44 and
Lr \ ri(.tt "IZ) and contrary to the above results an increase
in isothermal compressibility near Tm. To these results we

may add that Robinson and co-workers using the piezoelectric
composite oscillator technique have observed, near T,n,

rapidLy increasing mechanical damping in singLe crystals of
KCl4'5'6 and AI7 and rapidly d,ecreasing dislocation
charge in KCl5

I
2

3

L. Hunter and S. Siegel, Phys.
R.D. Enck, Phys. Rev. ll9, 1873

O.D. Slagle and H.A. McKinstryr
( 1957) .

W.H. Robinson and
3754 ( r965) .

Birnbaum, J. Appl. Phys. 37,

W.H. Robinson, f .L. Tallon and P.H. Sutter, Phil. Mtg.
(to be published).
W.H. Robinson and H.K. Birnbaum, ( to be publ ished) .

A. Wolf enden and 14t.H. Robinson, Private communicat ion.

Rev. 6I, 84 (L9421.
(r960).
J. Appl. Phys. 38, 437
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There are some interest ing pre- and post-melting effects
observed in the vaporisation kinetics of Nacl, KBr and csIl.
In each case at about 100 K belorv T*, v?porisation flux
departs from simple lower temperature Arrhenius behaviour
passing through a minimum in gradient at T* then rising
quickly above T^ towards the extrapolated Arrhenius 1ine.
on the other hand, LiF shows no such irregurarities, the
vaporisation flux increasing uniformly through the melting
point. The anomalous behaviour was tentatively ascribed to
a change of the rate controlling step in a two step vaporis-
at ion process.

It is not unlikely that these various electricaL and
mechanical changes near melting are related and it is possible
the climb in vaporisation rate at T* is also connected to
or even causing these effects.

14Ie have brief 1y reviewed a number of premel t ing observ-
ations in alkali halides and as a final example we shall
consider an interesting typ" of behaviour which has not been
located amongst the alkali halides but may be possible in
this kind of binary system. This is a first or second order
sol id state transit ion involving the disordering, if not
melting, of one of the sublattices. Perhaps the best known
example is !'gI2 which unciergoes an isothermal transit ion f rom
the p to the q form at 4I8 K, with an accompanying ju.p in
electrical conduct ivity rather characterist ic of the usual.
change on mel t ing of othe.r ionlc crys tal s . Above the
transition temperature the Agn sublattice has no long range
order and the relatively small Ag+ ions are highly mobile.
The actual melting temperature is much higher at - g30 K.
a - AgI and the aphases of a whole range of related substit-
utional salts3 such as AgrHgIn are described as solid
electrolytes and have received much attention in recent years
in relation to high power density galvanic celts.4 Many

C. Ewing and K. Stern, J.Phys.Chem . 79, ZOOZ ( l9Z5l .

W. Jos t, J. Krug and L. Sieg, Proc. Intern. Syrp.
React ivi ty Sol ids, Gothenburgr L9SZ, pp 8l-BZ.
T. Takahashi, J. Appl. Electrochem.3, 7g (I923).
R.T. Foley, J. Electrochem. Soc. ll6, l3 C (1969).
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substances possessing the fluorite (WZ) ot anti-fluorite
(UrV) typ. of structure show similar, though second order,
tr]rr"itionsl. The anion sublattices in CaFr, SrCl2, SrBr,
and BaC1, becomerat high temperatures, increasingly randomly
dis tributed over the octahedral and t etrahedral s i tes wi thin
the fcc cation sublatt ice. As a result the specific heat
rises to a maximum at some criticaL temperature and the
entropies of melting are correspondingly about half those of
other alkaline earth halides which do not exhibit transitions
Other crystals with similar transitions are KrS, Li2SO4, NdI3
and probably UO2, ThOZ and NarO. It is particularly inter-
esting to note that SrBr, shows a transition only LZ K below
its meltirg point^ and the question arises, if in a substance
the transition were much closer to T*, whether experimentally
it would be distinguished from melting or interpreted as an
impuri ty effect . Premel t ing effects in some binary compounds

might in fact be due to a disordering of one sublattice pre-
mature to melting. In possible connection with this idea,
we observe that cryoscopic studies on the premelting of KCNSZ

reveal a continuous transition within I or 2 K of the meLting
point. Thus, for example, premelting in the alka1i halides
may be due to disordering of the cation (ln general) sub-
lattice before melting and we might expect that the smaller
the radius ratio, r+/ r', the earlier the premelting. This
is consistent with the above noted results for NaCL and KCI

obtained by Allnatt and Sime wherein the breadth of the
premelting region for NaCl was twice that for KCl. This and

other possible premelting processes will be considered in
detail in SZ in relation to our own experimental results.
Lastly we recal1 that Frenkelts heterophase f Luctuat ion theory3
was rejected in SZ.Z as a possible explanation of premelting.

A.S. Dporkin and M.A. Bredig,
(1963); ibid.72, L277 (t968).
E. Rhodes and A.R. Ubbelohde,
l?05 ( 1959) .

J. Phys. Chem. 67,697

Trans. Faraday Soc . 55,

J. Frenkel, J. Phys. l, 315 (I939)
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4 IdELTING DATA OF ALKALi HALIDES AND AN ELASTIC STRAIN

THEORY OF MELTING.

In this section we collect together the varues of a
number of important physical parameters, some of which will
be required for later computation and others which will
receive some comrnent in the present sechon. Then we develop
a generalised elastic strain description of melting and. show
that, with one important al teration, Bornrs shear instabil i ty
theory of melting applies for a large number or the alkali
hal ides.

4.1 Physical Data
Table 4.1 contains the basic data for the alkali

halides with the rocksalt structure, and these show some
interesting contrasting trends. Some quantities, while remain-
itg roughly constant within homologous groups, overall show
a marked variation e.g. the melting temperatur" T'n which
varies by a factor of 2. Another, Lv/v varies monotonically
down the column, and still others such as the entropy of
mel t ing are remarkably cons tant. The last feature suggests
that the structural disorder in the melts is the same in each
case. 14re have cited the smallness of the enthalpy of melting
AHn, relative to the enthalpy of subLimation AH" as being

proof of the greater s imilarity of the mel.t near T,n to the
crystal than to the gas. In the case of metals AHs/AHm is as
high as 40 whereas here we find values scattered. about l0
which suggests the distinction between meLt and, vapour is
rather less in the alkali halides than in the metals. This
is because the vapours of the alkali halides largely consist
of ion pairs and even dimers as gaseous molecul."l. Adding
the dissociation energy of these molecules gives a final'
ratio AFl/ AH. averaging around 30 which is in closer agree-
ment with the metals. A contributing factor to the greater
similarity between melt and vapour may also derive from the
inclination to ion pairing in the melt which is apparent even

t D'. Stull and H. Prophet, JANAF Thermochemical Tables
NSRDS . NBS 37 (1971).
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Phys i ca1 da ra f or the alkal i hal ides . L{ol ar
weight, M, mel t ing temperature, T*, enthalpy of
mel t ing, AH*, enthalpy of subl imat ion, AH", and
the specific heats of the sol id and I iquid at
the melting point, Cp" and Cpf are all from
D. Stul l and II. Prophet , JANAF Thermochemical
Tabte NSj{DS - NBS 37 ( tg7l). The fraciional
changes in volume on mel t ing AV'/V" are from
H. Schinke and F. Sauerrvald, Z. anorg. Ctrem.W,
313 ( l95b) . The Gruneisen parameters g are
from J.c. sraier, Introduction to ctrernical
Physics (McGraw-Hill, N.y., 1939). The solid_
I iquid interfacial energies /", are f rom E.R.
Buckl e and A.R. Ubbel ohde, proc. 1l.oy. Soc .
A 26}, IgT (1961). Tire mel I surface tensions
{L and melt d,ensities are from C.J. Janz et

?1, ivs:lDs _IYBS L5 ( t96g) . The sol id dens i t ies
at the melting point are calcurated from the
melt densities and the volume changes AVm/Vs.
lfhere values of AH" were not avai labl e they were
calculated from the cohesive energies of the
crystals (given in F. Seitz, Modern Theory of
Sol ids (McGraw-Hill, N.y., 1940)) ana the bind-
ing energies of the gasious ion-pairs. The
values o1 AH=/AH, thus obtained are marked by
asterisks.
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at the melting pointl.

The tendency of properties to vary monotonically within
homologous groups in a similar manner for each group allows
one to obtain many correlations between solid state propert-
ies and melting parameters which must be regarded with some

degree of caution. We shall consider just one typ. of
correlat ion: that of the elast ic modul i with the enthalpies
of melting. For other pxoperty correlations, the paper of
Gr imval L ancl S joclin2 may be ref erred to. Mot t and McK.., i"3
noteC the correspondence between grain boundary energy via
the shear modulus and the enthalpy of melting and this has,
as we have seen, subsequent ly l ed to a n.umber of dis locat ion
theor ies of meI t ing. Bet ter correspondence obtains , certainly
in the case of the alkali halides, if proper consideration is
given to the parameters which should be combined. On dimen-
sional grounds, or by considering simple models, it can be
seen that one should look for constancy in the shear modulus
divided by f" AHn., where ps is the density of the solid at the
melting point. For example, in the case of a dislocation
model of melting in the alkali halides one migh assume that
the act ive planes and direct ions for spontaneous dislocat ion
generation are {ttO} (ffO) as for normal s1.ip. The appropriate
moduli for edge and screw dislocations on these planes are

Arespeci ively=
(ctt + "t2) rr,

trre =

lrs =

[itrr("tt + "Lz +'"nnlf (4.r)

(4.21

, c.z ^nd "nns
we calculate the

the 3rd and 4t}:,

l*"q+ (.r,
I

- cr )17

The thfee independent elastic constant" .ll
are tabulated in Table 4.2. and from these
quantities r"/g" AH* and ps/g" AHs shown in

I
2

3

4

5

J

L.V. Woodcock, Nature Phys ical Scienc e 232, 63 (

G. Grimv'a11 and S. Sjddin,Physi6s Scripta 10,340
J.K.McKenzie and N.F.Mot t,Phys.Soc.Proc .,63, 411

J.D. Eshelbv.W.T. Read and $r. Shocklev.Acta Met.Eshelby,W.T. Read and $r. Shockley,Acta Met.I.L,Z5I ( 1953)
R.F.S. Hearmon in Landolt-Bornstein, New Series, Group III
Vol.1 (Springer-Verlag, Berlin, I966) .

r971 ).
(tgt+).
( l950) .
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Table 4.2 Elastic moduli and r,educed moduli *+|gAHrfor/.' \' shear on various orientation planes. Values given in
brackets are for elastic moduli at Tm. Room temper-
ature moduli are from Flearmon ref . j p. 40 and high
temperature moduli are from refs. l-7 p. 44 .
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columns. Discounting the rubidium salts for which the data
are poor, the constancy in values is noteable. However,
before this is construed as strong support for a dislocation
model of melting, we must note that the bulk modulus (in the
next column) and, by sel ec t ing the sof t es t mod.ulus f or each
crystal, Youngrs modulus show a similar though not so marked
constancy. Therefore t tdther than committing ourselves to
a part icular structural def ect, a more polverful approach rnay

be made to melting by considering the melt as an arbitrarily
s trained crys ta1 .

4.2 Elastic Strain Formulation of Melting.
The total melt strain may be resolved into six inclepend-

ent strains: one dilatation and five shear strains which are
in fact the eigenvectors of the elastic modulus reduced matrix.
These strains together with the three separate eigenvalues of
the matrix are

t33

- o 
zz) /\/3

P= *(.r, + 2e12)

eI =

ez=

t3=

tll +'zz +

(2rlu - .tI

trI ' 'zz
2 'Lz

tr'= *t.r, - "tz)
(4.31

p=
"44e4 = 2 ,23

e5=2.31

The 6,, are the components of the strain tensor, the dilatat ion
rJ

d is a simple volume change while erand "z are shears on {tto}
planes and e3, e4 ancl e5 are shears on {tOO} ptanes. Since
the meLt cannot sustain a macroscopic shear the ei are local
shears which average to zero in time and space. The eigen-
values are the bulk rnoclulus , P , the {f f O} shear modulus , ;r' ,
and the {tOO} shear modulus, tr . In their proper tensor
f orms p' is p transf ormed through a rotat ion of ?r/ 4. The
magnitudes of the three groups of strains are chosen such
that, provided the moduli may be considered to be constant,
the strain energy density 11r is given by

t4r= ipaz +*p'("t2 + "zz) +ip{"22 + "42 + "s2) 
(+.+l



The enthalpy of melting is

AH, = (rlervl fwav = (l /zo1
V

where 6 is the simple mean
eqln. (+.s) uy AH, we have
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therefore

. Siegel, 1oc. cit.
cit.
H.A. McKinstry, J.

* u(EEz + Bn'+ eu')l 
(4'5)

tls82 +

rt/v) /aav = t ,J
V

p'(|Lz + 8z 2 
)

The capped strains, thus Ai, denote rms values. we shall
see in S+.g that the moduli may not be considered to be
constant throughout the melting process and appropriate
modifications wil1 be made. The volume change on melting
i s s imp 1y

Lv/V = ( ( 4.6)

dilatation. Dividing through
an equat ion where the mean square

strains have coef f icients 0 /orAHm, u,/erLH^ and p/prAl^. When
converted back to tensor notation, the first of these is
invariant under transformations and. we have seen in Table 4.2
that 0 correlates well with plAHm such that ts / orAH*- 30. It
is of course more realistic to use the values of the moduli1-7 at T- and where these are avairable values of g/0,a4
are given in brackets. These are more scattered in value but
this is probably due to the rather unieLiable data. The
two shear coefficients are orientation dependent and we have
t o be sure that the crys tar. is sof t es t in { r oo} and {r r o}
shear s ince any two shear modul i, such that one equals the
other transf ormed through a 7r/4 rotat ion, could serve as
independent moduli in our formulation. Listed below are some
low index sl ip sys tems wi th the appropriate shear modul i:

I
z

3

4

5

6

7

L. Hunter and S

F.D. Enck, loc.
O.D. Slagle and
(r967).
S.P. Nikanorov and A.V. Stepanov,
2s79 (r961).

Appl. Phys. 38, 437

Sov. Phys. So1. St. g,
q. Antonov, B.
(1967).
B. Karashev and
R.F.S. Hearmon,

Kardashev and S. Nikanorov, ibid.g,5Z7
S. Nikanorov, ibid. 9, 747 (1967,).
Ioc. cit.
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Each of the moduLi divided by c,A\ are included. in Table 4.2
and indeed trr and p' sum to the lowes t values of any of the
combinations. of these, the softest modulus at room tempera-
ture is p'fo, the lithium group and p for the remainder.
These are seen to correlate fairLy well withplAH. with

f.(sof test) /e,AH* - L2.5 and the complementary shear modulus
p for lithium halides and p/ for the'remainder, averages to
about 24 times p'AHn, with a similar degree of correlation.
At the melting point, {ttO} shear is softer than {foo} for
sodium as well as lithium halides and againrprovided one takes
the softest shear moduli excluding LiF and Rbr, correlation
withptAHm is reasonable with p (sof test)/erLH^ * T.? for the
6 salts and lhe harder complementary shear moduli average to
- 10.3 plAH.. This means that the rms strains in eqn. (+.gl
will be in approximately similar proportions for all the
alkali halides, with due allowance for which is the softest
shear pLane.

The change in vibrational entropy may be calculated from
the strain induced shift in the 6\normal mode frequencies vi

by using the formulal g" a,;kz,
,i

( 4 .7')

1n
p. 3I.

N.F. Mot t and
Ionic Crystals

Electronic Processes
Pressr Oxford, 1940),

R.W. Gurney,
( Cl arendon

vi + Av:( ^ ')
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The freguency change due to the dilatation may be connected.
to that strain using the Gruneisen parameterl, g in the
ellua t i on

Av' I v.l' 1 gd

or more accurately
A'vi/ vi = exp (

while the change due to shear is
effect which may be described by

E A,ik /v;u = - 3/z
k

Here the k summation is over
Appendix A we determine g and
ne i ghbour int erac t i ons of t he
that

- gd ) - I

a smaller second

the xry and z modes.
gs(i) Uy considering
Born-Mayer kind2. lVe

Bs (j) uj'

(4.8)

(4.9)

order

(4.10)

e= ss(j) - (i-z-y - 2)/6(^t - z) j =

In
neares t

show

3,4r5
(4.t1)

and

gs( j) = - (t3- 312- 2-t - 2)/L2(7 - 2) j - r,2 (4.r2)

In these equations 'f = a/Zpg where a is the cation-cation
distance and pg the Born-Mayer iharacteristic repulsion
distance which for the alkali halides is close to 3 x l0-tl*.
g is usualry calculated from the Gruneisen relationship

tVV = gXCV ( 4.13)

vaLues of g thus obtained3 are listed in Table 4.3 together
with values4 of p and thence g calculated from eqn. (4.Ir),
and g"(l) from eqn. {4.121. The theoretical g values are in
reasonabl e agreement wi th exper imental. values excep t f or the

E. Gruneisen, in Hanclb. der Phys ik, X, ed. by S. Flugge(springer-VerIag, Berl in, LgZ6) .

M. Born and K. Huang, Dynamical Theory of Crystal
Lattices (Clarendon Press, Oxford, t954) p.
_J_:C: Slater, Introduction to Chemical physbs, (McGraw_
HiI t, N.Y. , lg40) .

M.P. Tosi in Solid State lhy" ics I6 , 52 (tge+) ed.. by
(Academic Press, N.Y. ).

2

3

F. Seitz and D. Tur"nbull
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Sal t

LiF
L icl
L iBr
LiI

NaF

NaCl

NaElr

NaI

KF

KCI

KBr

clI

exp t

I .34
L .52
1 .70
z.o5

l.5l
I .63
I .5b
I .68

L .45
I .60
l.bB

-lt

2.99
3.42
3 .53
4.30

3.30
3.L7
3.40
3.8b

3.38
3.37
3.35

g
o

eqn. (4.11 )

I .05
r.r9
1.24
I .10

t.l0
I .43
r.41
I .34

l.26
r.5t
L .59
I . bt

ss(l)
eqn. (4.121

-2.71
-3.o0
- 3.93
-2.97

- 3.00
-5.40
-5.22
-4.67

-4.07
-6.06
-6. ?B

-6.97

Tabl. e 4.3 Experimental and theoret ical values of the
Cruneisen parameter g and the shear frequency
modulating coefficient gs(l). Values of g are
from Slater loc. cit. and values of !e are from
Tosi loc. cit.

3.35
3.37

I .67
l .77

-7.45
-8.50
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lithium salts where next nearest neighbour interactions are
important and consequent ly rve may expect the values of gs ( j ) ,
j=7rz to be reasonably close to the actual values at Ieast
for Nacl through to RbBr. The resulting total vibration
entropy is

AS.,rib = 2?RIl - exp( )l
5

+ 3 RI s"( j)Aj'
' 

)=1

'r- ', 3/ z
= ffi (#) '- explzl, (t'_t)l

I + d )I/3 t . Inclusion of nexr nearest
results in negligible changes in AS in
lithium salts. Gathering all the terms

-g d (+.r4)

( 4.15 )

ne i ghbour
al l
together

where as for AH* rve have averaged over the volume v assuming
6 to be uniformly distributed and we have replaced the factor
3 f or the x, y and z mocles by n in recogni t i on of the poss ib-
ility that, let us say, a linear defect with n = Z may be
operative. In addition to the vibrational entropr there is
the comrnunal entropy 2R aris ing f rom the f luidity of the melt
which allows freedom of access of each ion to any point
wi thin the mel t volume and there is the entropy R trr{VriV"*)
due to the isothermal expansion of the free volume v"* of
t he so1 id t o vf i' f or the I iquid. ' The f ree volumes are
calcuLated as functions of dilatation d in Appendix B using
the Born-Mayer potential for nearest neighbour overlap
repulsions in a cell model. We show that

vltr /v"i'

where ^l'= (

repuls ions
excep t the
we obtain

t
ASm = Rt2 + ln tvilv"l + z,tlL - exp(-e6-')l *ri s"(j ,Ai') (4.r6)

The principal assumption in this formulation is that
me1 t propert ies are simple extrapolat ions wi th respect to
strain of soLid properties and at first sight this would seem
unreasonable in view of the complexity and irregularity of
the liquid state and in the right of cautions presented in
S 2 regarding modelling liquids on solids. The point at which
this assumption is most critical is in the evaluation of the
change in free volume given by egn. (4.15). This caLculation
gives the change in free vorume of the solid due to a dilat-
ation arising e.g. from a decrease in external pressure and
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we have applied this to the melting expansion with no refer-
ence to the variability and average decrease in co-ordination
number. To refine the present model one would wish to relate
the co-ordinat ion number to the shear strains 

" j and recal.c-
ulate the free volume and the frequency modulating coeffici-
ents g and. g"(i) as functions of 6 and the "j. This will not
be done here but we shall see that in at least some instances
it is quite sufficient to formulate properties related to
melting as functions of dilatation only, in a solid like
Iattice. To substantiate thisr we sha11 present some simple
but remarkable observat ions.

4.3 The Dilp.tatiog Dependence o{ Elastic Moduli.
Most physical properties of a substance will undergo

discontinuous changes as functions of temperature when the
substance passes from solid to liquid. If, however, a
physicar property is examined as a function of an extensive
variable such as volume, which itself undergoes a discontin-
uous change on melting, it is not obvious that that property
will be discontinuous. In particular fig. 4.r shorvs the
isothermal bulk modulus for NaF, NaCl, Naf, KCI and KBr, 3s
a function of the dilatation of the solid lattice due to
thermal expansion. The temperature dependent adiabatic bulk
moduli for the crystals are obtained from references 5 and 7

on p.44 and the thermal expansions from l rZ and 3 below.
Isothermal bulk moduli may be calculated from the adiabatic
values using the relation:

9 
^62l 

cn (4.r71- 1r'vtoi" = 9ua

The temperature
Thermochem i ca I
the melts from
were the only salts for which ful1, reliable data was avail-

I F.D. Enck and J,G. Dommel, J.App1. Phys . 36, 839 (I955).
2 f .O. Enck,D.G.Engle and K.I.Marks,J.Appl.Phys .E,ZO70( I9621
3 K.K. Srivastava and H.D. Merchant, J.Phys. Chem. Sol.ids

34, 2069 (tgZg)
D. Stull and H.
NBS 37 ( 1971 ) .
J. Bockris and

Prophet, JANAF Thermochemical Tables NSRDS

Ri chards, Proc .Roy.Soc

dependence of CD is obtained from JANAF
aTabl€s', and the isothermal buLk moduli for

Bockris and Richards5. NaCl, KCI and KBr

4

. L241,44 ( 1957) .
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able although rve are able to include NaF and NaI. The last
point in each group is either at or close to T.. clearly
for all crystals the isothernral bulk mod.ulus has the form
P = Po exp (-gg ) where g0 appears to be three times the
Gruneisen constant. This should be compared with eqn. (4.g1
and the implied expression for the force constants f = fo
exp (-2g 6 ). InterestingLy f or NaCI , NaI, KCI and KBr the bulk
modulus for the melt just above T* nearly fits the extrap-
olated line. (rne smal1 discrepancy between point and line
may be expl icable in terms of a small second ord.er shear
contribution). We may therefore imagine the bulk modulus to
be a simple continuously variable function of dilatation
through the melting expansion and. the question arises as to
whether other propert ies may be treated in the same way
without reference to the disordered structure of the melt.
The most immediate implication is that where we have assumed.
the elastic moduli to be constant during melting in formul-
ating equation (+.+) for the strain energy density, we must
admit rather large changes in the moduli. Fig. 4.1, however,
has shown that we may safely integrate through the melting
expansion. Thus the dilatation strain energy becomes

*u =1; pddD =

da

Po 4*o exP(-sed ) ao

= (gg )-2 {,t + ss o;) p; - (r + ss 61) r:14'rB)

^s6- e.g. denotes the value of d in the solid at the melting
point. Values of gg , go and \ / n, AH* calculated from
f ig. 4.r are l isted- in Table 4.4 and, evidently the expans ion
on melting contributes onLy about one third the enthalpy of
melti^9. Therefore the local shear which takes place on
melt ing, manifesting itseLf as a change in co-ordination
number must contribute the remaining two thirds. To carcu-
late the shear contribution we plot ln "44 against dilata-
tion ,in f ig. 4.2 and extrapolate the high temperature linear
regions to obtain the Iocat {too} shear moduli marked by
solid points, The isothermal value of c44 is the same as
the adiabatic value and conseguently we have complete results
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here for a greater number of salts. Thermal expansion data
was obtained from ref. 3 p.49.Some of the salts have two
linear regions and consequently we can say that at high
temperature the dilatation dependence is of the form

tt = tso exP ( - 8rd ), (4.19)

and the values of s . ' drid the ef f ect ive shear modulus
r 

s of gu ' Po i

"+i for the melt are Listed in Table 4.4. To calculate the

{fOO}shear strain energy it is necessary to seLect a path of
integration for the differentials. There are two extreme
virtual processes which might be considered. At the dilat-
ation of the solid at the melting point the shear may appear
with ener gy t P"(" r'- "^Z) and. subsequently the dilatation' r .s
appear adding a t"r. ( pl -rr") "!2, or on the other hand the
dilatation may first appear with energy ( pl - ps)""2 and
then the shear with a further energy j pl("t - ""2 ). 

Here
e denotes any one of the €:, j = 3, 4 or 5, and we have
assumed the moduli depend Jnty on dilatation and not shear.
It is more 1ikely, howeverr that an intermediate path will
be followed whereby the dilatation and shear increase hand in
hand. Moreover, from symmetry considerations, the dilatation
mus t be

ze = LO

an even function of the shear, consequently we assume

and obtain for the shear energy density

If we assume the dilatat
mean energy is given by
values. The total mean

e -8rd 
a6

cB* t ,u" - *tl

= (su 6,n) 
-t(""-,..)(e? - "]1. (4.zol

ion is uniformly distributed then the
replacing.l and r" by their rms

."rIws = | p"ae
-e

s

61

= .r.I 
,;

shear energy from strains .3, e4

.5 is given by summing the mean square shears in (+.ZO)
ii we. set 8,,? = A .2 - I .z we obtainJm j js

and
and
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ff. = (grdn,,)-1 (r"-rr) (+.zrl

The next listing in Table 4.4 gives the fractional contribu-
tion fr./n,AH- to the enthalpy of melting as a function of theslm
as yet undetermined sunr of the mean square {tOO} shear\)
strains, f 8. t. we have incLuded the data for csBr and csl

TJMbecause of an interesting development we sha11 refer to soon.
lve emphasize at this point thatp/ for these salts behaves
similarly to tt for the rock-salt alkali halides and p simil-
arly to F'. This is very evident in the table. The common
feature shown in column 4 (and column I for csBr and CsI) is
that gu lies between I.5 and 3 and conseguentry p varies
with dilatation only slowly.

Final ly, we wish to examine the behaviour of the other
shear strains .l and "z and the diLatation dependence of

/ Itp' = i(ctt-.tz) and here perhaps the mos t significant feature
appears. Fig. 4.3 is a direct plot of p, against d ( p f or
CsBr and CsI) and it is apparent that the curves extrapolated
to the dilatation of the melt at T* probably cut the d axis
there. we have therefore taken the liberty of plotting the
points p'(6= Olt= 0 and constructing smooth curves through
the sets of data points for each salt. The resultant curves
in every single case show that this shear modulus vanishes
at the melting point but on the melt side rather than ttre
solid side as Bornrs instability theory assumes. Some

ad jus tment in 0,1. *"" necessary in the cas e of csBr and cs I .m
The fractional change in volume on melting, d*, in csBr is
26.8T0 and in CsI, 28.510 whereas in CsCl it is only lO.5To.
Howeverr 4t - 750 K cscl changes to the rock salt structure
wi th an expans ion of 16.5olo. r t has theref ore been sugges t edl
that csBr and csI experience this transition on melting so
that the observed melting expansion comprises a sum of the
bcc to fcc expansion and the real melting expansion. We have
therefore, for want of more accurate numbers, subtracted the
l6.5To expansion seen in CsCl from the observed melting
expansions and used the new dilatations in fig. 4.3. The

-. rF

J.W. Johnson, P.A. Agron and N{.A. Bredig, J. Am. Chem.
Soc. f7 , 2734 ( tgSS) .

5-
t6. d

L-t Jmj=3
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resul t is that both curves extrapolate
points thus emphas izing the general i ty
In(p') is plotted against d, straight I

It' = exp(-Err6),

to zero at these
of this result. If
ines resul t so that

( 4.221

and the values of y'o and gv, are listed in Table 4.4. rf
there is no departure from this f ormrp./wilr be close but not
egual to zero at 6l and the extrapolated values of pi are
also listed in the table. The average shear energy density
arising from {tto} shear is given by an expression similar
to eqn. (4.2I), namely

fi"r= (gor 6rn)-1 (ri

and the fract ional contribut ion Wg/ frAH, to the
melting is listed in the second to last column
Now, since the three contributions frU/ erAH,n, W

W^, / prAH- sum to unity, we have f or NaCIeIm
2

5 .23 I Ai3
1

and similar obvious equations for NaF, Naf, KCI and
hol d.

tso

5
+ 7.58 E 6,-2

3

2^- r'r) Iaj,n',

= 0.628 (+.2+)

(4.23)

ent halpy of
in Table 4.4.
/ p,LH anderm

KBr also

4'.4

lYe have shown that the elastic moduli may be considered
to be continuous functions of dilatation onlyrand most import-
antly that one of the shear moduli vanishes at the liquid
side of the melting point i.e. when 6 = 61. Bornrs theory
of melting may therefore be reformulated in a manner which
avoids the objections raised in the review in SZ.Z. Firstly,
if r( is plotted against temperature it is stil1 f inite and
large at the melting pointrwhere its macroscopic value
discontinuously faLls to zero. on this basis alone the
instability theory could be rejected except that now we see
that the mos t useful variable is dilatat ion rather than
temperature and provided the expansion on melting is viewed
as a virtual process trr'fa11s continuously to zero. Further-
more, the theory now becomes a two phase theory in that the
solid at the melting point has dilatation 6s and the melt at
T,n is described by the same parameters and formulae as the
solid except that the dilatation is 61.

m

tabil othes

In Bornrs theory,
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solid and liquid at the melting point are identical, with
tt or p/ ellual to zero i.e. his melting transition is not f irst
order. lvi th our model, the discont inui ty of the trans i t ion
may be deduced rather simply. Supposing that the 6 depend-
ence of the shear modulus;,r' is as shown in f ig. 4.3, If the
lattice is expanded continuously the energy of the lattice
is continuously increased and this may be continued until
vanishes. Just before this point, the free energy has some

well defined value and when p/ - 0 the onset of fluidity will
cause the molar entropy to increase by an amcunt equal to
the communal entropy 2R, and the free energy therefore to
decrease. 1{e may thus move back along the curve decreasing
the dilatation and hence the elastic internal energy to
locate a point at which the virtual soLid-free energy equals
the free energy at 6 = El=. (ffre shif t wilI also involve a

m
change in vibrational entropy so the elastic energy must be
decreased by more than 2RT). This point is of course D = 6"

m
and the solid may transform isothermally with heat absorbtion
f rom 6= 6: to d =61. Another strength of the model is thatmm
if melting is seen to be a continuous expansion from d" to
d: the free energy just below ,l is greater than u.t 6It uy

2RT per mole. Consequently, there is a nucleation barrier of
this magnitude and melting wil.l tend to nucleate preferent-
ially at surfaces and strained sites to avoid this barrier.
The model therefore naturally leads to heterogeneous melting.

It would, theref ore, be worthwhil'e to re-examine Bornl s

melting theory in terms of this modified criterion for melting
to see how the quantitative predictions are altered. We only
go as far as transposing his elastic modulus trr as a function
of temperature to a function of dilatation for atmospheric
pressure. This is shown in fig. 4.4. and is similar in form
to the curves in fig. 4.
semi-logarithmic plot of
magnitude to gg for most
CsBr and CsI.

3. The value of gu obtained from a

Bornr s p is 8.4 which is of s imi lar
salts in Table 4.4 and. to gu for

The fact that
p' is close to but
not need to vanish

tt'is of tlre f orm

not equal to zeTo
for shear flow to

of eqn. (4.22) means that
at 6= d-I , Indeed F'doesm
take place spontaneously,
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it needs only to become small enough that the shear energy

for maximum 1ocal shear is comparable to the thermal energy.
Norv the shear energy per mole is iui|tzYt and the maximum

shear is e4 = I where an anion is at point of riding over a
I

cation. The proportion of ions at any instant in this state
of maximum shear, i.e. which are f lowing, is exp( -u'IYI/ZRf*) .

Values of the exponent are listed in the last column of the
tabl e and there is a f airly wide variat ion which is great 1.y

ampl ified via the exponent ial function. It became clear to
us, however, that there were inconsistencies betlveen the
repor t ed thermal expans iot" I 

, volume expans i ons on mel t ingz
and densities of the me1ts.' *n.." there was disagreement,
we assumed it was in the thermal expansion data (which in
many instances applied only up to I00 to 200 K below T*)
and calculated the molar volume and dilatation of the solid
at the melting point from the melt density and melting
expansion. This altered the values of many of the parameters
in Table 4.4 and we have incluCed new estimates of u1 and

/"V, / Znf in bracket s in the appropriat e columns . The s i gni f-
II

icant point is that, except in the cases of LiF, CsBr and

CsI, utVt/ZX't is approximately, and averages to, 2.3. As a

consequence, about I/I0 of all ions at any instant are in
the process of passing through maximum shear. The fact that
CsBr and CsI have larger values of ,iVt/ZniI is undoubtedly
due to our inabil ity to determine the operative volume
expansions in the melting of these salts.

A cursory examination of the temperature dependence of
the elastic constants of metals4 suggests that the same

shear instability hypothesis we have proposed here may also
apply with them and it will be very interesting to see how

K.K. Sr ivas tava and H.D. Merchant , 1oc. c i t .
H. Schinke and F. Sauerwald, Z. Anorg. Chem. 287, 313
( r955) .

c.J. Janz et al, NSRDS - NBS L5 (1968).

R . F. S. Hearmon, loc. cit.

I
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3

4
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general our hypothesis is. The fact that we can proceed
as far as we have with often inaccurate and incomplete
data suggests that great value could be obtained from
further precise measurements of both elast ic constants and
volume expansion right up to and through the melting point
for a wide range of single crystalline materials.

4.5 Calculat ion of the Strains A, in the Mel t .
1-

By equating the strain energy density with the
enthaLpy of mel t ing, we obtain eqn. (+.2+) f o, NaCl and
similar equations for the other, arkali halides. The sums
of {rro} fl"rl square strains ic 2 a,.d, {roo} mean sguare
strains iA.'*"y be determirr*J "lp"."tely by evaluating-{1
the entrdpy of melting expressed in 9qn. (4.16). In Table
4.5 the melting entropies are compared with the sum AS of
t he f irs t t hree t erms of egn. (+.tt) f.or q =Z and 4 =3. In
both cases as exceeds AS* and consequently the net shear
contribution to the entropy must be negative. This is of
course possible since Table 4.3 shovs g"(l) and Zr(Z) to
be negative and approximately three times the magnitude of
gs(3), gs(4) and gs(5). By including the shear terms and
equating the total theoretical expression for AS with the

f or NaCI witn. q-Z
)

= -0.40?
Lm

Let us d.enote tiA . 'i bv ^ 5 ^ 2 |
T rm ' 6rr.o and t ?'i*-)' bY 6roo,

then by combining eqns. (4.25) and (+.2+) we f ind A'O =
O.289 and AIOO = 0.f63. These values and those caLculated
for the other five salts for which full data is available,
are arso Listed in Table 4.5 for r =2. The ratio Aroo/8rro
of {too} shear strain to {rro} shear strain is lisred for
T =2 and ? =3.

One self consistent interpretation of these results
apparent. The closest set of values of AS to AS

I=2, which implies a local two-dimensional 
"tr"irr]icular, that 6 is of the form er, + ,ZZ. This is

ive of a local linear disorder such as that due to

observed valueswe obtain e.g.

-s .4o i*r*' + I .63 ig1g
(4.25)

becomes

is fof
in part
sugges t
arrays of dislocations In Appendix F we present equations



2.9t
2.70
2 ,58
2.38

3.16
3.t6
3.08
3.04

z.89
3.03
3.05
3.03

4.20
4.21
4.23

4.23
4.38
4.II
3.Bl

3.53
3.74
3.75
3.68

3.32
3.31

4.87
4 -9t

4.gr
5.05
4.70
4.35

3,97
4.ZZ
4.24
4. 14

3.66
3.63
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"100

{n =2

.r63

.r63

.lg0

.232

.242

.3t t

.364

.2Bg

.260

1, =z)

.448

.30:)

.729 .48r

6,

h
10

-z'l

.696

.600

.-680

KF

KCI

KBr
KI

31

22

32

RbF

RbCI

RbBr
RbI

Table 4.5: Melting entropies obtained from experiment and
from the first three terms in eqn. (4.16) for
q=2 and r:.-3 together with vaLues of the rms
shear strain required for equarity of the totar
theoretical value of ASrn ( eqr,. 4.16) with the
experimental value. The values of ArOO/ArrO
for q=2 and l=3 are given together with the
value of that ratio, calculated from elastic
constants at T., for an edge dislocation.
Agreement is good with tlne q-2 value which is
consistent with the two dimensional dilatation
( err+crr) in the core of an edge dislocation.
This suggests the applicability of a dislocation
theory of me1 t ing.

.692

.788
I.OB

L.t2
L.22
r.34

i LiF
I LiCT

L iBr
LiI

NaF

NaCl

NaBr
NaI

2.73 
i

3.06 i

2.73
r.64

I
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for the stresses about an isolated ed-ge dislocation
calculated f rom isotropic elasticity. Usirg l, and p, we
may calculate the rms shear strains from these and the
ratio of {fOO} ," {frO} shear strain is

Aroo/6rto = ( P' /t') lt r- 3tr- 2')2]-+, (4.26)

rvhere y is Poissonts ratio. The expression for 6rOO/ArrO
for an edge dislocation is evaluated and presented along-
side the values for q=2 and ?=3 in Table 4.5 and indeed
the agreement with the values for q=2 is remarkably good.
on the other hand there is no agreement with the values
obtained for 4=J. The only salt for which the shear strain
ratio for q=) is not very close to the ratio for an edge
dislocation is NaF and referring to Table 4.3 we note that
for this salt our estimate of g from eqn. (4.1r) is much
less than the experimentar value. consequently the value of
gs( I ) est imated f rom eqn. (+.tZ) is probably also too low.
comparing the value of c"(t) in column 4 with the values
for other sal ts sugges ts this is probably the case. If gs ( I )

were increased, Allo would decrease possibly giving better
agreement for the shear strain ratios. strictLy the ratio
StOO/ArrO for an edge dislocation should be calculated
using the anisotropic elasticity theory of dislocatio.r"l
however the equat ions become so awkwardly 1arge that we have
not done this. we conclude then that the local dilatations
are probably of the form 6 = .ll + ,ZZ, thus strongly suggest-
i.g the appearance of dislocation-like two dimensional
strains in the melt. Furthermore, the ratios of {too} t"
{r r o} shear s train f or the s ix ar.kal i hal ides f or whi ch we
have data are in agreement with the shear strain ratios for
edge dislocations. Both these results suggest that the melt
may be satisfactorily modelled in terms of arrays of
di s I ocat ions .

J.W. Steeds, Anisotropic Elasticity Theory of
Dis locat ions (Clarendon Prsss , Oxford , LgT3) p .76 .
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In summary we have found it useful to describe the
disordered state of the melt in terms of a set of
independent dilatation and shear strains from which both
the enthalpy and entropy of melting for 6 alkali halides
can be well characterised. The enthalpy is determined
from the separate strain energies and the entropy from
the dependence of vibration frequencies on dilatation and
(as a second order effect) on shear strain. The values
of these strains suggest that the local disorder in the
melt is similar to that near dislocations. By examining
the dilatation dependence of the elastic constants we
showed that there is a continuity through the melting
expansion and liquid elastic properties could be consid-
ered as extrapolations with respect to dilatation of solid
propert ies. In part icular, the meLting point is determined
by the fact that the shear modulus *{.rt-"tZ) for the rock-
salt alkali halides and cnn for the caesium haLides becomes
sufficientLy small on the liguid side of the meltirg point
that a subs tant ial proport ion (-fit of all ions are in a

state of shear flow. This model exptirins both the first
order and the nucleation character of melting.
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EXPERI MEryTAL TECHNI qUE

our experim,:ntal measurement s near the mel t ing
temperature rvere, in the main, of electrical conduct ivity
and dif f erent ial thermr:metry under various condi t ions of
ambient gas, heating rates, crystal typer orientation,
and preparat ion. other complementary inf ormat ion rvas
obtained from visible changes and scanning electron
microscopy.

5.1 Spgcimeas.

Four kinds of alkali halides were studied: LiF, Nacl,
NaBr and KCl. Each kind was investigated. using differential
thermometry; however, in only Nacl and KCI was the electri-
cal conductivity extensively examined. Al1 specimens were
cleaved or sawn from highest purity single crystal opt ical
blanks procured from Harshaw chemical company (cleveland,
ohio). wherever possible, specimens were fresh cleaved
immediately prior to experimentation, horvever, to study the
orientation cependence of surface conductivity we found we
could nct satisfactorily cleave faces cf higher index than
{too} {rro}, {rrr} and {rrz} faces were therefore prepared
by sawing to the approximately correct orientation using a
diamond wire (o.z mm diameter) saw. Tirey were then micro-
tomed and polished, working down to 0.05 Fm alumina grit in
ethane-diol: Microtoming tended to produce a fine mosaic
of small pits on the surfaces due to cracking and this could
be largely eliminated by moistening the bLade with ethane
diol. The concentration of divalent impurities in the
specimens as determined from the position of the extrinsic/
intrinsic rrkneetr in the conductivity curves was generally
less than 5 p.p.m.

5 .2 Sp ec iEelr E_lec t rodes .

The electricaL conductivity was measured using a number
of electrode systems the basic configuration being that of
the standard parallel plate capacitor, for rectangular prism
crystals, with and without guard rings. In an effort to
completely eliminate surface conduction, and because very
cLose to T the conductance for the paral lel plate systemtn
exceeded the Iimits for the conductance bridges, platinum
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wire electrodes were inserted into crystals at right angles
to each other and guard rings were affixed around the
crystal edges. Measurements of surface conduction alone
were made using a s ilver print earth ring painted concentri-
calry around a silver print disc electrode on the crystal
surface. The three electrode configurations are shown in
fig. 5.1.

5.2.I ParalleI Plate Electrodes.
conventional specimens were fresh creaved to typical

dimensions of I0 mm x 10 mm x 3.5 mm. These were plated over
the whole of their Iarge surfaces by careful paint ing us ing
cc silver conduct ing print no. zL-z (Hydro:netals, Rockf ord,
Illinois 5I101) and were attached to the electrode leads by
platinum wires with a dab of silver paint. The guard
electrode was painted as a fine line along the middle of the
smal I er faces as shown in f ig. 5. Ia.

For an ideal parallel plate capacitor, the geometrical
relat ionship between the el ec tr ical conduct ivi ty o and the
conductance C is

G = o!'l t , (5.1)
where A is area of one of the plates and t is the separation
of the plates. However, for specimens with the above
dimens ions f ringing ef f ects are s ignif icant, and we cal.cu-
late these as fol.lows. For a semi-inf inite pair of parallei
plates, if x denotes distance from an edge into the capaci-
tqr and parallel to a plate, then the field strength at
x/t = 1.0 is I.0I5 times the ideal field strength, and
between that point and the edge, the flux is increased by
3L.r% above the ideal.1 Thus to first order, A in equation
(s.t) must be increased by 0.3II times the perimeter area
running from x/t = 1.0 to the edge, so that

G = "lt/ r + 0.622 (^, + trz - 2t)1. (, s .z)

trt andtr, are the lengths of the large face. This edge
correction neglects the second order colner correction which
however is as smal1 as the measurement errors. For the

IE. Weber, Electromagnet ic FieIds (wi r ey,N.Y. I950 ) p .337.
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therrrrocouple

eleclrodes

Fi-g. 5.1 Various eLectrode systens used. for measuring ionic cond.uctance
(e) standard.'parrallel plate capacitorrnith guartl ring (b) crossea
inserted wires rvith guard. ring and j-:rserteil thennocouple (") con-
centric rings of silver cond.ucting paint for measuriag surface
cond.uctance.

c
4r-
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typical dimensions noted above the correction is seen to be
as large as 3070 which means that all defect entropies
obtained from conduct ivity experiments which neglect fring-
ing wiIl be systematically in error, and this error is of
the same sign as that introduced by not suppressing surface
conduc t ion

Near the melting point heat absorbtion by the specimen
becomes sufficientty great that temperature differentials
between specimen and specimen chamber d.evelop, giving s.pur-
ious resul ts unless the thermocoupLe junct ion is placed
within the specimen. This is, of course, not possible with
the conventional specimens and the specimens were therefore
mounted on a slab of the same material with a pt - pt/l3lo Rh
thermocouple inserted from the side. The Iargest faces of
the specimen and slab were horizontar. The thermocouple
insertion technique is described in the next section.

5.2.2. fnserted Platinum Wire Electrodes.
ItrIhile accurate measurements of o may be effected

using the parallel plate system, a number of problems became
apparent when operating within a degree or so of T*,
( i) different ial thermal analysis required the thermocouple
to be inserted in the specimen itself and no additional
slabs to be present in the chamber; (ii) evaporation and
melting cause the geometrical factor A/t to decrease with
time; as noted above (iii) a more effective means of block-
irg surface conduction was required and (iv) the value of
G rose above the working limits of the conductance bridges.
The most appropriate solution to these problems we were able
to develop was to use platinum wire electrodes inserted into
t he crys t al s

The rig in which this operation was performed, is shown
in fig. 5.2. Cube specimens of I cm edge are placed on a

counterbalanced piwoted platform with an upthrust of about
5 gm wt. against a taut 0.3 mm diameter platinum wire which
is supported parallel to the surface of the specimen. A

current from a voltage controlled source is passed through
the wire and increased slowly until, when the wire is a dull

the crys taI
,

Ired heat, for most of the alkaLi haIides,
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irnmediately adjacent to the wire melts and the wire slowly
sinks to the required depth. (ffris depth must always
exceed 2 mm otherwise the crystal will crack on cooling).
The platinum rvire is pulled to - 2O gm wt. tension by a

light spring so as to prevent slight buckling of the wire
when heating, and the mounting posts are sited 2-3 mm

beyond the edge of the crys ta1 . A larger gap would al lorv
the free portion of wire to overheat and cause vaporisation
and bubbles to form about the wire near the edge of the
crys tal . The whol e procedure is carr ied out in an inert
atmosphere of He. The thermocouple wires and junction may

be inserted into the crystal using the same technique
provided the junction bead is smal1, preferably no larger
than the wire diameter. The result is that for NaCl, NaBr
and KCI one can regularly insert wires which are bubble-
free and have only a very thin sheath of crystal around the
Ieading edge which has been melted and is therefore probably
polycrys tal 1 ine. Photographs obtained from the opt ical
microscope suggest this sheath is less than 5 p.m in thick-
ness . Figs . 5.3 and 5 .4 show typ ical op t ical microscope
pictures of wires near the crystal edge as seen through the
crystal, firstly for a careful insertion and secondly when
the wire was allowed to overheat. rn the former, except at
the very edger ro bubbles are evident and the crystal looks
undisturbed along the length of the wire; in the second
numerous bubbles have formed around. the wire. The track of
the wire as seen on the side of the crystal is shown in
fig. 5.5 and it is evident there that Little more of the
crystal than the width of the wire is disturbed by the
procedure. After an experiment at high temperature near
T_, this track was no longer distinguishable suggesting thatm'
a substantial amount of grain growth had taken place in the
polycrys ta1 I ine region.

Two platinum wires are thus inserted perpandicular to
each other from opposite faces to a separation -Z.O - 2.Smm
a little below the centre of the crystal and the thermocouple
is inserted above. In this way, the conduction is confined
to the region near the centre of the wires where they cross
and is therefore unaffected by the presence of the thermo-
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Fig. 5.3 Opticol micnoscope photognoph of o conefully
electnode nectn the dge.of on NoCl cnystdl vierrued

, the cnyst,ol. Mognificotion = 5Ox.

inserted
thnough

Fig.54 An
Bubbles

insented electnode which wos ollowed
hove fonmed onound the wire surfqce. KCI

to owr{reot.
, 5Ox.
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\**i
Fig. 5. 5 The heoted elec tnode tnock on

of o KCI specimen. Mognificotion = 5Ox .

the sunfoce



couple and by loss of crystal due to vaporisation and
mel t itg. The absolute value of conductance is also lorver
than for the parallel plate system and the path for surface
conduction is very much longer. In addition a silver print
guard electrode was painted as shown in fig.5.I on the
four vertissl edges and as a cross on the top and bottom
sides so that the two electrodes were electricillv isolated
via the surface path.

As a check that the inserted electrode technique gives
val id results we prepared a specimen with parallel rvires
inserted 3 mm apart and painted silver print guard rings
around each end of one wire. The electrostatics of this
electrode system are readily soluble and it can be "ho*rrlthat

G = orlr/In Dl d + (5.3)t
1

d

e

of w ire
wires an

rtr)D,d
a f init

where X is the Length
separation of the two
equat ion holds only fo
may be neglected. For

I
G - onllln 

i

n the crys tal ,

d their diamet
where fr inging

)
roo

D is the
er. This
at the ends

l,

li, (5.4)

and for the present specimen the fringing correction was

f ound t o be only 2 .6lo .

Values of o thus obtained are compared in fig, 5.6
with values obtained by the conventional parallel plate
system for a specimen annealed overnight at 975 K. Typical
of all specimens the conductivity of the parallel wire
specimen at low temperatures has a negligible surface contri-
but ion which however increases markedly above the conduct iv-
i ty rrkneerr unt i I i t reaches and remains at a cons tant
multiple ( -2.31 of the bulk conductivity. The measured
conductivity is less by a factor of 4.3 than the expected
conductivity and is increased only a little by prolonged
annealing at high temperature. It is not until the tempera-
ture is raised just into the anomalous premelting region

E. Weber, ibid., p.If9.
ibid., p.lI4.
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that agreement is obtained and this remains after sub-
sequent entries into the premelting region. The squares
in fig. 5.6 show a cooling curve after the first entry and
the agreement with the paralrel plate bulk conductance
fully justifies the use of inserted wires. The annealing
in the premelting region is presumed to be due to the escape
of bubbles from the electrode wires.

5 .3 Spec imen Mount ing Ri g

All specimens were mounted in the rig shown in f.ig.S.T
the skereton of which was assembLed from stainless steel
threaded rods and annular rings. Four baffle discs which
neatly fitted the furnace bore were Iocated at different
points along the rig to reduce convective flow within the
furnace and thus assist in eliminating temperature gradients.
Leads to the specimen were passed. d.own eight alumina tubes
into the specimen chamber, these reads comprising: two
platinum and one platinum/13% rhodium thermopure Johnson and
Mathey thermocoupre leads and five high purity silver wires.
This allowed the use of one absolute and one differential
thermocouple and the silver leads provided for a number of
simul taneous guarded conductance measurements.

In an effort to reduce specimen vaporisation, the
specimen was enclosed in a chamber shown in f ig. 5.g compris--
irg a fused quartz tube capped top and bottom by stainless
s t eet discs .

The specimen platform was supported by a slender I mm

diameter rod in order to ensure heat transfer to the specimen
was radiative rather than conductive via the platform and, its
support. This was in fact demonstrated by the absence of
preferential meLting at the base of the crystal. Both fused
quartz and stainless steel platforms were used. Specimens were
separated from the platform by fused quartz, mica, slabs of
the same specimen material , or pl.aced directly on the plat-
form. No significant effects were observed resulting from
direct contact between the specimen and the stainless steel
pLatform. AI1 stainless steel used was nickel/chromium 316,
and the furnace and rig were well baked out under vacuum at



Fig. 5.7 specimen mounting rig (o) fuily ossembted
(b) showing inner specimen chomben.
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Fig. 5 I specimen chomben compnising plotform, fused quortz
tube, stainless steel cops ond eight olumino tubes which
beon the specimen leods.
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- LI25 K before experimentation.

5.4 Furnace and Vacuum System.

The conductance rig rvas suspended down a furnace tube
which has a working temperature range of 300 K to 1250 K

-?and may be pumped down to l0 " Pa using an oil diffusion
pump or up t o 3 x 103 Pa (-3 atm) . The t empera ture gradi -
ent was adjusted to be a minimum in the region of the
specimen at the appropriate melting point to be studied
and urider static conditions the gradient was measured to be
no greater than O.Z5 K/cm and usually less than 0.I K/cm.
The temperature was maintained by a proportional controller
and the set temperature couLd be continuously altered at a

constant rate by means of a stepping motor and gear-box
which rotated the control potent iometer. The rate could
be continuously altered by varying the frequency of the
drive voltage to the stepping motor. short term temperature
control was accurate to within .01 K and long term drift was

of no consequence as virtually all experiments were performed
at heating or cooling rates of 50 K/h. Only in a few
experiments on rate dependence were faster rates of 100 and
300 K/h used.

Electrical leads were passed out of the vacuum system
through 1ow vapour pressure silicone rubber bungs. The wires
were inserted by thrusting a hyperdermic needle, wiped in
vacuum grease, through the bung, feeding a wire through the
needle capillary then extracting the needle. Thermocouple
vol&ages were measured using a Tinsley vernier potentio-
meter which al lowed voltage readings to within 0.5 UV, and
the thermocoupLes were calibrated against the melting points
of NaCl and KCl agreeing to within 1.0 K of the values
reported in NBS thermochemical tab1"".I NBS thermocouple
reference tables2 based on the fnternational Practical
Temperature Scale of 1968 were used to calculate temperatures

D.R. Stull and H. Prophet, JANAF Thermochemical Tables
NSRDS - NBS 37 ( rgTl ) .
R.L. Powel1 et al., NBS N{onograph I25 (19741 .
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from'the t hermocoup I e vol tages .

5.5 Experimental Procedure.
The general procedure for an experimental run was to

raise the temperature from room temperature at a rate of
f00 K/h under a vacuum of - 3 x I0-3 pa to 600 K then leave
overnight under vacuum to remove aII volat iles, port icularly
water and organic materials in the s ilver print. Then, to
minimise sublimation at high temperature, a high purity inert
gas (usually He although sometimes Ar or NZ) was introduced
to a pressure of 8 x lO4 pa (-0.8 atm.) and the temperature
was raised at a rate of 100 K/h to - 50 K below the experi-
mentation range and usually held for an anneal of -5 h

before experiments cornmenced.

The premelting experiments were carried out by
approaching the melting Point at a constant furnace heating
rate of 50 K/h and measuring the specimen temperature and

conductivity, intermittently allowing surface conduction,
then suppressing surface conduction. In the conduct ivity
experiments, when the t emperature was wi thin O .25 K of the
melting point the temperature was lowered rapidly back to

- l0 K below T,nr then raised again and the process repeated.
When differential tliermometry alone was performed the speci-
men was heated right to T.. T. was measured as the tempera-
ture, when, at a constant furnace heating rate, the specimen
temperature did not detectably increase in two or more

minutes i.e. the specimen temperature increased by less than
0.04 K, if at all, in two minutes. This temperature is the
I evel of the heat ing curve p lat eaux shown e. g. in f i g.6.8.

5.6 Equipment for the Measurement of Electrical Conductivity

Electrical conductivity was measured initially using a

Wayne-Kerr B22I manual conductancel capaci tance bridge, however,
as values of G changed so rapidly in the anomalous premel'ting
region that manual balancing of the bridge was difficult,
and since high precision was not needed, a simple potential
divider circuit was constructed and used. The use of three
such circuits enabled the simultaneous measurement of 3

conductances in different crystals or on different surfaces.
Lat er in the course of the work a lVayme-Kerr B33l auto-
balance bridge became available which enabled continuous
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accurate recording of specimen conductance and capacitance.

The potential divider circuit and i
other instruments is shown in fig. 5.9.

int erf ac ing wi th
constant l0 V rms

was supplied by a Wayne-Kerr audio-frequency signal generator
to a res istance) selected to be large wi th respect to the
specimen so as to apply a constant current to the gpecimen.
The specimen voltage was measured by a rlewlett-packard
400 E ac - voltmeterrwhile the component of that voltage in
phase with the voltage supplied by the signal generator was
monitored on an ORTEC phase sensitive detector. All voltages
were continuously recorded on a Rikadenki KA-51 six-pen
recorder and all channels could be tpippedr to mark tempera-
ture readings from the potentiometer. The specimen guard
ring was held at precisely the same voltage as the rliver
electrode by using a voltage follower, power boosted to cope
with the high specimen conductance close to Tr. The low
Pass filter between the operational amplifier and the power
booster is introduced to damp a high frequency instability
resonance. Finally, we note that both the signal generator
voltage and frequency could be readily altered although most
measurements were at a freguency of I59Z Hz where, in
general, polarisat ion effects do not appear.

5.7 Superheat ing Experiments

with the understanding that melting is a heterogeneous
Process which must be nucLeated, w€ attempted to superheat an
Nacl crystal. There appear to be three possible courses of
action in such an endeavour:
( i) To heat the specimen internally. This has been used by
Haykin and Benetl to superheat by z K the interior of tin
single crystaLs by passing an electric current through tin
rods which are placed in a stream of cool air to ensure the
interior temperature always exceeds the surface temperatu.re.
( ii) To use a heating rate so high that the interfacial
velocity is sufficiently slow that the crystal interior super-
heats before it is reached by the s-l interface. y/e have

ts
A

Haykin 1oc. cit.
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Fig. 5.9 Circuit for measuring electrical cond.uctance and its inter-
facing rvith other instrunents. E denotes the electrodes and. G

the guard. ring which is controrled. by a povrer boosted. vo]-tage
follower. SG d.enotes a signal generator, M1 ancL l'2 a.c.. volt-
meters' SPR a six pen recorder and PSD a phase sensitive detector.
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already referred to the work of Ainslie et aI and cormia et
al in superheating quartz and phosphorus pentoxide in this
manner by ,tp to 300 K and 50 K respect ively. If a crystal
is superheated by A_T K, the s-1 interface velocity U is

lm
g lven Dy

U= AH AT/3rlrZn NT
mmO'mOm

(5.5)

where Xo is the t jmpr distance, \^ the viscosity of the
melt and N is Avogadrors number. For a superheat of onlyo
0.1 K in NaCl, U = 4.I mm. sec l,which is just too tasi to
allow superheating of l0 mm cube specimens at a maximum
heating rate of 300 K/h.
(iii) to grow a coherent layer of a higher melting point
crystal over the entire surface of the specimen and heat the
compos i t e.

We attempted to use the first technique by grinding
Nacl 20 mm x I0 mm x l0 nnn single crystals to cylind.ers of
radius 9.5 mm and, after washing and drying, applying two
s ilver paint electrodes diametrically opposite each other
along l7 mm of the length. By applying an alternating
voltage between the electrodes the interior of the crystal
can be heated because of the concentration of the field lines
at the axis. The uncoated area subtends an angle of zq at
the axis of the cylinder and we selected the optimum angle
a to ensure that the power dissipation was maximised at the
axis. The electrostatics of the specimen are solved in
Appendix C,and in fig. C3 the power density P is plotted
against position along the 0 = 0 and 0 = n/z axes. only for
values of a close tor/5 does P maximise at the axis and we

therefore prepared our specimens with a = rl6 to ensure that
the maximum temperature within the specimen was along the
axis. The power supply used for the specimens was a suLlivan
Beat Frequency oscillator with a maximum output of 13 watts.
An accurateLy cal ibrated l0Q resistance was placed in series
with the specimen in order that by measuring the voltage
drop over it the current through the specimen could be
monitored. The total voltage drop over specimen and t0O

D. Turnbull and M. Cohen, in Modern Aspects of the Vitreous
State I ed. by J.D. Mackenzie(Butterworth,London,lg5O)p.38.
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resistance was al-so measured, thus allowing the specimen
conductance and the power dissipated to be calculated. The
voltages were measured on Hewlett-Packard 400 E ac volt-
meters and the frequency of all measurements was L592 Hz.

Two specimens with silver paint electrodes were
employed. The f irst , f or the purpose of cal" ibrat ion had
inserted a Pt/PtzI3To Rh thermocouple prepared from 0.1 rrrm

wire with the junction at the centre of the crystal. The
specimen was mounted in the furnace which was raised to I020
K and heLd at that temperature rvhile the ac vol tage was

applied across the specimen. The axial temperature increment
was thus determined as a function of applied voltage and this
process was repeated at I040 K, 1050 K and again at 1060 K.
The second specimen in which the actual attempt at super-
heating was to be performed had no thermocouple as this would
provide a nucleation site for internal melting. With the
essentiaLly voltage-controlled supply to the specimen we have
an unstable situation with respect to melting in that ar,y
small amount of melting which may arise increases the cond-
uctance and hence the heat dissipationrwith the result that,
a rapidly increasing amount of melting occurs. This is,
however, what we want since this is the only index of melting
for the specimen with no thermocouple. If the source were
current-control Ied the system would be stable with respect
to melting and there would be no well defined index of melti.g.

In an attempt to maintain the surfaces at approximately
furnace temperature and thus prevent surface meltingr w€

prepared a superheating rig, shown in fig. 5.10, comprising
two solid pure graphite arc anular prisms - the electrodes,
separated by two fired pyrophilite arc anular prisms which
act as insulators, assist to keep the specimen surface at the
furnace temperature and help suppress vaporisation. The

graphite and pyrophilite components are rounded on their outer
edges and sit in a conical pyrophilite seat such that they
Iean onto the specimen as shown in the figure. Constructed in
this wd1yt the fully assembbd rig was very stable and remained
intact after gentle shaking about. The results of these
experiments are presented in the next chapter.
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Fig. 5.1O Supenheoting nig comprising two grcrphite etectrodes
ord hnao pyrophilite spocens mountad m o plrophilite bose
(o) fully ossembled (b) one erectrode removed exposing
the cylindnicol specimen ond showing the cunved lonren
edges of the corrponents which tilt ogoinst the specimen
on the conicol surfoce of the bose. The two pyn6phitite
rings one to reduce surfoce conduction onound the top on
bose of the cnystol .
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6. I Premel t ing Conduct ivi tv and Heat Absorbt ion.

In agreement with Atrnatt and simel *" find the
conductance of the alkal i hal itles we studied, rose rapidly
towards the molten salt conductance within about 6 K of the
melting point. Fig. 6.1 shows an Ahhrenius plot of the
apparent conductivity of KCI for three successive entries
into the anomalous region, determined using a specimen with
crossed wire electrodes. The rise is independent of
vor tage ampl i tude, has an apparent act ivat ion energy of
- 300 ev and appears as though it will intercept the molten
salt conductivity at the melting point. Howeverr. plotting
o rather than G assumes that it is the bulk conductivity
which increases and thisr we sharr see, is incorrect.
Temperature measurements for this specimen were made with a
thermocouple mounted tightly in the specimen platform, and
attempts to proceed closer to the melting point resulted in
the conductance appearing to Ieve1 off. at about the highest
point shown in fig. 6.1. This is becauserwhile the tempera-
ture of the specimen chamber including the platform continues
to rise, the specimen temperature begins to lag behind due
to an absorbtion of heat.

The t emp erature increas e wi th t ime is shown in f i g. 6 .z
for an Nacl crystal with an inserted thermocouple when the
furnace temperature is raised at a constant rate of 50 K/h.
Below 1065 K the temperature is quite linear with time and
evidently beginning at r068.2 K an increasing rate of heat
absorbtion occurs. The straight Iine above the curve is the
calculated temperature of the specimen chamber, and the
temperature differential AT between chamber and specimen witl
be used later to analyse this heat absorbtion.

The conductance of this same specimen in
is shown in Iig. 6.3. The bulk conductance

the vicini ty of
for the firstT

A.R. Al lnat t and S
674 ( tgTl ) .

Sime, Trans. Faraday Soc. 62,
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Fig. 6.2 Specirnen ternperatur€ as a function of tj.ne for a constant
furnace heating rate for a 1 cn cube NaCl specinen. Tbe straight
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T/T
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1o3 f/rc1

tr'ig. 5.5 Ahhrenius plot of the conttuctance of the same specimen descrlbed.
in fig. 5.2. @ : first rise zuppressing surface cond.uction; El r t
tSpicaL subsequent rise suppressing slrface conduction; A : a. ttrpical
subsequent rise allowing eurface conduction. The rise in surface
contluction coincid,es with the conmencenent of the heat absorbtion
shown in fig. 5.2.
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r ise is denoted by circles, and typ ical of many experiments,
is irregular and Iower than on subsequent ent.ries. This is
due to the presence of bubbles on the electrodes, which
disappear with annealing in the premelting region. The

triangles show the subsequent conduction when the voltage
follower is disconnected from the guard electrode, that is,
when surface conduction is allowed. Interest ing1y, the
premelt ing rise cornrnences earl ier, and at the same temperature
as the heat absorbt ion does. On the other hand, when s.urf ace
conduction is suppressed no premelting is evident up to
within half a degree of the melting point and the small rise
which does occur there is largely at tr ibutabl e to inabi I i ty
to completely suppress surface conduction. We measured the
melting point to be I073.99 K. The retention of normal bulk
sol id propert i es up to the me I t ing point agrees wi th the
similar conclusions of Hunter ancl Siegell based on ultra-
sonic measurement of eLastic constants of NaCl near T

m

The absorbtion of heat and rise in surface conductivity
cannot be explained in terms of there being a temperature
gradient over the specimen,, such that the surface encounteed
the normal melt ing temperature before the interior. For
the premelting range here is 5 K and a differential thermo-
couple placed in a similar specimen, with one juct ion in the
middle and the other junction half protruding from a face, .
showed a temperature difference - 0.08 K between surface and

interior up to - 0.1 K below T,n. Thereafter, the temperature
di fferent ial rose rap idly.

Fig. 6.3 also shows the important contribution of
surface conduction below the premeLting region, whichr 3s

was emphasised in S5, persists throughout the intrinsic
region. The conductivity of a guarded NaCl crystal. allowing
for fringing effects, which was shown in fig. 5.6, may be

regarded as our best Iower temperature conductivity results,
and in the intrinsic region these are consistentLy lower
than other reported date for NaCl because of these two
corrections. For example, the very careful and thorough work

L. Hunter and S. Siegel, loc. cit.
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of Allnatt, Pantelis and SimeI
ours by a f actor a 2.O. Nadler
drawn attention to the need for
ment of electrical conductiwity
they do not report the benef i ts

shows values of. c greater than
).and Rossel- have already

guard rings in the measure-
in alkal i hal ides, aI though
quant i tat ively.

The guard configuration we have used with parallel
plate electrodes (shown as rar in fig. 5.1) is by no means

the best configuration. A superior method is used by Kao,
Giles and CaIderwood3. This involves polishing out a flat-
bottomed recess in the specimen, plating the bottom of the
recess and the underside of the crystal and applying the
guard ring to the proud rim. In this configuration the guard
has a negligibte ef{ect on the capacitance of the specimen.
If configuration a is used with the potent ial divider circuit,
the capacitance is modified by the guard ring since the
guard is held at the same potential as the live electrode.
For this reason, this electrode configuration was used only
with the Wayne-Kerr B33I auto-balance as this keeps the
guard neutral, and consequently the guard ring does not alter
the specimen capacitance.

Returning now to the premelting results, it seems clear
since the heat absorbtion and sudden rise in surface
conductivity appear at precisely the same temperature, that
the heat absorbtion is associated with some phenomenon occuXr-
i.g at the surf ace. In the l ight of comments in S 2 on
premature surface melting and in S3 on sublimation, three
possibilitbs suggest themselves. (i) fne melting point may

be depressed due to the presence of impurities. (ii) A skin
of melt is forming prematurely on the crystal surface (after
the ideas presented by Tamman and Stranski), which increases
in thickness as T* is approached, until at T., in equilibrium
it contains the whole specimen. (iii) The sublimation rate
increases rapidly in the premelting region as found by Ewing

A.R. Allnatt, P. Pantelis and S.J. Sime, J. Phys C-Sol .
St. Phys.
G. Nadler and J. Rossel, Phys. Stat. Solid. A I8r 7LI
( r973) .

K.C. KzLo, L.J.
39, 3955 (rg58)

Ies and J.H. Calderwood, J.App1. Phys.
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and Stern at the melting point. The effect may of course
arise from all these phenomena or from any of many subtle
var iant s rvhi ch wi l1 be cons idered in chap t er 7 .

6.2 Phvsical Chaqqes in the Premelting Reqion.

fn an attempt to distinguish between the possible
causes, we examined some of the physical alterations which
took place at the beginning of premelting. Fig. 6.4 shows

a 0.2 mm slot which was cut into the upper face of a 1 cm

cube NaCl single crystal using a diamond wire saw. The
crys tal was washed in 250/o water ?5To ethanol to remove the
dust. The upper picture shows the slot immediately before
heating in the furnace, the bottom picture shows the same

slot after entering 0.5 K into the premelting region and
reversing. The slot has fi11ed. This is suggestive of
meLting, although it is not concl.usive evidencer ss the slot
might fill by sublimation and redeposition. More decisive
information was obtained by simply placing a platinum wire
on the top surface of the crystal. The side view, shown in
f ig. 6.5,of. this surface af ter entering the prenelting region
and cooling, reveals two ridges which had climbed up around
the base of the wire. This is strongly suggestive of a

cap i Iliary effect with melt on the surface. The base of
the valley between the ridges is at the same Level as the
rest of the surface whereas if sublimation were the only
effect the reduced vaporisation rate under the wire would
leave the wire supported above the level of the surface on

a ridge. Fig. 6.6 shows a view of the ridges from above.

One might suppose that no melting has taken place and
the capilliary Lowering of surface energy has occurred by
plastic flow in the solid. However, Herringl in discussing
the possibility of surface tension induced plastic flow in
s intering, shows that this kind of behaviour is unl ikely.
The surfaces in fig. 6.4, 5 and 6 all show marked dimpling
and ttpuddlirgt' and particuLarly the last shows distinct
signs of f1ow. Presumably the dimpLes result from prefer-
ent ial mel t ing or vapor ization at points rvhere dislocat ions

C. Herring, in the Physics of Powder
by W.E. Kings ton (McGraw-Hi 11 , N.Y. ,

Metallurgy, ed.
1951) p. I70.
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Fig . 6.4 A O.2 mm slot cut into the uFpen foce of on

NoCl single crystol (o) oftn woshing ( b) often
entening O.5 K into the pr"emeltirg neg'on tl'ren cooling

nopidly. The slot hos filled. Voporisation pits obout
dislocotions ane veny evident.

tll
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Fig. 6.5 Side view of sunfoce
wos plcced. Aften on entry
ing negion the surfoce hod
of the wine whene indicoted

on which o plotinum wine
of O.5 K into the premelt-

climbed up round the sides
by the ornow. Mog. = 50 x.

Fig 6.6 Top view of the chonnel fonmed
plotinum wine wos ploced indicotecl by

Voponisotion pits obout dislocotions one

distinct. Mognificotion = 50 x.

whene the
the onnow.
veny
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meet the surface. We shall discuss these dimples and
puddles in the next chapter but note here that the dimples
are -60 pm in diameter and the curvature of their walls
e l0 pm in radius.

We conclude then that the surface effect is melting or
a combination of melting and vaporization but not vaporiz-
at ion alone.

5.3 The Effect of Ambient Gas.

Various possible causes of surface melting will be
discussed in 5Z but as it seemed that impurity depression
of melting Point was the most likely candidate, some experi-
ment s were performed to examine this poss ibi I i ty. Poss ible
sources of impurit ies are: ( i) trace impurit ies in the
crystals as supplied; ( ii) organic material from preparation, .

washing and silver paint ing; ( i i i ) silver from painted
electrodes, and from vapour from the silver leads entering
the specimen chamber, (iv) ambient g&s, including also metal
vapour subliming from the stainless steel or silicon from
the silica. The first three possibilities may be dismissed
for the following reasons: (i) Typical analyses by the
specimen suppliers suggest that trace impurities are present
in proportions of 20 ppm or less, and the position of the
Itkneerr in the conduct ivi ty curves, sugges ts that the amount.
of divalent impurity in solution was -l-5 ppm. ( ii) None

of the crystals discussed in this section were touched by
the fingers and they were raised slowly under vacuum to
600 K and annealed there to remove volatiles. (iii) Subsequent

to premelting experiments, analyses by arc emission spectro-
graphy and by energy dispersive analysis of X-rays (EDAX)

from scanning electron microscopy failed to locate any siLver
(down to, respectively, 10 ppm and 500 ppm) on unpainted
surfaces and in the interior of specimens.

To examine the effect of the last group, namely ambient
gas, metal and siLicon oxide vapours, one I cm cube NaCl

crystal with thermocouple only was raised under a vacuum of
2 x LO-Z Pa from 970 K to 1050 K at 300 Klh, then to the
melting point at 100 K/h. The resulting heat absorbtion
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curve shown in fig. 6.7 is very irregular in the anomalous
region, but the smoothed curve is still very similar to the
curve in fig. 6.2 obtained for an ambient He pressure of
I x 104 pa. We may conclude from this that ambient gas and
vapour provide no major contribution to at Least the
premelting heat absorbtion. The irregular rise and fal1 in
thermocouple voltages for a specimen in vacuo arises from
a non-uniform heat absorbtion, which suggests that vapour
mus t have been bubbl ing of.f. the crys tal . This may be due to
the small bubbles around the thermocouple rvire e-scaping
int ermi t t ent 1y.

Although EDAX from scanning electron microscoPy detected
no silicon, nickel, chromium or iron, some manganese was

apparent on many of the crystal surfaces in proportions

- lO-4 to f0-3 which would be sufficient for a displacement
in melting temperature of 0.03 to 0.3 K. Local concentrations
might be greater so that if the melt could sustain a concen-
tration up to 1.4 x 10-2 we have here a possible explanation
of the premelting. One difficulty with this proposition is
that the Mn derives from the 316 stainless steel (which
contains up to 2To Mn) yet Allnatt and Sime. used a conductiv-
ity rig constructed solely from fused silica and platinum.
Furthermore, arc emission spectrographic analysis of the
crystal bulk subsequent to an experiment place the Mn contBnt
at less than O.OOZTo while Si, Ni and Al , al though more
abundant were sti11 in proportions as Low as 0.OZTo, 0.O2To

and 0.0f% respectively.

Further experiments on the effect of ambient gas were
performed by increasing.rn" helium gas pressure and by
pumping down to 3 x l0 " Pa, then introducing argon or
ni trogen. The resul ts as a whoLe were not ent irely cons ist-
ent but the generai trend was that for changes which would
decrease the solubi I i ty of ambient gas the surf ace mel t ing
temperature was shifted closer to the bulk melting tempera-
ture.E.g. by decreasing the helium pressure from 2.7 x I05 Pa

to 8 x 104 Pa the onset of premelting shifted closer to T*
by 0.5 K; changing to argon at B x lO4 pa the shift was a
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P[g. 6.7 Eeating curve for a I cn cube NaCl specimen in an anbient
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further 0.15 K and changing to nitrogen at B x 104 pa the
shift was a further 0.3 K. The effective radii of He, Ar
and N^ are .I2Z nh, .I92 nm and .200 nm so that thez
solubilities should decrease in that order. There does,
therefore, appear to be a sma11 contributing effect due to
ambient gas although the last two resulis (i.e. for changing
to Ar then to w/ are explicable in terms of reduced sublim-
ation rates, and the results for different pressures were
not whol1y consistent. Further study is necessary to futly
clarify the qu.estion of ambient gas.

In another experiment, the lower temperature conducti-
vity of a parallel plate specimen with guard ring was

examined under a vacuum of 3 x I0-3 Pa, to see whether the
surface conduction there might be attributable to, or at
least affected by, ambient gas. The conductivity curve showed
the same development of surface conduction above the extrin-
sic/ intrins ic rkneer exhibited by specimens in gas. The
temperature was held at LO31,f = l.Z K I 

"rrd nitrogen
introd.uced, pumped. down to 3 x I0-3 Pa and argon introduced.,
then finally helium, and no significant changes in surface
conductance with gas were observed.

5.4 Melt ing TemperF.tureg

The heat absorbtion was studied in a number of crystals
with a thermocouple, only, inserted. Lithium fluoride was
a problem in that the melting point was just too high to
successfully insert the thermocouple by the means described
in 55, and we eventualLy drilled a fine hole through a

specimen to accomrnodate the thermocouple. The melting points
for the four alkali halides studied, obtained from the levels
of the plateaux in the heating curves are given in Table 6.1
and compared firstLy with val.ues reported in the L9TI NBS

Thermochemical rabl"".I rhe errors quoted are the random
errors observed rather than absolute errors. Since the

D.R. Stull and H. Prophet, 1oc, cit.
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reported vaLues were measured prior to the introduction of
the f968 fnternational Pract ical Temperature Scale ( tpfs 6g)
they should be reduced by the appropriate amount to compare
with our values. The corrected values are given in brackets

Crys t al LiF NaCl NaBr

Obs erved lrt8.sl.r Lo7 3. qgl. r Ior? .z!.tl to++.rsl.rTlK
m

I

I

i

I

Table 6.1 Meltirg points of
work, as reported
NBS 37 (Ig?t), and

----"--l----I 073. B-

(r0?3.1)

t0t3.53 r o44.44

alkal i hal ides obtained in this
in JANAF Thermochemica.l Tabl.es
as reported elsewhere.

Rep or t ed TlK
m

LzT.3
rz0.s)
118.22

I
(t
I

-l;;'-- I i;;'-(ror9.5) | (ro+E.+)

underneath these are othermeasured values (corrected to the
IPTS 68 scale) which show that orlr values are reasonable.
Absolute errors are seen to be at least of the order of I K.

6.5 Heqting Rate Dependence

The effect of varying the heating rate for NaCl is
shown in fig.6.B and the premelting region appears to be
narrowed and the height of the plateau raised for faster
heating rates. rn fact the melting temperatures for heating
rates of I00 K/h (a) and 50 K/h (b) are 10?3.96 K while that
for 300 K/h (c) is LO74.06 K. A more interesting effect is
observed when heating at the fast rates if the whole specimen
is allowed to melt. This effect is shown in fig. 6.9 for
KcI where the temperature remains fixed at T_ during melting,
then, as the last portion of the crystal melts the tempera-
ture drops by -0.18 K, even though the temperature differen-
t ial between specimen and. chamber is ? 4.5 K. when mel t ing is

I ibid.
2 ry. Flood, V. Fykse and S. Urnes, Z. Elektrochem .59,364

( 1955).
M. Blanc, Compt. Rend. 246, S7O (1958).
J,W. Johnson and M.A. Bredig, J. Phys. Chem. 62., 604(t958).
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complete the temperature rises rapidly. The drop might
be considered to be due to the melt around the thermocouple
junction drawing a small current. It may be due to the
solid-liquid interface drawing impurites, such as helium or
manganese, after it and hence being cooler than the
maximum allowable temperature - the melting temperature.
Or, it might be that at this fast heating rate, the interior
of the crystal is superheated by - 0,18 K. This was shown

to be unlikely in S S.Z. With regard to the f irst of these
poss ibil i t ies: the presence of the meI t about the thermo-
coupLe junction is equivalent to a resistance in paralleI
with the potentiometer. This does not alter the absolute
thermocouple voltage but only the galvonometer sensitivity.
Moreover, the absorbtion of heat (-gO mW) by the thermo-
coupLe in driving a current through the melt is exactly
offset by the joule heating within the melt.

We conclud.e then, that the smal l drop in temperature
occurs when the thermocouple junction is encountered by the
s-l interface, which has moved from the specimen exterior
and is consequently contaminated from ambient gas and there-
fore at a temperature lower than T*. This is consistent
with the smaLl effect of ambient gas discussed in S6.3 and
the small increase in T* at the fastest heating rate.

6.6 Thickngss of the. Premelting Surface Layer.

The results from the differential thermal analysis
experiments are best summarized by putting the depth of
apparent surface melting in a functional form. To do this
we analyse the .heat balance between radiant arr ival of heat ,

specific heat and melting enthalpy for a given depth, r of
surface melt.. The following equation readily results

4Ae o" r3ar l*.. + ,'A [*,n* (.r- cs)T]d'f qT

I " r m I s -arl at

If the heat absorbtion is rather by vaporisation, the
ated thickness may be determined simply by replacing
in this equation, by AH.,, and setting Cr= 0.

(6.r)

evapor-
AH,

m



The term on the lef t hand s ide is the Stef an-Botzmann larv

expanded to first order in AT, for the rate of arrival of
radiant energy. A is the specimen surface area, e the
emissivity and oB is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. The

right hand side terms are, in order, the heat absorbtion
via the specific heat, C" of the solid, via the enthalpy
of meLting AH, and finally a small correction due to the

m
replacement of a layer of solid by a thickness zof melt
with specif ic heat Cl . m is the specimen mass, pI the
density of the melt and t is time in seconds. We assume

the emissivity to be unity i.e. the specimen is a black
body receptor since any transmitted radiation will be

re-radiated by the walls of the chamber toward the specimen
very many t imes. AHrn, pl, Ct and C" are l is ted in
Tabl.e 4.I and m and A were measured prior to an experiment
so that by measuring T and $| trom heat absorbtion curves

clI
such as in f i gs . 6 .2 and 6.8 , $f maf be cal cul at ed. I t
shoul.d be emphas ized that aL l curves examined rvere as smooth

as that shown in fig. 6.2 and often had a greater density
of data points. The effective temperature of the specimen

chamber shown as the straight Line above the heating curve
in fig. 6.2 is obtained from the val.ue of AT in the Iinear
region below the commencement of surface melting. This is
calculated from eqn. (6.1) f"" 9l - 0 i.e. from

dT

4 A o" t' ATI ir, = -C" *T

- I02

K is negligible and
premelting region is

(6.21

cons equent 1y

quite

?
The variation in T' over l0
the heat ing curve below the
I inear.

We found ior all specimens except KCI that logarithmic
plots of dJ against T -T gave straight I ines within I to-dTm
I.5 K of T with gradients of -2. We therefore show in

ml
fig. 6.10 values of 3+ as a function of (t -Tl-" for NaCl,
NaBr and LiF in He at 8 x IO4 pa f or a fr"atTtg rate of 50 K/h,
and for NaCl heated at 57 K/h in a vacuum of 2 x LO-z Pa.

In each case the linear dependence is very good. Another
point lies off-scale but precisely on the extrapolated line
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for NaCI in He, and other data for faster heating rates
not plotted in fig. 6.I0 because the gradients are too
smalI show exactly the same functional dependence. It
appears then that LiF, NaCl and NaBr, irrespective of
heating rate and gas pressure, melt to a depth r at a given
distance A T=T -T from the melting point such thatmm

=S -2
t (6.3)

or, by integration

. (A T)
IM

dr
m

= S. (a r)-tlm

The values of tr. given by the s lopes of the I ines in
fig.6.I0 and other such Lines not plotted there are summ-

arized in Table 6.2. :lYhile the functional form is very
reproducible, the value of 

", 
is not, as may be seen by the

first two items in the Table. However, there does appear

Gas Heating Rate

(6.4)

NaCI

NaCl.

NaCl
NaCl

NaCl

LiF
NaBr

NaBr

KCl

KCl

I

I

lVac
I
I

He

He

He

He

uum

lie
He

He'

He

He

Kln
50

50

100

300

57

50

50

300

50

50

S,
I

r.C
l.I x l0
3.01 x I
5.83 x I
4.98 x I
3.03 x I
L.28 x I
5.44 x I
1.82 x I

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

-5
-6
-6
-4
-3
-4
-4

to be a definite trend that
smaller the value of Sl.

3.12 x l0
I.26 x l0

the faster the heating rate the

-5
-4

Table 6.2 Yalues of the constant" Sl and S, appearing in
eguations (6.+) and (6.6) for a range of crystals
and experimental condit ions.

KCI shows a iather different behaviour as shown rn
fig. 5.11. For this crystal the functional dependence is

Crys t a1
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given by

or, by iut egrat ion

dr
dT

= s^(a r)-l
1n1

( 4n T"tr \= sz ln 1j;fr /

(6.5)

(6.6 )

where A T - T -T ar:d T is the temperature at whi ch rm sm lil srn sm
f irs t becomes non- zero, i . e. the surf ace meI t ing t-empera-

ture. VaLues of Sr, ca-lculated from two separate experiments
are included in Tabl.e 6.2 . The dependence of St and
probably S. on heating rate indicates that the observed-z
volume of specimen melted at any temperature is not the
equilibrium volume, suggesting that there is a kinetic effect
present. The important lluestion is whether it is the supply
of heat or the kinetics of the heat dbsorbtion which is the
rate-limiting step. Equations (6.+) and (6.6) were satis-
fied only within I to 1.5 K of Tm. For the earlier 3 to 4K
of the premelting region values of r were higher than is
given by these eguations. We emphasize that these eguations
describe a heat absorbtion equivalent to a bulk surface
melting with values of r - 0.1 to 1,0 mm rvithin 0.1 K of T_-.

m

6.7 Deformat ion Dependencg

Many experimental studies of the surface conductivity
alone were carried out under varying conditions using the
concentric ring electrode configuration sketched in fig.5.lc.
The first of these was to study the effect of deformation.
Allnatt and Sime reported no discernible effect on the
premeL t ing rise in conduct ivity due to 50/o compression,
although we have noted that for one deformed specimen the
first rise was hal.f as steep as the second rise. This
suggests an annealing of the dislocation arrays and shows

the inappropriateness of using simple compression to study
deformation dependence at high temperature. What is more

suitable is to use a deformation which introduces stable
arrays of dislocations which must remain present to maintain
the deformed geometry of the crystal.

To do this we bent a 40 run x 3 mm (tOO) NaCl single
crystal very slowly at a temperature of 800 K in a three
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Point bending rigl so as to generate a

specimen rvith inner radius - 15 nun and
The excess of dislocations of one sign
other, required to accomrnodate a bend
density no given byz

td = (ut)-l

L.R. Greenbank,
E3, g4g ( rg?0) .

J.F, Ny., Acta.
R.W. Whitworth,

single kink in the
outer radius - 19 mm.

over those of the
of radius r, has a

(6.71

where b is the Burgers vector of the dislocation, in this
case a/{2. This gives a dislocation density of 1.5 x }0ll-)?
l ines/m'. Etch pit studies' show that, surprisingly, only
near the neutral axis does the total dislocation density
agree with that given by egn. (6.7), and near the surface,
td is about three t imes the vaIue.

The straight ends of the specimen were cleaved off,
leaving a specimen J.ength -15 mm and ring electrodes were
placed at the kink on the convex surface and on the surface
normal to the kink axis. The latter surface is the one cut
by the dislocations which accommodate the bend. Another
pair of ring electrodes were placed on a surface well away
from the kink where there was no visible deformation. The
three surface conductances, normalised at r0l3 K are shown
in fig. 6.Lz and these reveal a very definite deformation
depencence. The surface cut by the dislocations shows a rise
in surface conductivity at 1035 K, well below the melting
point, the convex surf ace at Io44 K and the d,ef ormat ion-f "e.surface at I054 K. rn the last case, electrode contact was
poor and the irregularity just before the premelting rise
appeared intermittently "t lower temperatures throughout the
approach to mel.ting.

The selluence of surf ace mel t ing in the three regions is
just as one would expect from considerations of the increase

z

3

lif.H. Robinson and P.H. Sutter, J. Phys.

Met. I, 153 (t953).
Phil. Mag. 10, BOt (1964).
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in free energy of the solid due to the strain energy of the
dislocat ions. I t does not, of course, necessariLy mean that
a dislocation mechanism of melting is implicated. Ideal1y,
the convex surface should not be cut by dislocations but the
fact that surface melting begins there intermediate between
the other two faces suggests that many dislocations do pass

in and out of this face presumably in the form of long arcs.

We may supplement these results by the observation that
abraded (+OO grit) surfaces comrnence melting up to 20 K
before cleaved and washed faces, and cleaved faces marginally,
by ,tp to I K, bef ore washed f aces. The f aces which were
washed, rvere done so in 25To water and 75To ethanol and quickly
dried by soaking up water droplets with absorbent tissue
paper in a stream of warm dry air. This leaves a few very
small crystall ites on scattered regions of the surface,
however the electrodes were placed over an area which was

smooth and clear. The obvious explanation of the results is
that abrasion produces severe deformation at, and just below,
the surface with a consequent elevation of the free energv
of the loca1 sol id and therefore a lowering of the surface
melting temperature. On the other hand, washing presumably
relieves surface stresses which resulted from cleavagerwith
the result that the surface melting temperature is higher.

6.8 Orientat ion Dependence

The variation with surface orientation of the tempera-
ture T_ of the rapid rise in surface conductivity wassm
examined for a number of KCI specimens. Values of Tu,n for
{roo}, {tro}, {rrr} and {tzr} surfaces in He and under a

vacuum of 2 x l0-2 pa are plotted in fig. 6.13 against, for
want of a better parameter, the surface packing density.
The figure also contains diagrams of the structure of {fOO},
{ffO} and {fff} surfaces. The order of surface melting is
{rrr}, {tto} , {rrz} tr'"., {roo} . The surfaces orher than

{tOO} will be by no means smooth on the atomic sca1e, and
even though much surf,ace anneal ing wi L l have taken p lace
during heating it is difficult to separate out effects due to
deformation from the microtoming and polishing, nevertheless,
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apart from the {ffZ} "n"face, the surfaces do fol1ow the order
of surface melting proposed by Stranski (as discussed in
g Z.Zl . Because of the physical impossibility of obtaining
atomically smooth faces except by cleaving, it is not
surprising that a higher index face such as the {ttZ} does
not fit into this scheme. In the scanning electron microscope
this surface (after an experiment) appears to consist of an
array of (tOO; oriented steps and ledges very much resembling
pillars lying obliquely on the surface (see fig. 6.14).. In
fact aLl surfaces other than {tOO} are likely to facet to
{fOO} steps and. ledges and it is possible that on the
atomic scale we are not observing surface melting of true
{ttO} and {ttt} faces at all. If these.faces are true, then
one might aLso expect that any given surface with index
higher than {fOO} should exhibit an anisotropy in its melt-
i.g, such that melt-like properties should occur earlier in
the less dense packed directions,

To examine this possibility, the surface conductivity
of a KCI crystaL was measured on a {ffO} "nrface in two
direct ions: the closes t packed direct ion (OOt) and perpand.-
icular to this, the direction (ttO; (see fig. 6.f3). This
is a demanding test since on naive geometrical considerations
it might be considered that the surface channels in the (00I)
direction would assist an earlier premelting rise in conduc-
tivity in the (00I) direction. The conductance curves are
shown in fig. 6.f5 and quite consistently the conductance
rises 4 K earlier in the (ttO) than in the (00f) direction.
This is remarkabLy consistent with Stranskirs ideas as weLl
as those of Burton, cabrera and Frank, and Jackson which were
discussed inSz.a. For all of these higher index surfaces
the rapid rises in surface conductivity were not accompanied
by a detectable heat absorbtion. Rather, this occurred as
for the (tOO) specimens later at - 5 K below Trn. Because
the lower limit of detection of heat absorbtion corresponds
to melting to a depth of I pm, this means that if the rise
in surface conduction for crystals other than {tOO} i" due
to surface melting, the equivalent depth of melt over the
surface is less than I pm.
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Fig.6.14 Sconning electron microgroph of o (ll2)
sunfoce which hos been token up to its surfoce
melting tronsition. The surfoce hos focetted to(1OO)
ledges with rrcunded edges. Mognificotion = 560 x.
The debnis on the surfoce is dust fnom sowing
the somple fnom the specimen.
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6.9 Surface Features

The surface features revealed by the scanning electron
microscope distinguish markedly between melting, premelting
and the conditions at temperatures below the premeLting
region. Fig. 6.I6 shows the surface of a KCI crystal which
was raised at f00 K/h to 1020 K then cooled i.e. the spec-
imen did not enter the premelting region. Many thermal
etch pits due to preferential sublimation from dislocations
cutting the surface are apparentrbut apart from these and a

few cleavage steps, the surfaces are flat and featureless.
Figs. 6.4 to 6.6 showed surfaces of an NaCl crystal which
just entered the premelting region and then was cooled
rapidly. The etch pits are sti1l apparent there, but the
edges of these are rounded and the surfacehas a rpuddledr

appearance. On the other hand, when the surface has
encountered the bulk melting point, the etch pits disappear
and the surface acquires long, smoothly rounded ledges and
flow patterns, a typical example of which is shown in
fig. 6.17. Clear1"y, then, the premelting surface is distinct
from the melting surface in that in the former, the single
crystalline defects extend right to the surface. This is
consistent rvith the view which has been emerging and which
we shall develop in chapter 7, that in the premeLting region,
shallow intrinsic surface melting occurs on the atomic '

scale with an accompanying high vaporisation rate. DisLoca-
tion thermal etch-pits would therefore persist in this
region. On the other hand, when the surface has encountered
the bulk melting point, crystalline defects such as

dislocations become rburiedt beneath the isotropic meLt
I ayer .

When the previously meLted surface is annealed just
below the premelting region, crystalline features appear
again as shown in fig. 5.18. This is due partly to the
single crystal growing into the polycrystall ine previously
melted 1ayer, and partly to the stripping off of this layer
due to vaporisation. This figure shows the rounded edge of
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Fig.6JO Sconning electnon micrognoph of o (1OO) sunfoce
of o KCI cnystol which hod been noised to just below the

pnemelting negion. The surfoce hos nemoined flot oport
from the oppeoncnce of thenmol etch pits.The pits onc

often gror.rped in nings. Mognificotion = 60x.

Fig 6.17 Sconning electnon

which hos just neoched
Mcgnification = 43Ox.

micnogroph of on NoCl surfoce
the bulk melting point.
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Fig. 6.18 The nefocetting 'of o KCt singte crystot (1OO)

sunfoce which hod been token to the bulk melting
point then cooled ond onneoled fon 20 mins. ot-lO2O K.
The (1OO) ledges nun closen togethen of the rourrded
edge. Mognificotion = 33x.
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a KCl specimen and the surface comprises facetted ledges
and steps, the steps coming closer together at the edge to
accommodate the bend.

6. f0 Superheat ing Experiment

The attempt at superheating a cylindrical NaCl

specimen was unsuccessful, even though the calibration runs
gave completely satisfactory results. Fig. 6.f9 shows the

heating transients due to the application of a range of.

applied vol.tages from 5 V rms to IZ V rms at just one of the
base furnace temperatures, 1060 K. In each case, the speci-
men axial temperature rose according to the standard
exponent ial form of

AT o""" {t - exp(-tle )} (6.8)

where AT-- is the steady state temperature increment and O
ss

is the time constant. In all cases O was not a simple
function of temperature and applied voltage but ranged from

- 40 s to 50 s. Accordingly, after -3 minutes we could be

sure that the specimen without an internal thermocoupLe

rvould have reached i ts s teady 
" 
t+ value, Values of AT- -z ss

are shown in fig. 6.20 ptotted against oVo- for a range of
base temperatures from 1020 K to 1060 K, and the reLationship
is linear, as we may deduce from egn. (C l0). The straight
l ine is

) -1AT"" = 1.37 oVo- (K.m.W ') . (5.e)

However, when we attempted the actual superheating experi-
mentr w€ could get little closer than 5 K below T. before
joule heating in the high conductance surface region caused

melting there, and the subsequent increase in conductance
caused further heating and a resultant divergence in melting.
The use of the superheating rig shown in fig.5.l0 failed to
give much improvement and the electrode contact was poor.
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7 DISCUSSION

In this chapter we at tempt to explain at least
qualitatively the experimental results we have presented
in S e and to develop the implications of our explanation
with a view to further clarification of the processes and

mechanisms involved in melting. We begin by examining
the various possible causes of the premelting heat absorb-
tion, then discuss in detail the roles of vaporisation and
premature surface melting. We introduce a dislocation
theory for intrinsic surface melting, then develop this to
discuss the movement of the s-1 interface from the surface
int o the crys taI int er i or .

Our principal experimental result is that there is no

bulk premelting rise in conductivity up to within at least
0.5 K of the melting point, and while we are unable to
distinguish between bulk and surface heat absorbtion, it
seems likely that the heat absorbtion also is at the surface
only. We proceed therefore under the assumption that no

premelting of any kind is occuring within the crystal bulk.
Thusr ro bulk theory of premelting finds application to the
alkali halides we have studied. These include for example

the possibitity of a diffuse transition involving the '"

disordering of the cation sublattice as suggested in 5 l,
or Robinsontsl analysis of the premelting conductivity
reported by All.natt and Sime in terms of p ipe dif fus ion
along thermall.y f ormed dislocations. Firstly, we shall
discuss a number of possible surface-reLated processes

which might contribute to an enhanced surface conduction
together with an absorbtion of heat.

7 .l Possible Mechanisms of Surface Heat Absorbtion and

Surface Conductivity.

It was suggested in 5 0 that two possible basic
processes might account for our premelting results: premat-

ure surface melting and sublimation, and because of the
capilliary creep of the specimen surface around a platinum
wire ( S 5.2, p.9I), the conclusion was that the active

W.H. Robinson, J. AppI. Phys., in press.
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process was the first or, more likely, both together, but
not subl imat ion aI one. Sur face mel t ing in turn mi ght be
attributable to a number of causes including the intrinsic
excess-free energy of a surface, exposure to internal
impurities, or external impurities such as the ambient gas
or metal vapour, melting along edges and at corners, melt-
i.g in the neighbourhood of where a dislocation cuts a

surface, melting of the curved portions of a rumpled or
dimpled surface orr finally, the excess-free energy of a

surface arising from the Debye-Hiickel charge cloud beneath
the surface which, in turn, drises from the preferential
formation of cation vacancies at surfaces. Each of these
will be considered in turn, while sublimation or vaporisa-
tion will be examined separately in the next section.

7 .L.I. Stranski I s Surf ace Mel t ing

The first of these: surface melting due to the
intrinsic excess-free energy of a surface as proposed by
Tammann and stranski explains, 3s we have seen, our observed
seguence of melting of low index surfaces. The immediate
obstacle, however, is that we have suggested in S2. Z.Z .(p.t2)
that the surface guasi-melt occupies between 3 and 5 ion
spacings depending on surface orientation whereas we are.-..
observing heat absorbtion consistent with the melting of
from I pm at - 5 K below T,n, to in excess of I00 ;rm within
O.25 K of T (see S6.6, p. 106). This process alone is

m
not therefore at all able to account for our results.

7.I .2 Extern?1 Impurit ies.

External impurites impinging ol1 the crystal surfaces
may cause a lowering of meltirg point and the diffusion of
such impurities af ter the s-1 interface may be shown to give
two regimes of r s. A--T-I "nd r d. -tn A-T depending on themm
mobil ity of the impurity. Nevertheless, it would seem that
there is just not enough impurity present in the melt for
this process. to be tenable. Let us examine this in more
detail. For a given impurity present in the melt in mole
fract ion x the greates t depress ion of mel t irg point occurs
when the impurity is soluble only in the melt and not in the
sol id. For this case, Raoul t I s law gives
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).T- - RT - x lMNImJt m rn
(z.r)

(7.3)

There is litt1e experimental data available on the
solubilities of inert gases in aIkali haride melts, however
Blander et "1I have estimated solubilities by assuming the
energy of a molecule in the melt is given by the continuum
surface-free energy of a spherical cavity,and thus obtain

In(crlc_) = -  r"zNoz, (T.z)og
where r is the radius of the molecule, au is the concent-
ration, P/RT, of gas molecules in the gas and CO is the
concentrat ion, pIx /l'tl, of gas molecules dissolved in the
melt . pI is the density of the melt. The melting point
depression is thus given by

A*T = (PTm/ pl AHm) exp (-+ n r'rLlkTm) .

Now, at the highest pressure of He used in any of the present
experiments, namely 2.74 x 105 Pa with NaCl , the shif t in
mel t ing point is calculat ed to be only 0.09: f . Lee and
Johnson2 have obtained a more reasonable expression for gas
solubilities in melts, which are in good agreement with
experiment, and for inert gases in alkali halides solubil-..
i t ies are about two to three t imes these given by egn. (T .Zl .

ife might expect therefore that ambient gas in otlr experiments
has an effect on melting point to a maximum extent of about
0.2 K. The shifts i. T"* with changing gas and gas pressure
reported in S6 were of this order of. magnitude and these are
Plotted in fig. 7.I against values of ArnT obtained from
eqn. (t.l) multiplied by 2.5. If the observed shif ts are
reliable, they are still a little too large to be accounted
for by gas solubility in the melt, particularly in view of
the fact that inert gases are soluble also in the solid
alkali halid""3 which means that A,nT is smaller than is

M. Blander, W.R. Grimes, N.V. Smith and G.M. Watson,
J. Phys . Chem. , 63 , 1164 ( I 959) .

A.K.K. Lee and E.F. Johnson, I and E.C. Fundamentals
8, 726 (rg69).

N.N. Alekseenko, P.V. Volobuev and P.E. Suet in, Sov.
Phys. Solid State 14, 2073 (1973).
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given by eqn. (?.1). Unfortunately, however, nothing very
conclusive can be drawn here as the errors in reproducib-
ility for this experiment were about as large as the shifts
observed. At least the shifts are in the correct seguence

as suggested by eqn. (Z.Z) Uut they are also largely
consistent with suppressed evaporation due to ambient gas.

What is certain, is that the absolute value of Tm- T"*- 5 K
is too large to be accounted for by the effect of ambient

gas .

The same aPPIies for any

deposit on the specimen. For
metal vapour which might

suggests x = r.4 x Lo-z, one or
A-T = 5 K in NaCl , egn. (l .t

m

two orders of magnitude
higher than the concentration of Mn observed on the crystal
surface by EDAX after an experiment. Within the crystal,
bulk, spectrographic analysis revealed the following mole

fractions of impurity: Si, 2 x I0-4i Ni, 2 x lO-4 and Al,
I x I0-4. If this impurity is segregated in the solid but
soluble in the melt, and moreover, if the total impurity
content at any time is dissolved in the melt, then from
Raoultts law for a given value of o*T the thickness of
surface melting is

')
r = vRT -x lA, aH A Tmmm

where v is the total crystal volume and A the total surface
area. Thus, at any temperature there is a non-zero melt
thickness and this increases inversely with o.T, as found
f or NaCl , NaBr and LiF. For the f irst entry in TabLe 6.2

) A -1vRTrz ,t /L AH. = l.I x l0-4 m.K-r giving x = I.9 x 1o-4

close to, and in fact less than, the impurity levels noted
above. The cause of the premelting may thus appear

explained except that the total impurity content of the
solid is required to be dissolved in the melt, whereas

analysis after an experiment showed a uniform distribution
of the impurity, thus reguiring a mole fraction two orders
of magnitude higher to explain the results. Moreover,
these impurities are soluble in the solid at high
temperatures.

7 .I.3 Mel t ing at the Edges of Steps.

(z .+l

A small contribution to surface conductivity and
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heat absorbtion arises due to premature melting of corners

and edges on the steps and ledges on surfaces which are

present in abundance at the atomic 1eve1, and certainly
such regions are important in the nucleation of melting.
The theory for the depression of melting point at corners

and edges is worked out in Appendix D, and i t is shown that
in the case of an edge, a cyl indri.cal s-1 interf ace appears,

the radius of which increases hyperbolically with A*T as

Trn is approached, and the interface moves progressively
into the lat tice. A similar result occurs if the surface
is rumpled or dimpled from a previous approach to melting
as is shown in f ig. 6.6. However, even in the extreme

where the total surface has its rnaximum density of rumples

and edges, the actuaL average depth of surface mel.ting
would be - r , which is about half the melting radii for

SI
spherical particles and these are shown in Table DI of
Appendix D to l ie between .02 and .03 pm. Again, the pred-
icted extent of rnelt ing is f ar too small to account f or our

observed heat absorbtion. For the surface dimples referred
to in figs. 6.4, 5 and 6 the edge curvature were noted to be

- l0r.rmwhich, using the melting point depression constants
in Table Dlr gives a melting point there only .016 K below
Tma"

7.I.rl Melting where a Dislocation cuts the Eurface.

Tire ef f ect of def ormat ion on the surf ace mel't ing
temperature as shown in fig. 6.I2 for a kinked specimen

suggests that the large density of dislocation cores is
sufficient to raise the free energy of the solid and cause

premature melting. The energy per unit length of a

dislocation comprises an elastic part, U^ and a core part
I

U. given, for an edge dislocation, by-

+ bzp t | 4r{L- vl (t .s)ec

where b = a/\/Z is the Burgers vector of the dislocat ion,
v is Poissonrs ratio, "o the rad.ius of the core, Rc the cut-

off radius being haLf the average separation of dislocation
cores and t is an experimental constant of the order of
unity. (We f ind in S Z.g, t = O.752 for NaCl). The

I J.P. Hirth and J. Lothe, Theory of 'Dislocat ions'(McGraw-
Hi11., N.Y., 1968) p.78.
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distributed energy density is therefore td(U" + Uc),
where nd is the dislocation density. Therefore, the
shift in melting point is

A,nT = T*n6(U" + Uc)/ p" AH,

Using the estimated value of o. = I.5 x 10ll lines/mZ and

Hunter and Siegelrs elastic constants for NaCl at T, we

obtain a very low value of A,nT= 2x tO-4f. Clearly then,
any effect arising from the dislocations introduced by

bending must occur at the cores rather than via the average
distributed energy density.

Two effects are possible at the cores: the cores may

mel t , even wi thin the crys taL bulkr or the region where

the dislocation cuts the surface may melt causing a melt
dimple much in the same way that a thermal etch pit forms
at the exit of a dislocation. These questions are examined
in Appendix E and it is shown that while the core does not
melt, a broad shaLlow melt dimple does appear at the 

r
d.islocation exit, the radius of which increases as ( arnf)-z
and the volume of which increases as ( arnf l-*. The radii,
depths and volumes for a range of vatues of ArnT are given
in Table EI and again i t is apparent that the quant i ty 

.:..
melted is far too small to account for our results. Taking
the extreme case of A-T = 0.05 K for a dislocation density

ll ')
of I.5 x I0" lines/m' the equivalent uniform depth of
melting over the whole crystal surface would be 3 x I0-13* :

It is, by the wayr rotable that the melt pit radius at this
value of A*T is as large as f00 times its Burgers vector.

S imilarly, the Debye-Htickel charge cloud beneath the
crystal surfaces is incapable of producing the extent of
surface melting necessary to expLain our results. The

I
width of the charge cloud at T,n is -4 nm* and only a part
of this could contribute to any appreciable surface melting.

W.H. Robinson, J.L. TalLon and P.H. Sut ter, Phi1. Mag.,
in press.

(2.6')
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We conclude therefore that premature surface melting cannot,
on its own, explain the very substantial heat absorbtion
which occurs rvi thin 5 K of the melt ing point, and consequent-
ly we are left with the only remaining possibility that bcth
surface melting and vaporisation (rather than sublimation)
are occurring.

7.2 Vaporisat ion

14Ie shal l now develop what we bel ieve is the operat ive
mechanism of premel t ing in the alkal i hal ides. Subl imat ion
and vaporisation studies by Ewing and Sternl have been

briefly referred to in Sf. These showed in the case of
metal.l ic silver and I ithium f lrroride a cont inuous Ahhrenius

behaviour in vaporisation rate with no change in passing

from solid to melt. rn marked contrast for NaCl, KBr and

CsI the vaporisation flux begins to level out starting about

I00 K below their respective melting points. At and treyond

the melting point the flux rises rapidly. A schernatic of

the vaporisation curve is shown in the top right hand corner
of f ig. 7 .B ,p . 137. We propose that due to aI l of the

causes discussed in the Previous section, very shallow melt-
ing begins below the bulk melting point on surfaces and

part icularly at corners, edges and the points of exit of 
,..

dislocations at surfaces, and consequently, in these regions
the rate of vaporisation climbs rapidly with further
increase in temperature. Of course' as more and more layers
are stripped off, the same depth of surface melting, though

very sma11, is maintained and enhanced vaporisation continues

until no further crystal remains. In this way the very
substantial heat absorbtions we have observed may be achieved

via the enthalpy of vaporisation, and the existence of a

rate dependence in the heat absorbtion is explained since

the vaporisation rate is finite.

7.2.I Vaporisation, Saturation and Facetting.

Subl imat ion is unders tood to be a two s t ep mechanism:

the first being an activation step from the crystal to an

I C.T. Ewing and K,H. Stern, J. Phys. Chem. ?9, ZOOT (1975).
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adsorbed surface stat,e, the second a desorbtion step to
the vapour. We suggest that the levelling oft of the
flux as a function of temperature, which corunences about
I00 K beloiv Trn, arises from the facetting of the {100}
faces. At lower temperatures the desorbtion step is rate
controll ing, however, at higher temperatures where the
maximum flux is as large as 50 mg. "^-2. ,nirr'-1., the
activation step for singular surfaces will almost certainly
become rate controlling and the flux wiIl increase less with
further temperature increase. The same applies to vaporis-
ation from vicinal surfaces, and in these, vaporisation will
be confined to the steps on ledges. Thus for singular and

vicinal surfaces the vaporisation sites are not formed fast
enough, and the flux is therefore less than what i.t might
have been. When surface melting begins near T,n, the appear-
ance of irregular atomic cavities across the whole surface
introduces a large number of further vaporisation sites and

the flux climbs with further increase in temperature.

VIe have seen in S 2.4 that the {roo} faces of many of
the alkali halides are either singular or vicinal and

consequent ly their vaporisat ion near their mel t ing points is
saturated, or nearly so. Thus there is a nearly constant
rate of heat absorbt ion which appears only as a nearly :'.

cons tant temperature different ial between specimen and

chamber. Accordingly, for a constant heating rate the speci-
men temperature increases linearly until when surface melting
commences the vaporisation rate begins to climb and the
specimen temperature to lag increasingly further behind the
chamber temperature, as we have observed. Surfaces which
are non-singuLar in the neighbourhood of the melting point
are so atomically rough that vaporisation continues freely
and thus in the case of metallic silver, which is non-

Ifacet t ingr' there is no anomalous behaviour.

There is, of course, a problem with LiF that no

vaporisation anomaly was observed by Ewing and Stern, Yet we

observed a dist inct premel t ing effect. One I ikely exPlana-
tion arises. According to Table 2.I LiF is borderline, but

D. lVoodruf f e, The Sol id-Liquid f nterf ace (Cambridge
University Press, L973.
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probably should have non-singular {fOO} =nrfaces. It may

be that under vacuum (as in Ewing and Sternts experiments)
it is non-facetting and in gas it is facetting. This is
certainly so in the case of metalsl which thermally facet
in the presence of adsorbed gases but, in general, do not
in the absence of an adsorbate since for them a l-2. On

the other hand, MgO which has the same structure as the
rock salt typ. alkali halides has been found to facet under
vacuum on {f OO} pf 

"r,,."2 and this is because the value of a

at the facetting temperature of I400 K is as large as 4.43.

As a test of our hypothesis we had searched for a

premelting heat absorbtion in a crystal with {ffO}, {fff}
and {rfZ} t""." and with no {roo} fr.." exposed. None of
these faces according to TabIe 2.2 are facetting and
consequently the crystal should evaporate freely and exper-
ience no premelting heat absorbtion. In fact it had been
observed in the experiments on surface conductivity of
higher index faces that these evaporated far more quickly
than {fOo} fu...". However, as noted in $6.8 the heat
absorbtion for these crystals is stil1 present within 5 to
6 K of the melting point, and there is no trace of heat
absorbtion at the surface melting transition which occurs
up to 30 K below T^ for these crystals, as might have beefi'
expected. This, doubtless, arises from the fact that the

{rro}, {rfr} and {rrz} faces do not Iong remain such but
quickly transform to arrays of obliquely oriented {tOO} steps
and ledges as shown e.g. in fig. 6.L4r so that while the
vaporisation rate is higher than for a single cLeaved ltOOI
surface, the facetting on the ledges sti1l contribute to the
premelting rise in vaporisati.on rate and subsequent heat
absorbt ion.

A more distinct example of the facetting of surfaces of
higher index than {f OO} i" shown in f ig. 7 .2. This is a

view of a portion of a KCI crystal which had just melted, run

J.J. Lander in: tProgress in Solid State Chemistry l, 26
( r955).
V.E. Henrich, Surf ace Sci. 57 , 385 (1975) .
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Fig.7.2 Thenmol focetting
the {1OO} Plone. Mog. =

oniented - 4Oo toof o plone
560 x.

Fig.7.3 Chemicol ly etched (1OO ) surfoce of o KC I cnystrol .

The pits ore distinctly rectcngulon. Dislocotion density =

1.8 x 1O9 m-2, mog.= 25O x .
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down the side of the crystal and crystallised in a wedge-

shaped block at the foot of the crystal with an incline of
about 4Oo. With anneaLing, the block appears to have

recrystallised as a coherent extension of the single crystal
and the inclined surface has facetted to form an array of
long {fOO} "teps. 

Accordingly, the apparent surface me1 ting
of higher index faces may be due to premature melting on the

edges of these exposed ledges rather than Stranskirs surface
melting of ideal loose packed surfaces.

A more critical test would be to Look for premelting
effects in LiBr, LiI or RbI which according to Table 2.2
should have no facetting faces and therefore, according to
our hypothesis, no premelting rise in vaporisation rate. It
is perhaps also s ignif icant to note .here that in the extrernely
careful demonstration of the lack of premelting phenomena in
Gal lium by Wenzl and Ma irl , Gall ium is character ised by a very
high boiling point relative to its meLting Point
(T'n = 3OZ.9I K, Tb - 1870 K) and consequently has a low vapour

pressure at its melting point and is therefore unlikely to
be affected by any changes in vaporisation rate there.

?.2.2 Thermal Etch Pits

Before we proceed to examine the vaporisation heat

absorbtion quantitatively, there are some features in the
vaporisation- pits about dislocations shown in fig. 6.L6 which
are worthy of discussion. This particular KCI specimen had

been raised at I00 K/h to 1020 K and had not entered the
premelting region. The pits are evidently quite circular and

these may be compared with pits obtained by chemical etching
at room temperature shown in fig. 7.32. These are rectang-
ular in perimeter due to the eLastic anisotropy at room temp-

erature whereas the circular shape of the high temperature
pits reflects the nearly isotropic conditions which obtain
near the melting point. The pits are as large as 30 pm in
diameter and, interest ing1y, often appear grouped in rings,
one of which may be seen in fig. 6.f6 and is reproduced at
higher magni{ication and at a more obLique angle in fig.7,4.

H. Weozl and G. Mair, Ioc. cit.
W.H. Robinson, Ph.D. Thes is, Univers ity of Ill inois,unpubd'
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Fig. 7.4 Sonning electnon
etch pits shown in fig.

micrognoPh of the ring of thermol

6.16. Mognificotion = 24O x.

Fig.7.5 Sconning electron micnogroph ofter
Lhe concove sunfoce of o < 1OO > NqCl rod

- 17 mm nodius. Mognificotion = 2OOO x.

woshing of
kinked to
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IHolt- has shown that a uniform distribr,ttion of dislocations
tends to redistribute to form stable cells of dislocations
with diameter given by

d = zo n 'id (7.8)

For a typical well-annealed dislocation density of
q -1 -42 x l0'^-o, d is 4.5 x lO-=m, while the typical ring diam-

eter we have observed. for pits in KCI is 2.8 x I0-4m. in
good agreement with this figure. The rings are therefore
probably stable cells as described by Holt.

7.2.3 Evaporation from Deformed Regions

Near the melting point in the anomalous vaporisation
region the vaporisation flux from a facetting surface which
has been deformed must be greatly enhanced due to the
abundance of vaporisation sites. rt is well known that if. a

metal whisker is bent plastically it dissolves in nitric acid
very rapidly at the bend.Z We have found similar results fgr
NaCl. Fig. 7.5 shows the concave edge of a bent NaCl single
crystal which had been placed in 25To water 75To ethanol for
20 secs. Attack is very severe in the highly deformed regions
whereas in other undeformed parts of the crystal attack was

barely discernable. Similar results must occur for vaporis-
ation. The high surface conductance near T* which develops
f or bent cryFtal.s, 4s shown in f ig. 6.L2, must arise f rom
the enhanced vaporisation and an associated diffuse surface
region. This will be discussed in SZ.S.

7.2.4 Calculatio+ of the Vaporisatign flux

The heat absorbtion by vaporisation may be analysed
using eqn. (6.1) with AH, replaced by AH" and by setting
Cl = 0. The increment in vaporisation flux, AJ is thusI
obtained using the relation

AJ= pdT.dr
dt dT

The base flux Jn on the flux plateau (shown

in fig. 7.8) below the melting point may be
the temperature differential AT between the

D.L. Holt, J.AppL. Phys. 4L, 3197 (I9?0).
J.F. Green and A.A. Woolf, Research Il, 38 (1958)

{7 .9)

schemat ical 1y

calculated from
specimen chamber

I
z
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and the specimen when the temperature
the relat ion

is cons tant us ing

4Aeou t3 at = JpAHs A (7.r0)

Unfortunately, the value of AT was not known precisely
f or all the specimens examined. In S 6.6, AT was calcu-
lated below the premelting region negl.ecting vaporisation
and consequently the actual values are higher than that
shown e.g. in fig. 6.2. However AT was measured for the
NaCl specimens at constant temperature to be Z.L K which
is consistent with a vaporisation flux of 0.85 mg. 

"^1,2. -lmin.^ Ewing and Stern measure the free vaporisation flux
for NaCl in vacuo to be -52 mg.cml2*inlI. just below the
melting Point. The difference of course is due to the
confined space about our specimen and the presence of
ambient gas, both of which reduce J. The total flux,
J=Jn* AJ for NaCl is presented in an Ahhrenius plot in
fig. 7.6 for a number of specimens and heating rates. The

static value of AT for a NaCl specimen under a Jggllg of
2 x 10-2Pa was about I0 K giving the expected higher vapor-
isation rates shown also in fig. 7.6. The dashed I ine
shows the vaporisation curve above T* obtained by Ewing

and Stern in vacuo displaced downwards by a constant factor
to allow for the reduced value of J in our experiments.
This serves to iilustrate that our estimated flux obtained
over a narrow temperature range is not inconsistent with
the relat ive changes in flux they observed at higher and

lower temperatures. Figs . 7.7, 7.8 and 7.9 contain the f lux
curves obtained in the same way for LiF, NaBr and KCI

except that in the absence of exact data the base flux for
ambient He was assumed to be the same as for NaCl, namely

0.85 mg. .^-? minll The asymptotic straight Line regions
have the effective activation energies Heff shown in Table
7 .1.

The inset curve in the top right hand corner of fig.
7.8 is a schematic diagram of the ful1 vaporisation curve
sketched from Ewing and Sternrs paper and the box about the
rkneet in the curve shows the region of our study in relation
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to the ful1 vaporisation curve. There appears to be no
distinction between the flux curves for KCI and those for
LiF, NaCl and NaBr. We have no likely explanation other
than surniise for the {a*f)-2 and (a-f)-I dependence of
{ ""tablished in SO nor for the distinction between KC1
dT
and the three other salts. It appears, though, that as the
vaporisation process continues smoothly through the melting
point, the occurrence of a (arnf ) 

-t d.pendence, which
describes a critical type of behaviour, is inconsistent.

Sal t Heff

LiF
NaCl
NaBr

KCl

22

99

55

45

Table 7. I : Effect ive
ac t ivat ion energi es

for vaporisation at
the mel t ing point .

This dependence occurs only close to T_ and probably arises
from macroscopic melting due to impurities and heat trans-
port through the specimen platform. In fact, close to T.,
the apparent vaporisation rate climbs rapidly in the case
of NaBr and KCl (shown as open circles and squares in
f igs. 7.6 and 7.71 and presumably this is reall.y macroscop.ic
melting. In the absence of any further available data,
particularly'vaporisation studies near the melting point
under ambient gas conditionsr w€ cannot proceed with any
fur ther eluc idat ion of the premel t ing vapor isat ion.

In summary, we have proposed that in LiF, NaCl , NaBr
and KCI facetting below and near the melting point causes
the vaporisation flux to saturate due to the limited number
of vaporisation sites available, then at - 5 K below T_
atomic scale premature melting on surfaces, corners and
edges of ledges and where dislocations cut surfacesr provides
a continuously increasing density of vaporisation sites, the
consequent enhanced flux providing an absorbtion of heat.
The associated enhanced conductivitv will be discussed in
5 z.s.
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7 .3 Surf ac,e Mel t ing

Premature melting of surfaces is to be expected, not
only on the basis of considerations of surface free energy,
but also on account of the enhanced mean square vibrational
displacements of surface atoms. Such enhanced displacements
have now been demonstrated for a wide range of crystalsl
and since the Debye temperature is inversely proportional to
the rms displacements, simple application of the Lindemann
relation predicts a reduced melting temperature for surface
atoms.

The premature mel t ing of a surf ace mearls that , in
principler ffi€1t ing is not a discont inuous process, but rather,
at any given temperature there is a skin of melt of finite
depth and as the temperature rises, so the melt thickness
increases, until at Tm, the equilibrium depth is infinite.
The appearance of a discontiniuty arises due to the extreme
narrowness of the intrins ic skin of melt just below Trrr. rn
practise, the appearance of the thinnest possible skin of
melt is discontinuous due to the non-zero width of the first
ionic layer.

7 .3.1 LEED Studies of Surf ace Mel t ing. 
....

Goodman and somorjaiz have investigated the melting
of lead, bismuth and tin using Low-Energy Electron Diffrac-
tion (LEED) and find that there is no 1oss of diffraction
features until the melting point is encountered thus demon-
strating the absence of any premature surface melting. In
the case of tin, loss of diffraction features did occur
wi thin 6 to 8 K of the mel t ing point due to an ef f ect ive
surface melting arising from surface contamination (even at
ultra-high vacuum pressures of 1.3 x l0-6 pa). This could
be eliminated by cleaning the surface by ion bombardment.

G.A. somorjai, Principles of surface chemistry (Prentice-
Hal l , New Jers ey, I97Z) p .9?.'

R.M. Goodman and G.A. Somor jai, J. Chem. Phys . 52, 6325
( 19?0) .
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This suggests that ambient gas may be the cause of
atomic dimension surface melting in the alkali halides.
Gas solubility in the outermost ion layer is likely to be
much higher than that given for the bulk by ecln. (Z.Z) and
might readily give a 5 K shift in meltirg point at the
surf ace. Moreover, solubilities in the {rro} ",rrf ace
would be greater and in the {ttl} surface greater still,
consistent with our observed ord.er of surface melting. The
surface cleaning effect due to vaporisation is of no assist-
ance in diminishing this effect, since, for a vaporisation
rate of 0.85 mg. .*l2,nirll, every second. something like
260 layers of crystal are stripped off, whereas for an
ambient He pressure of one atmosphere the equivalent of
3.2 x f08 layers of He impinge on the crystal. The persist-
ence of the premelting effect in a vacuum of z x 10-2 pa
however, appears to discount the importance of the gas, for
at this pressure the flux of He is at the most 64 layers per
second and would in fact be less due to the helium in the
specimen chamber being driven out by the specimen vapour.
Furthermore, the'tsticking probabilitytt of a He atom to the
specimen surface is likely to be rather less than l. on the
other hand, the flux from the specimen in vacuo has risen
to L24o layers per second so that under these conditions 

-r.h"
specimen surface wiIl be kept clean by the vaporisation.
Int r insic surface melting due to excess surface free energy
must therefore still be considered the most Iikely cand.idate
f or the surf ace mel t ing. 14Ie observe that Goodman and
somorjai do not detail how, or in fact whether at all, they
distinguished between the bulk melting point and the surface
meltirg point. The one case where it is obvious from their
results that the former does not exceed the latter is with
Bismuth which on account of its volume contraction on melt-
irg probably does not exhibit premelt ing anyrvay. Thus rve
shal1 proceed to examine this intrinsic surface melting
fur t her .

7.3.2 Existing Theories of _Surface Mel ting.

We have referred in SZ.+ to three distinct theories
of surface melting namely, the stat istical thermodynamic.
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two-dimensional co-operative theory of Burton, cabrera and
Frank; stranskirs equilibrium form model using the ideas
of surface wettability; and Gurneyrs vacancy model. None

of these however can be successfully applied as they were
developed, to the alkali halides. In the first of these,
the mult i-1eve1 soLut ion is approximate only, and the
critical temperature for surface disordering greatly exceed.s
the melting point. specifically, the critical temperature
is given by

kTc/6 E 0.63, (?.tI)

where d is the inter-ionic potential. 14Ie may estimate d
as 'lt1of the binding energy per ion, which, since for NaCI
the binding energy is IBZ.8 kcal. molll, T" = 4900 Kl The
situation is worse with the remaining two theories in that
neither of them may be used quantitatively , and rather than
developing these theories to the point where they may be
used quantitatively, we have chosen, particularly in the
light of developments in $4, to introduce a fourth, more
s impIe, approach: a dislocat ion model of surface me1 ting.

7.3.3 Rat ionale f or a Dislocation Model of surf ace ,LIelI ing.

It is known that a two dimensional crystal of anIr..
given atom has an equilibrium lattice spacing different from
that in the three dimens ional crys ta1 of that ato.l . E. g. in
the case of Nacl it is est imated that the dif f erence is - 90/0.

If then we think of a crystal surface as a two dimensional
lattice monolayer placed on a crystalLine substrate, we can
see there will be a tendancy for that monolayer to have a

lattice spacing intermediate betrveen that for the substrate
and that for the isolated 2-D lattice. The tendancy to
misfit may be accommodated in one of two ways. The mono-
Iayer (and the substrate) spacings may be elastically compr*
essed or extended uniformly over the entire surface so that
the monolayer and substrate remain in coherent contact. Or,
the average spacing of the monolayer may be nearly unchanged
by a number of adjacent atoms lying in the substrate surface

G.C. Benson and R.S. Yun in the Solid-Gas Interface ed.
by E.A. Flood (Marcel Dekker, Inc., N.Y., L967).
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wells, and periodically, one or
and over, in a region of misfit,
wells as shown in fig. 7.10.
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Fig. 7.10 Schematic diagram showing
riding up of surface atoms
adjacent inner atoms thus
surface dislocation.

o

the periodic
over the

forming a

Furthermore, if the process of pLacing the ideal z-D Lattice
on its own substrate is visualised, it can be seen that the
riding up will occur in rows where the misfit of the ideal
lattices is a maximum. what we are describing is essent-
ially the periodic absence of a row of atoms in the surface.
or, in f act , a periodic array of edge dis locat ions lying 

1."
the surface such as to maintain the different natural
lattice spacing of the outermost atom layer. This array will
run in two directions at right angles so that total array
will form a grid or lattice on the surface. At low tempera-
tures the unif orm el-ast ic extens ion will prevail yiel.ding a

facetted surface, however at higher temperatures the
dislocation array rnay become favoured and we propose to
ident ify this transition with surface melting or disordering.
The high surface mobility would then be attributable to,tpipe
dif fus ionrr or more correct Ly rtchannel dif fus ionrr along the
surface dislocation cores.

strictly regular arrays of displaced surface atoms have
been observed by LEED on gold and plat irrrrnl {roo} f .."s, and
these are caused by the outer layer of atoms relaxing to a

*-.!: _Morgan and G.A. Somor jai , J.Chem. Phys . 5I , 3309
( 1969) .
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hexagonal close packing when the inner layers are those of
a fcc lattice. Such a surface structure could be resolved
into a two dimens ional array of dislocat ions. l{e are, of
course, not necessari 1y propos ing a s trict Iy regular artay
of surface dislocations although this is one possibility.
In a different context, Herringl has previously suggested
that crystals may possess an array of edge dislocations
beneath thei.r surf aces in order to part ial1y rel ieve the
surface tension, and Frank and van der M"t*e2 examined the
theory of one dimens ional dis locat i ons wi th appl icat ions
to monolayers on crystalline substratesrand to the edge row
on a ledge on a grorviirg cr:ystal . We shall use arl approach
which is rather different from these two.

7 .3.4 FormulaLion of the 9islogat ion Theory.

An array of edge disLocations just under the surface
of a crystaL has a stress field approximately equivalent to
that due to the array and an image aTtay of opposite sign
dislocations just above the surface, as illustrated in fig.7,. ll

IIIII Y \ay (y (y
.:.TTTTT.:. :K^'{,,\ ,(^- (.

Fig. ?.lI Arrays of surface dislocations showing
the image arrays above the surface.
(a) Burgers vector parallel to the surface
(b) incl ined at 7r /4 to the surf ace.

The calculation of the stress fields of such arrays is a

standard problem3 and it can be shown that, in the limit as

the distance of the array below the surface approaches zero,
the long range s tress f ield vanishes. VIe need therefore to

C. Herring in The Physics of
W.E. Kingston (McGraw-Hil1,
F.C. Frank and J.H. van der
20s'(r949).
J.P.Hirth and J.Lothe,Theory
N.Y. , l958) p.659.

Powder Metallurgy ed. by
N.Y., 1951) p. L66.
Merwer,Proc. Roy. Sg". Al99,

of Dislo..i ions (McGrarv-Hi11
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consider only the core energy of a surface dislocation.
'When a surface dislocation is formed, a complete row of
ions is removed from the surface and must be distributed
over the crystal surface in the form of adsorbed ion pairs
and because these are highly mobile they will have a
communal or configurational entropy, Sconf.. There will
also be an entropy S." due to the isothermal expansion of
the latt ice. At the sur.f ace, the ef f ect of an array of
dislocations is to change the surface from a solid-vapour
interface to a solid-liquid interface plus a liqui.d-
vapour interface. The change in surface free energy is

- ("t + 7sl - ?s), and we emphasise that ?" is the surface
free energy rathdr than the surface tension, which for a

solid is not equal to ?s. For each dislocation this
change appears over an ar"a A.b per unit length of disloc-
ation, where A is the unit vector in the surface plane
normaL to the dislocation line. The change in Gibbs func-
tion is therefor" fi.! { "f 

+ ?sl - ?s} and the total change
in Gibbs function is

AG=Us-fpU..* { rr* r" l-t{tl*t"o,rr+si"} l7 . Lzl

Here Us = tr"AZ/+ (t-r) is the core energy per unit length.
of dislocation for the operative slip system, s, S" is the
core entropy, Ua. is the binding energy of an adsorbed
monomer or ion-pair and \ is the number of planes cut
perpandicularly by the dislocation per unit Iength of
dislocation. The surface melting temperature, Tsm, at which
surface disl.ocations spontaneously appear, is that tempera-
ture at which AG vanishes, namely

A.u 7" 1-

us- ru +cpam l"t* 7"1 - 7"1ff.u
T"r =

ss + s . + s.c conl Ie

Now a simple calculation of Sconf shows that at any tempera-
ture there exists a surface dislocation density, however
sma11, at which T", equals that temperature, and as tempera:
ture increases the dislocation density increases. That is,

(2.t3)
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the transition is a broad non-first order transition.

7.3.5 Aggregation of Ion-Pairs on the Surlace

surface melt ing will be cont inuous, of non-first
order, only if the ion-pairs released on the surface
remain free and isolated. Horvever, if enough ion-pairs
can come together for two dimensional nucleation to occur,

a monolayer island will grow, acting as a sink for all ion-
pairs. Thus, surface dislocations may form on this island
rather than under the island. If this is the case, the

terms arising from the ion-pairs may be eliminated. To

examine this point, w€ def ine 'Yd as the step ftee energyt

then the free energy of an island of n ion-pairs is

G = - nA?, 1 X/?iln ro

where
f or a circle, and A = (l/z)az is the ion-pair area.
cri t ical number n''F f or cont inuous growth is given
Ect

and

vanishes. This occurs when
n+

n>i< = I "to
| 2^ts\/L

102

7,

released by the format
total Possible number

N/ nx . The equ i l. ibr ium

i s therefore

T = (N/nr.) exp t - c*/kr]

c* = tz'
If there are N ion-Pairs
surface dislocat ions, the
islands we could form is
islands of critical size

But we need only one critical island to form which wilL
act as a sink for all the ion-pairs. The critical number

of ion-pairs for the formation of the critical nucleus is
therefore

N'i< = n{. exp(6*7tr1'1 (?.f B)

Benson and Y.trrl calculate the surface enthaLpy and entropy

G.C. Benson and R.s. Yun in the sol id-Gas rnterf ace ed.
by E.A. Flood (Marcel Dekker, Inc. , N.Y. ' 1967) .

(r .L4l

and 21/r
The

when

(2.15)

1'
(7.r5)

ion of
of critical
number,T. of

(7.17)
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for a NaCI {f OO} ",r"face to be h" = O.276 J. ^12 and

"" = 8.4 x l0-5 J. *12 I(:I *hich at l0Z0 K gives a surface
free energy, ?= = 0.186 J. ^12 Expressed as energy per
surface ion-pair this is 0.186 A = 2.96 x 10-20 J/ion-pair.
In order to estimate the step free energy 7a we assume that
the step energy is greater than the surface energy in the
same proportion as the reduction in neighbours. In moving
an ion from the bulk to the surface, nearest neighbours
PIus next nearest neighbours drop from 18 to 13, and a
further decrease to l0 results on transfer to an edge.
This provides an estimate for ^td I (8/S)2" = 4.74 x t0-20
J/ion pair = 8.41 x tO-lt t/r, and using eqns. (2.15) and
(?.lB) we f ind for a square island nr.' = 5 and I.J'l' - 4.5 x IO9.
This means a total. of - 25O surface dislocat ions ( i.e.
Nx/L x width of crystal.) are sufficient for the nucleationp

of islands from the released ion-pairs. Considering that
the ion-pairs are generated in localised regions, i.e. aLong
the cores, the critical nucleus of 5 ion-pairs will probably
be achieved with a far smaller number, N{'. Therefore, in
view of the fact that we are talking of a dislocation array
106 to I07 in number across a I cm sguare surface, accumu-
lation of ion-pairs into islands wiIl occur readily and we

need not consider the ion-pair surface binding energy Ur*^.
and its configurational entropy, Sconf.

7.3.6 The. Relative Change in Melti+g Point_at the Surface.

By .emovi.g U"* .*d S.or,f , eqn. ( ?.I3) reduces to

T ={u"+sm tc [ "r* 
7s1

""1 )r
A.u (t: + sie). (?.19)

For a dislocation model of melting,
temperature is given simply by

the bulk melt i.g

T = rJml (s* + s. ),m c c le

where the superscript, m denotes the slip system of the
dislocations involved in the melting proc€sso For the
rocksalt alka1i-halides, m would denote the slip system

(7 .zo)
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will be shown in S Z.+. By combining eqns.

) we obtain for the relative shift in
t emP era tur e

a T lf =msm'm ( z"- rr- 7"1) (si+ si")/ul tsl+

- u:(s"t* si")/u- (ss + sr") ,

s. )1e

+1

so that, if the dislocat ions part icipat ing in the surface
melting have the same slip system as those Participating in
the buLk mel t ing, the shi f t in me 1 t ing po int i s

AT /'tmsm' m = A.u (z - 7,
SI

7s 1) /Ucm.

Thus we concur with Tamman and Stranski that if ?"= 11+

there is no premature surface meltitg.

Huntington, Dickey and Thom"onl have computed the core

energy of a (ftO) { ttO} aislocation in NaCI by calculating
the detailed ionic interact ions and they obtain U. = 2.L9 x

I0-10 .1. *ll at a temperature of 80 K. The expression for
p/ (t-v) in terms of the elastic modui for elastic aniso-
tropy is given by eqn. (4.I) and using the elastic constarrt
data of Hunter and Siege1 for NaCl we find this energy

implies a value for t of 0.|sz,which is quite reasonable.
Reversing this procedure, by assuming I remains constant
we may now calculate U. at the melting point and obtain
U = l.05 x I0-I0 J. r:I(i.e. about the same as our estimated

c
surface step energy for the same temperature). Values of

-r -1 are listed in1I= 0.114 J. ml* and 7sl = 0.0841 J. m.

Table 4.2 giving ?s- '\ - 7"1= -0.012 J. *lI Finally,
since the core energy is lower and as we shall see in
Appendix F, the entropy is higher, (ttO) { ttO} dislocations
would be favoured over (ttOl {fOO} or (fOo) {tOO} disloc-
at ions, so that under a { f OO} surface, the or i entat ion of
the dislocations would be as shown in fig. 7.Il b and

7"1

t.p,=#^ = .zgz nm. Thus, for a {too} "tttface

H.B. Huntington, J.E.
Rev. I00, tlI? (I955).

(7.zrl

(7 .22)

Dickey and R.M. Thomson, PhYs.
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= -1074 x 2.Bz x I0-I0 * 0.012/ I.o5

= -38 K.

x to-lo r
(7 .2sl

This value is more of t'he magnitude of orT", found for

{tto} and {ttt} surfaces and is of the wrong sign since,
here t ^y=1 7, + 7"1. This arises f rom the exper imental
inaccuracies in measuring 7", aI and Ysl and all that can

be said is that 7" is close to ,t + 7"1 in value, but the
individual uncertainties are sufficiently great that large
errors exist in the dif f erence, ?" - ( t, + 7"1) . Our

value.of A#", = 5.5 K suggests that 
""l 

tr- ?s1= 1.8 x f O-3

J. mlt i.e. accepting the values for 7I and 7sl,
7s (Tm) = O.I9I J. ^12

.7.3.7 Anisotropv of {f f O} Surf ace Meltins.

The {f f O} "ntf.ace 
plane is anisotropic and we have to

consider the formation of two different sets of dislocations
at right angles to each other. The simplest are those
dislocation lines running in a (tOO) direction with Burgers
vectors in the (ffO)direct ion. These are the normal (ffO) {ftO}
sl ip dislocations and therefore wilL be oriented with Burgers
vector parallel to the surface as shown in f ig. 7.lla. The

relative shift in melting Point is given again by eqn. (7:ZZl
and, here A.U = (t/JZla = .4L3 rrr, that is

o*T"r/T, = 3.94 ("" - ?l - ?"t) (t .z+l

?" and ?sl wiIl differ from the {tOO} case due to their
orientation dependence and 1 of course is not orientation
dependent. Benson and Yrr.rl gil . the sol id surf ace energY E"

for a lrrol surface as .354 J. ^1,2 , i.e. much larger than
for a {fOO} surface, but the value for 7"1 for a {ffO}
interface is not available. Fig. 6.I5 shows a value of T=*

= I000 K for the lfoO) direction on a {ffo} surface i.e.
o*T"*/T* =.O.042I which suggests T" - T1 - Tsl = 0.010? J' ^"2
f or a {f tO} surf ace. (Ttrese are.tentative assignments only,
because we bel ieve that this surface is probably not ideal
but rather comprises {tOO} facetted Iedges, and the apparent

surface melting giving enhanced conductivity is partly due

C.C. Benson and R.S. Yun, Loc. cit.
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to premature edge melting).

The array of dislocations at right angles to this
array und,er the {ffO} "n"face could be a simple array as

in fig. 7.Ila in which case they would be (tOO) {ttO}
dislocations. For these, A.U = a and consequently the
core energy is twice that for (ffO) {ttO} dislocations
and, furthermorer w€ show in Appendix E- that the core
shear vibrational entropy is negative and large, which
precludes (fOO) {tfO} edge dislocations from any role in
either surface or bulk melting. The only possibility then
is an array of (ttO){ttO} dislocations which zig-zag along
under the surf'ace f irs t toward the surf ace in s teps of
length a. More specif ically for the surface melting of a
(itO) surface, the zig-zagged. arrays would be equal and
evenly dis tribut ed numbers of [oII] ( ot i) and [oi r] ( ot t )

Cislocations running in the [tOO] direction and similarly
of [Iot] ( I0l) and [r0I] ( 10I) dislocations running in the
[OtO] direction. These arrays resolve to the equivalent
of [ooi](Iro) dislocations, but for each, A.u a

and cons equent ly eqn. (t .zz) becomes f or'rtr"ci t/z{z

AT lT=2.79 (
msm 'r

D
Tl Y"l ) (r .25)

Furthermore, the values here of y" and Tsl for the [ttO]
direction on the (itO) surface will differ from those
values in eqn. (Z .Zq) f or the [OOt] direct ion on the same

surface. Because the former direction has a lower packing
density, it is to be expected that T" will be higher and

Tsl will. be lower than for the latter. Such considerations
led us to measure the temperatures at which the conductiv-
ity in (roo) ana (rro) directions on a {fro} rcr surface
began to climb sharply below the melting point. The

results were presented in fig. 6.L5. SurLace me1ting in the
(ttO) direction began at 994 K, 6 K below that in the (tOO)
direction, which suggests that {Ts - Tl - Tst} itr eqn. (7.24)
equals 0.01?I J. ^1,2 Again, these assignments are only
tentative.

Ife now move on to cons idering the appl icat ion of the
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s-1 interface from
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to bulk melt
the surface

7 .4 Bulk mel t in and the rogression of the s-l int erface.

7 .4.I The Mel t ing TemPeratur 9.
we shalL first examine the quantitative features of

our simple dislocation theory of melti.g. The dislocation
core energy provides a contribution to the enthalpy of the

dislocat6d lattice equal to

#. 'dvr = u".d.vl

AH=?UV-r'2IO

The di sl ocat ion cores Pos sess

Length and so that fractional
given by

Avm/vs = 18, o

3 R U( edge)
2ts"

i*g and the movement of the

into the bulk.

(7 .zr )

a volume expans ion tl Per
volume change on mel t ing

AH= (7 .26)

and if we presume that in the melt dislocations are packed

in three dimensions to their greatest density i.e. their
cores are just touchingr then nd = 3(Zr ol-'where "o is

the core radius. Eqn. (7 .261 becomes

uni t
is

{u + 3t r-zv)zlss,r,(;"i- ss(r,(fJ}

(7 .zal

This v61ume change contributes 24dgR per unit length of "'

dislocat ion to the vibrat ional. entroPY, where r2 is a f actor
which is two or three according to whether the dilatation
in the core is of the f orm .I I + ,zz or .I I + ,zz + .33.

In addition, there is a shear contribution to the entropy
which is calcuLated for the elastic field about an isolated
edge dislocation in Appendix F. For a (tl0>{IlO} edge

dislocation, under the assumption of isotropic elasticity,

this is

AS, =s near

(7 .29)

Y{e assume that the shear entropy of the core is given
s imply by replacing the el.ast ic energy U( ed.ge) in egn. (? .29)
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by the core energy uc. In addition to vibrational entroPY,

there is the change in entropy due to the isothermal expan-

sion d per unit length of dislocation. For this, w€ reguire
the change in free volume of the core ions. We have not

calculated this, instead, w€ have s imply used eguat ion (85)

from Appendix B for the relative change in free volume as a

function of a uniform dilatation. The last remaining
contribution is the communal entropy, 2 R. The total change

in entropy is therefore
3RUc

Rd+ zpeAS= 1'o-21", [r * 3,1- ,:r',ss ( 3,("t) - -" ,t,(tfl]
R ln(Vr/v") + 2R (?.30)+

Spontaneous generation of dislocations occurs at the

meLting Point when AC = AH - TAS vanishes, and the meLting

temperature is therefore given bY

Td (2.3I)

we proceed with the caLculation under the assumption

that I for all the alkali halides is equal to the va].ue

found for NaCl , namely f = 0.752. Accordingly, using the

elastic constants at the melting point' we may calculate U"

and f rom AH* we may deduce "o 
from e!ln' (7 '27\ ' This

turn allows d to be cletermined from eqn. (Z.ZA) and f inally

the diLatation entropy and thence the total entroPy is
calculated

The results are tabulated in Table 7.2 and we note that
the core radius is about one half the lattice spacing and

the volume expansion of the core, for one ion-pair length,

is from I t" * the ion-pair volume. The only exception in
the values of "o is that for RbI which is higher than the

others by a factor of abggtl/2. The reason for this appears

to be that the measured values of AS* and AH* are about I
the values that would be expected. This may be seen most

clearly by comparing the value of Asrn for RbI in Table 4.L

with all the values for the other alkali halides. These are

all close to 3.0 R while, f or RbI, AS* = f '64 R' The

experimental value listed-may thus be in error by a factor of

AH

AS
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two. Eq.n. (l .Zl) rvould then imply that ro was too high by

a factor of. 12, while eqn. (7.3I) suggests that Td

would be too low by a factor of +. This is in fact the case.

The various contributions to eqn. (7.3I) for TO are
given in the sixth column where the denominator, in order,
contains f irs t the di latat ion vibrat ional entropy, then the
shear vibrational entropy, the entropy due to the isothermal
expansion and finally the communal entropy, 2 &. The units
here are J/mole. Evidently all contribut ions are significant
The values of TO agree best with the val'ues of T* for 1= 2,
as we found in $4.5 for our generalised elastic strain
theory of melting, and this presents a strong internal cons-
istency in this dislocation theory of melting, in that n = Z

suggests the kind of local two dimensional strain one would

expect for a dislocation modeL to be va1id. The values of
Trn are remarkably good considering the crudeness of the model

and the d.ependence on gs(I), and Vl'l'/Vs'k which we have

estimated only approximately in Appendices A and B.

For <I00>{roo} aislocations gs(3) and gs(l) should be

interchanged in egn. (7 .29 ) thus making AS"h""r a lit tle more

negative. AS"hur" for (fOO){ttO} dislocations is also
determined in Appendix F and shown to be large and negative.
Moreover, since the Burgers vectors of both these dislocations
are a,while that for (II0>{tto} dislocations is ah/z, the

elast ic energies of both di.slocat ions are about a factor of
two greater than the energy of (ffO) {ttO} dislocations.
AccordingLyr r€ither dislocation is able to participate in
bu 1k mel t ing .

7.4.2 Displacement of the Surtace Dislocat ions between

T", and Tr.

If the temperature is raised above the surface melt-
irg temperature the surface dislocations may glide into the
interior, driven by the interfacial tension as shown in
fig. 7.12. If a dislocation array is displaced inwards to
a depth r below the surface, the elastic energy increases
until the Cibbs function vanishes again. The array at the
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surface is equivalent to two such arrays
the interior separated by a distance 2r

disln. length
Tension 1

back to back r.n

(7 .32)

6\ 6\ 6\

4ro(l-z)
z r x [costr(z zr X) . cos (z zr Y) -l]

[cosh( 2 rx) - cos (z r Y)fz

\

T

where X
I eng th

.z
=pD

hr (L-v)

y/Zro. The elastic energy per unit
t herefore

.0136 *-. ln[Z"irrfrlrrr lr)) - (o, /ro ) co thkrr/ r

= x/Zro and Y =

of dislocation is

-2rI.
e = J oII bdx

2to

U

")[

y,

Fig. 7.IZ Schematic diagram of a surface array of
edge dislocations showing their gl ide
planes and the shear stress on these
planes arising from the interfacial
tension.

The energy of such a double array may be determined by
considering the interaction energy of a single dislocation
with a single array when pl.aced 2r away f rom it, i.e. the
work done in displacing the dislocation from a distance 2ro
to 2r This displacement may only be achieved by climb
and the climb force on an edge dislocation is ollb, where

6-r r is one of the stress components of the atray. Hirth andrl rLothe^ give the stres" oI1 due to an array of dislocations of
the form shown in fig. ?.IIa as

pb
oII =

J.P. Hirth and J. Lothe;1oc.cit.p.67l.
(?.33)
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and since r )"o

U x ZIJ l-1e c-

For an

Uu=2

aI.Tay

u" r-r {

under

{ .oI 35- ( I + 2rr/ ro) exp (-zrrl r o)t

a {foO} "utface as shown in

+ rn [zs inh (rr l1/zr ol] - t" rlt/Zr

)

o) coth(zr t lt/Zt 
"ll

(z .34)

f ig.7.l Ib

l7 .3s)

.0647

Therefore the Gibbs function is

AG=U +U -A.U(y-:'',C e 'S I

where we have not included the
none. At the melting point the
glided is given by the equality

corununa I ent roPy as there 1 s

depth to which the array has

?"r) - t(sc + sie) , (?.36)

?s - al -7" t ) = U" o*T"./ T*. (7 .37 )

For (t OO) NaCl crys tals A*T"rn = 5.5 K giving Im= I .008ro
i.e. the array has barely glided at aIl before bulk melting
occurs. On the other hand, for melting in the (tOO) direc:-
tion on a {ttO} "..rface ornT"r/T, = O.O4Zl the array must
climb (rather than glide) to r^ ) 2ro and still not enough
elastic energy appears. Consequently, the climb must be
accompanied by the formation of fresh dislocations or
additional displacements of ions in the cores so as to
provide greater internal energy.

7 .4.3

Once the melting point is encountered, melting may

proceed into the crystal by the continued glide of the
surface disLocations, leaving behind them trails of disloca-
tion pairs. The dislocations are driven on by the inter-
facial tension. Fig. 7.L3 shows the process by which a

gliding edge dislocation may generate a pair of dislocations
in its path. As the dislocation moves from its position in
a to its adjacent position, the ionic displacements are such

as to favour the connecting-up of the row marked by dashes

u =A.u(e

Prosression of the s-I Interface at T
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ELg. 7.13 The generation of a pair of opposite d.islocations at T, by
the gJ.ide of a parent d.islocation,



in b, thus forming a pair of opposite sign dislocations. The

process may continue at close intervals such that a dense

packed array of dislocations is left behind the leading dis-
locations, much as melt is left behind the moving s-1 inter-
face.

7.4.4 The Velocitv of the s-1 Interface.

If the surface in fig. 7.IZ is now imagined to be

the s-1 interface with tension ?sl (we shall neglect the

distinction between interfacial free energy and interfacial
tension), the shear force per unit length of dislocation
driving each dislocat ion down their gl ide planes it ;frtrr.
This force is acting over the width of the interface which

we suppose to be two dislocation core. diameters. In TabIe

7 .2 r is abou t a/2 so that the width of the interf ace is
o

abou t 2a. The shear s tress is theref or. ?" I h/Za = 5.09 x
n1

I0t N. mlo. This is a large shear stress and according to
the temperature and stress dependence of dislocation veloc-
ities measured by GiIman and Johnstonl the interface disloc-
ations should glide under this stress at speeds approaching
the shear velocity of sound in the specimen , \/4"4;8.
Using the values of 

^"44..d, 
o" near T* we f ind a shear

velocity - 4.4 x I05 m.sec-'. Typically, however, interface
velocities of the order of only l0-5 to I0-4m.""".-l are
often observed. This is because the leading dislocations
may only proceed as quickly as dislocation pairs can be

generated in their pathr so as to partially shield the long
range stress field of the interface dislocations. Pair
generation clearly requires activation and wilL therefore be

the rate L imi t ing process. IL the effect ive act ivat ion free
energy for pair production is Geff the interface velocity
will be Lower by a factor exp(-G"f,/tt) giving the following
relat ionshiP.

4.4 x IO3 exp(-Geff/krm) = I0-5 to I0-4

. I58

(2.38)

J. J. Gi lman and 14t.C. Johns ton in Sol id Stat e Phys ics 13,
ed. by F. Seitz and D. .-Turnbull (Academic Press, N.Y.,
1962) p. I74.
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This requires Geff = f.6 to f.8 eV which are quite reasonable
values. In comparison the free energy of formation of a

cation-anion vacancy pair for the alkali halides is about
t.5 to r.7.v.1

7.4.5 The s-1 Interf acial Energv.

Kotz'e and Kulmann-Wi l sdorf 2 have sugges t ed tha t ?s I
is approximately equal to 1 the energy of a singLe bulk
subgrain-boundary since this is equivalent to two s-1 inter-
faces placed back to back. The energy per unit area of such

a subgrain-boundary is Vcl2ro plus the long range elastic
t erm. Now eqn. (l .ZS ) wi t n r = oo gives the energy of two

subgrain-boundaries at infinite separation. Thus the total
interface ".:t*" ?Oshould be

Y = U /+r + U"/8ro-dc'oe'o

(?.391

For the six alkali halides for which we have both the elastic
data (faUt e 7 .2) and the interfacial f ree energy date-

(taUte 4.1) we plot ?O versus 7sl in f ig. 7.14. In all cases,
except LiF, agreement is very good. Turnbull3 has noted a

close relationship between ?s1 and AH* for the metals. Defin-
i.g the molar interfacial energy as

t2
TM = N3- v"t ?s I

(?.40)

he finds experimentally
?M = O.45 oH* , (7.41)

Fig. 7.I5 shows 7U Plotted against oH* for the alkali
halides and a similar relationship holds, although with some

degree of scatter, with the constant of Proportionality
between 0.25 and O.29. Now by combining eqns. {t.271 , (7.39)

and (2.+o) we obtain

I A.D. Franklin in Point Def ects in So1 ids. ed. by J.H.
Crawf ord and L.M. Sl ifkin (PIenum, N.Y., I97Z) p. 76.

2 I .A. Kotz6 and D. Kulmann-Wi I sdorf , Phi I . M"g . 23 ,
1r33, (r97r).

3 D. Turnbull, J. App1. Phys. 2I, IOZZ (I950).

= u"/+.o{r + .0647 E-t}
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n r ^+ 
( .' r )rtr = 5 {t + .0647 t-' i (ro/ a) aH,

So that, since ro/a = 0.5 and { = O.752

halides, we obtain the constant of proport
in agreement with the observed value.

(7.42)

for all alkali
ionality * O.29

7.4.6 Superheating an{ the Homogeneous Nucleation of
Dislocation Loops.

In the interior of an internally heated perfect
crystal no interface dislocations are present and consequent-
1y nucleation of posi tive/ negative pairs of dislocations by

dislocation glide as shown in fig. 7.I3 is not possible.
Instead, small dislocation loops will continually appear by
thermal fluctuation and collapse again. At a critical
superheating, loops of critical size may be formed which
rvil1 then continue to elongate stably until they reach other
loops or surfaces. This then is the dislocation model of
homogeneous nucleation of melting and the process depicted
in fig. 7.I3 is the dislocation model of heterogeneous
nuc l ea t i on of mel t ing.

1tehave,inthelasttwosections,(Sz.rand97.4|
extended the approach of Kulmann-Wilsdorf to a dislocation
modeL of melting. In particularr w€ have included the
entropy due to shear modulation of the vibration frequencies
and that d.ue to the isoihermal expans ion, wi th the resul t
that melting temperatures can be well characterised for the
alkali halides. The elastic energy and the shear entropy
exctudes (roo){roo} and (roo){tto} dislocations from any
possibl.e role in melting and favours (f f o) {tto} dislocations.
The model can be applied to the premature melting of surfaces
although its application is limited due to lack of accurate
data (and in many cases, a\y data at all) for the solid-
vapour, I iquid-vapour and soI id-1 iquid interfaces, part icul-
arly for higher index s-v and s-1 interfaces.

As the temperature is -raised above the surf ace mel t ing
temperature torvards T,n the surface dislocation arrays are
displaced inwards, only marginally under {tOO} surfaces and
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by about one ion spacing undet {II0}surfaces, until at T.
the individual dislocat ions may gI ide into the lat t ice
leaving wakes of closely packed positive and negative
dislocat ion pairs in their paths. The s-1 interfacial
energy, given by one half the energy of a single planar
array of dislocations agrees rve1l with values obtained from
homcgeneous nucleation of supercooled melts. Thus , aLthough
the dislocation model of the melt may be only a crude
phys ical descript ion of the actual I iquid state, i t has

considerable appeal in terms of both its predictive success
and its simplicity.

Some of the features developed and discussed here also
have an important bearing on the understanding of mechanical
properties aL Lower temperatures which are quite unrelated
to meltingr Particularly the shear contributions to the
entropy and the free energy of dislocations.

7 .5 Tbe Ap-par.ent Bulk Sur f ace Mel t ing.

14re clos e this chapt er wi th a br ief discuss ion of a

number of effects which find their rnost ready explanation in
terms of a bulk surface melting in the premelting region but
which must be explained in terms of enhanced vaporisation
or more generally in terms of any process other than bulk
surface melting. These incl.ude the rs. A-T-I t.lationship

m
obtained for NaCl, NaBr and LiF; the magnitude of the Pre-
melting electrical conductivity; the appearance of rpuddlingr

on the surface in the premelting region and the changes in
elastic constants observed by Hunter and Siegel, Enck, and
SlagIe and McKinstry.

7.5.I The Thickness, r of the Premelting Layer

While the zo ornT-l r"lationship has a simple
explanation in impurity depression of melti^g pointr w€ have

found this to be untenable due to the low impurity concen-
trat ion. A simple explanat ion related to vaporisation is
not evident nor is the distinction of KCI in its r cr ln(a,nt)
relationship read.ily explicable. We have seen that KCI differs
from LiF, NaCl and NaBr in that it is nearly isotropic and we

may note that these three salts have ion radius ratios of
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r+lf = 0.5I ,,0.55 and 0.51 respectively, while KCI has

,*lt- = 0.?8. However, the distinction may not relate to
fundamental ionic processes since the derived vaporisation
rate (which is proportional to the product 3+.3T) for
KCI appears to be no different numerically from NaBr and

in form from LiF and NaCl. The difference in r or q+
d'f

between KCI and the three other sElts may therefore arise
simply from ttt. detailed heat transfer to the specimen,

contained in the ter* 9I.
d

7 .5.2 Premel t ing Changes in Elas!:1c Cons tants.

The rapid changes in elastic constants observed

close to the melting point which were discussed in S 3,

pp 33 and 34, might also be interpreted in terms of a bulk
surface melting. For, depending on whether the resonant
frequency of the specimen was greater or less than that of
the total ultrasonic composite oscillator so surface melting
might increase or decrease the apparent elastic constant
being measured. However, since bulk surface melting cannot

be rationalisedr w€ must suppose that the changes in elastic
constants near T* are due to plastic flow or deformation.
Indeed, these crystals are highly plastic near T., the results
of Hunter and Siegel, Enck, and Slagle and McKinstry are not
consistent among each other near T. and the changes there ?re
not reproducible but involve permanent displacementsl, thus

strongly suggesting the occurrence of plastic flow-

7.5.3 PremeltLng Surface Features

The rpuddlingt which occurs on the crystal surfaces
when the crystaL enters the premelting region as shown in
fig. 6.6, p. 93, certainly gives the appearance of substan-

tial surface melting to a depth of .l nrm to .5 mm. However,

as we have noted, the same surface tension effects might be

achieved by plastic flow, limited fLow in the extremely thin
intrinsic surface melt layer, of, more likely still by

sublimation and redeposition. Furthermore, we noted in
s 6.9, p.lI4 that the melting and premelting surface features
are very different. When a surface is freely subLiming there
wiIl be a diffuse region ab.ove the crystal. in which the bond

L Hunter and S. Siegel, Ioc. cit.
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between molecule and crys tal is tenuous and conseqluentLy a

very high surface mobil ity is possible, which may allow
sufficient mass transport for surface tension effects to
occur. Our hypothesis is that in the premeLting region the
surface is sheathed in a very thin intrinsic melt layer and
it is at the same time vaporising. Consequently, moving
outwards from the crystal there is likely to be a continuous
transition from true soLid to liquid to vapour, with
enhanced mobilities throughout and increasing in magnitude
with the progression outwards. At the same time, mass

density decreases with the progression so that at some

pos it ion intermediate between true sol i.d and true vapour,
there wiLl be a region of maximum possible mass transfer.

7 .5.4 Preme-lt ing Electrical Conductjlvity:

Similar arguments apply to the apparent electrical
conductivity aJ.so. If the premelting rise in conductivity
were due to conduction in a layer of surface melt covering
the crystal then melt thicknesses of the order of those given
by eqns. (6.3) and (6.+) i.e. t p.m to 100 pm are necessary
to explain the magnitude of the surface conduction. However,
with an intrinsic melt thickness of the order of (t.O to
1.5) nffir mobilities of the order of 103 times those in bulk
melt must be assumed to expLain the premeltjrrg conduct ivity.
In the diffuse surface region such mobilities may be possible.
Indeed, if from the extrinsic/intrinsic kned in the conduct-
ivity curve up to Tr' surface conduction by highly mobile
surface adatoms produces a significant contribution to the
overall specimen conductance, then an even greater effect may

be exPected when the surface is disordered and rapidly
vaporising. With the progression from true solid through
liquid to true vapourras well as there being a decrease in
mass density, the ions become increasingly bound as ion-pairs
and so unable to contribute to electrical conduction.
Consequently, again there will be some intermediate region
between solid and vapour of maximum possible conductivity.
Typical measurements of the electrical conductivity of ionic
melts are performed in apparatus in which there is no free
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surface path between the electrodes, and therefore this
high mobility effect would not be apparent. Elementary

experimentation, however, could readily demonstrate the

existence (or non-existence) of this effect.

Many such questions relating to a wide range of
behaviour have been raised throughout this work. Because

avail.able experimentaL data is l imited both in extent and

accuracy, a certain degree of surmise has been necessary

throughout which suggests a number of obvious discrimina-
tory experiments which shouLd be carried out in the future.
These and possible useful areas of theoretical research
will be outlined in the next chapter and the salient feat-
ufes of this present work will be surnmarised.
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B CONCLUSIONS AND FURTHER WORK

8. I Conclus ions

We have in this work drawn attention to the need for
describing mel t ing as a heterogeneous process which corrrnen-
ces in localised regions and spreads through a crystalline
material by the pTogression of a sol id-1 iquid interface.
The experiments we have described have emphas ized, the
importance of surfaces in the nucleation of melting and we

have developed a generalised elastic strain theory as well
as a particular dislocation theory of melting both of which
implicate the nucleation aspects of melting. At intervals
throughout this work we have presented summaries of sect ions
of discussion and analysis. The main summaries are: on p.Z7
of theories of melting; on p.64 of our instability hypothesis
for melting and elastic strain theory of melting; on p.I39 of
the relat ionship between vaporisat ion saturat ion and facet t-
i*g and between premelting vaporisation and surface melting;
on p.162 of the distocation theory of melting developed
herein. We shall now recount the more significant conclu-
sions which have been established in this work.

(i) Theories of melting are summarised accord.ing to their
categories in Table 2.2, p.28. The only theories of melting
which have the potential of universal success are those which
formulate the distinctive features of the melt, namely,
fluidity, coherence, lack of long range order and variability
in co-ordination. However, the mathematical complexities
involved in such a formulation are so great that theories
which model on the sorid or gas phases remain attractive. The
most successful of these are the Dislocation theory, and the
t heory of S i gni f i cant S t ruc tures .

(ii) A wide range of premelting effects have been reported,
including anomalies in specific heat, thermal expansion,
thermal conductivity, atomic diffusion, and in the case of
alkal i-hal ides in e1 ectrical conduct ivi ty, elas t ic modul i
and vaporisation flux. Some of these find a ready explana-
tion in impurity depression of melting point, however, many

appear to be intrins ic effects. In the case of binary sys tems
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some premelting behaviour may be attributable to a diffuse
transition involving the disordering of one sublattice
premature to melting.

(iil) For the aLkali-halides, the room temperature
values of Youngts modulus, E, the bulk modulus, p, and the
two shear modul i , p and lt al L correlate well wi th the sol id
density times the enthalpy of melting provided that the
softest modulus is selected within each group. One is
therefore not justified in using any one correlation to
justify a particular theory of meltitg. Values obtained are
E (softest) = 35.5pAH*, g = 30.3pAH., p(softest) = 12.S1AH^

and p (harder) = 240 6H^. The correlation for the moduli
at T is poorer but this is probably due to the greater

m
uncertainty in the high temperature data.

(iv) We have shown that a number of properties may be

considered to be continuous with respect to dilatation
through the melting expansion. These are the elastic moduli

I t,
P - *{.r, + 2c12) r rr- c4n and, tt = *(.tt ' crr); and

indirec t ly, the f ree volume r. V':' and the vibrat ion f requency

spectrum, ,i.

(v) The shear modulus, Fr for the rock salt type alkali
halides and p for CsBr and CsI vanishes at the end of the

mel t ing expans ion, so that Bornr s instabi I i ty theory of
melting is essentially correct except that the shear modulus

is zero (or nearly so) at the dilatation of the liquid at
the mel t ing Point, rather than of the sol. id, as Born proposed.

This hypothesis naturally reguires melting to be a first
order transition and explains the nucleation and growth
character of meltitg.

t*'
(vi) AssumingthatA,p,lt, V andthe'i areall

continuous functions of dilatation up to and through the

melting point, alLows the enthalpies and entropies of melt-
i^g of a number of alkali halides to be well characterised.
The vibrational entropy due to s.hear strain is shown to make

an important contribut ion to the total entropy. LocaI two

dimensional strains in the melt appear to apply for the six
salts for which data is available, namely NaF, NaCl ,- NaI,
KCl, KBr and KI. This is assumed to intimate local

1
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disl0cation-like structures in the melts of the a1

hal ides. Furthermore, the rat io of {fOO} ," {t tO}

strain predicted by the theory agrees well with th
which occurs for edge dislocations.

(vii) We find that surface conduction in the alkali-
halides makes a large contribution to the total specimen

conductance at all temperatures above the extrinsic/
intrinsic rkneet in the conductivity curve. AlL measure-

ments above this point must therefore employ guard rings
and where guard rings have not been used in the past,

computed vacancy data is in error.

( vi i i ) lve f ind that trf r inging ef f ect srr wi th spec imens

having standard parallel plate electrodes introduce errors
in conductance of up to 3oTo. Fringing must therefore be

taken into account when extracting the conductivity, o from

the conductance, G.

( ix) lve have develop ed a technique f or insert ing heated

platinum electrodes and thermocouPles into single crystal
alkali-halide specimens by allowing the wire to melt a

narrow pathway to the crystal interior. This avoids spurious

temperature measurements when the specimen is absorbing heat

more rapidly than its environment, and by inserting the

el"ectrodes at right angles to each oiher the electrical
interaction may be conf ined to a smal'1 region in the crystal'
interior unaffected by changes in the external geometry of

the specimen due to evaporation or melting on the surfaces'

(x) Melting temperatures obtained are: LiF, tII8.3 K;

NaCl , 1073.99 K; NaBr, I0I7.2 K; and KCI , LO44'15 K' NBS

thermocoupl.e tables based on the Internat ional Pract ical

Temperature ScaIe of I968 were used to convert the thermal

voltages to temperatures. These melt ing temperatures compare

with the f oll.owing values l isted in NBS lhermochemical

Tables: LiF, II20.5 K; NaCl, I073.1 K; NaBr, l0I9'5 K; and

KCl, I043.4 K. Other reported values are listed in Table

6.I, p.98.

kal i-
shear
e rat io

(xi) Our experiments reveal that there is no premelting
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rise in'-the bulk electrical conductivity in LiF, NaCl , NaBr

and KCI to within at least 0.5 K of the melting point and

that previously reported premelting rises in conductivity
are due to rapid increases in the surface conductivity. For
(tOO) crystals this premelting rise occurs at - 5 K below
the melting point and is accompanied by a substantial heat
absorbtion. The thickness of the surface layer in which
the heat absorbt ion occurs is as large as 0.1 mln or higher.
wi thin 0.I K o{ Trn Higher index surf aces become highly
conducting on their surfaces at lower temperatures and in
the fotlowing ordert {rrr} , {rro} , {rrz} then{roo}. The

third of these is considered to be spurious. The {ffO}
surface becomes highly conducting in the <tI0> direction
first then at a temperature -6 K higher, in the <100>

direction. For these higher index surfaces the heat absorb-
tion does not accompany the rise in surface conductivity but
always occurs - 5 K below T,r,. Def ormation causes the
premelting rise in surface conduction to occur at a }ower

temperature. Ambient gas at one atmosphere pressure gives
a calculated and observed depression of melting Point of
about 0.2 K. The surf ace f eatur es in the premel t ing region
are distinct from both those below the premelting region and

those at the melting point. The features suggest that
vapor isat ion is more s igni f icant in premel t ing than surf aci:

mel t itg.

(xii) we interpret these results in terms of a premature

melting of the crystal surfaces possibly due to the intrinsic
excess surface free energy as proposed by Stranski, and the
order of surface melting and the anisotropy of the {ttO} face
is consistent with the ideas Stranski has developed. lVe

cannot altogether discount the possibility of an effect from
surface contamination or the intrinsic melting of edges on

terraced surfaces. Whatever the cause, we propose that the
surface meLting is to a depth of only atomic dimensions and

that the substantial heat absorbtion which occurs at - 5 K

below T_ is due to a rapidly increasing vaporisation rate as
m

has been observed for some alkali-halides elsewhere. We

suggest that at temperatures below the premelting region
vaporisation saturates due to facettingot {fOO} surfaces' then
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with the advent of surface melting, the vaporisation flux
commences to rise again rapidly, manifesting itself as an

increasing rate of heat absorbtion by the crystal.

(xiii) A dislocation modeL of surface melting, bulk
melting and the progression of the solid-liquid interface
from the surface into the bulk was developed. This allowed
melt ing temperatures and the sol id-l iquid interfacial
energies for LiF, NaF, NaCl, NaI, KCl , KBr, KI and RbI to be
predicted remarkably successfully. The theory again confirms
the occurrence of Local two dimensional strains in the me1t.

The implications that arise from the ideas developed in
this work are many and we therefore wish to collect together
a number of proposals for what we consider to be useful
further experimental and theoreticaL work.

I .2 Fur t her lVork

(i) It would be extremely fruitful to measure the
elastic constants and thermal expansion as functions of
temperature for more alkali-halides and indeed for existing
measurements to be repeated with greater accuracy in order to
examine more fulIy the dilatation dependence of the bulk and

shear modulirand to check the generality of the vanishing of
one of the shear moduli at d = dl. There is a wide range of

m
data on thermal. expansion and elastic constants of metals at
high temperatures and our hypotheses could be checked

immediately with these, Thermal expansion needs to be

measured right up to the melting Point, and the volume change

on melting simultaneously measured, in order to obtain a

consistent set of data on thermal expansion, volume change
on melting, and the melt density. Dilatometric measurements
of AV lV for the alkali halides are not consistent with

m'
values obtained using the Clausius-Clapeyron eguation. The

volume changes therefore need to be re-examined with a view
to establishing this consistency. It would also be useful to
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measure the isothermal bulk modulus P of the alkali fluorides
to check on the continuity of.0 as a function of d through

the mel t ing exPans ion.

(ii) It is necessary to perform a more accurate

lattice dynamics computation of the shear frequency modulat-
i.g coef f icients e" (; ) and the f ree volume vvi as a f unct ion
of crystal dilatation. Experimental values of g"(j) might be

extracted from the binding entropy of a vacancy pair or an

impurity-vacancy pair which could be determined from meas-

urements and analysis of ionic conductivity. We have also
suggested that it is possible to relate the local shear

strains e. to the apparent co-ordination number. When this
J

is done a more realistic generalised strain model of the

melt may be formulated which takes into account variabi1ity
in co-ordinat ion.

( iil) W" have proposed t.hat much inf ormation could be

derived from Monte-Car1o or molecular dynamics computer

studies of semi-infinite lattices. The premature melting at

surfaces could thus be studied for different surface orient-

ations as well as the progression of the s-I interface into
thel.attice at the melti.g point. Instantaneous configur-
ations of the surface layers could be examined for the

presence of dislocation arrays close to T*, could demonstrate

facetting of surfaces, and such studies may even demonstrate

the existence of vaporisation and the vaporisation anomaly

which exists in some alkali halides. One might also search

existing Monte Carlo configurations of the bulk melt near

T* for 
:"""ibIe 

local two dimensional strains.

(iv) More study could be apPlied to the equilibrium shape

of alkali halides at high temperatures and the phenomenon

of thermal facetting. It would be useful to develop better
experimental techniques for the preparation of higher index

faces particularly the {tfO} t".". Certainly the orientation
dependence and anisotropy of surface meltilg needs to be

re-examined using f aces which are not sawn and pol ished. I'tle

note that Gilmanl found he could not satisfactorily cleave

{fOO} planes in LiF crystals which hatl been deformed, due to

J. J. Gi lman, J. App I . Phys . 32, 738 ( l95I ) -
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cracks running of f i.t (tto) directions. This could be used
to advantage. Perhaps a specimen, rotched with a {ttO} slot
to localise the glide bands, after compression may cleave
readily along the glide band giving a reasonable surface
after annealing. Perhaps a {tto} plane may be cleaved more
readi ly by s imul taneous ly rl trasonical 1y vibrat ing a (t t O)
crystal. Low energy electron diffract ion studies of a range
of alkali halides within a few degrees of their melting
points would be particularly useful. The possibility of
surface melting and the existence of a diffuse surface region
close to T,n could thus readily be investigated, provided
there was some accurate method of distinguishing between
surface me1 t ing and bulk mel t ing.

(v) We have suggested that the conductivity of the
surface of an alkali-halide rnelt greatly exceeds the bulk
conductivity due to the surface being diffuse. Conductance
measurements of me1ts, which distinguish between bulk and
surface conduction should be performed in order to test this
proposal.

(vi) Our last proposals relate to vaporisation. It would
be useful to perform simultaneous measurements of vaporis-
ation rates and premelting experiments such as described in
the present work in order to establish conclusively the
connection we have postulated here. It needs e.g. to be
established that the rise in vaporisation flux occurs - 5 K

below T* rather than at Tm. We have suggested that the
vaporisation of LiBr, LiI and Rbr shourd show no anomaly
about the melting point due to non-facetting, and by the same
token these should show no intrinsic premelting effects.
This should be checked. It is also Iikely that Licl, KF, RbF
and RbBr will not exhibit the vaporisation anomaly (although
these are borderline) and that NaF, NaCl, NaBr, NaI, KCl, KBr,
KI , and Rbcl wil l show the anomaly ( ttre last s ix are border-
line but it has been demonstrated in KBr). FinalIy, it would
be interesting to examine the vaporisation flux in ambient
gas conditions in order to compare the estimated flux from
heat absorbtion with the measured flux. More particularly,
to see whether the crystals with borderline values of d:
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LiF, LiCl" KF, RbE and RbBr, develop the vaporisation
anomaly and hence the premelting effect due to facetting
in ambient gas conditionsrwhereas in vacuo they ar@ !ror-
facetting. This would be a critieal test for the ideas
developed in this work
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APPENDIX A

Calculation of the Shear Frequenc Modulat i on Paramet ers

4,v. lv. =rk tk

vary as

t hen

(Al )

where i, runs over the 2N k-modes. f is the force constant
K

for the unstrained lattice and is the same for the xry and

z directions and fkk "te the diagonal elements of the

dynamical matrix. If U is the lat t ice potent ial seen by urn

isolated ion then the restoring force matrix elernents are

given by the second partial derivatives of u, or summing

over the xry and z direct ions:

^( i)

Since the normal mode lattice frequencies 'i
the square root of the atomic force constant" fkk

\-i.L fkl = VU
k

lVe see from Laplacers equation
of U does not contribute. The

confined to the Born-Mayer ove

nearest neighbours with no gre
repul s ion pot ent iaI is wr i t ten

16 - J-
A=3.38x10-rYexp L("'+ r-') | rg]a
anion radi i respect ively. Sim

* Aftt / t ; k - x, y, z

.*p[- r(1)/

neighbours. For the

e

cation
ields:

that the electrostat
remaining potent iaI

rlap repuls ion Potent
at loss of accuracy.
as A"exp(-r/ c'l wher

r.rd. "* and r are the
p1e differentiation y

(A2 )

ic par t
terms are
ials for
The
I

and

-zr(t ft ] , (A3)

(A4)

T
k

ftt ou'ut cu1[ot'

6t
l=1

where I runs over the six nearest
unstrained lattice

f = +

where a is
Now if the
Working t o

strain d =

the cation-cation lattice parameter and ? = al2cU.
lattice is dilated all the r(1) become a/Z f Ar.
first order in Ar and noting that the dilatation
6 Arla we obtain

12 - z^t -2
Avi/ vi = 6(t - 2l = - 96 (A5)

16, 52 (1964), ed. by
P?ess, N.Y. ) .

tn? = 8A"a-2 't "'r ("t-zl ,

So1 id Stat e Phys ics ,
D. TurnbuIl (Academic

t
k

M.P. Tosi, in
F. Seitz and



The so caLled Cruneisen para*et"rI
ion

g thus has the express-

For a shear
and r(2) =

strain
r(g) =

s = (rz - zr - ;.116(.r - zl .

v.
1k

cal1ed the shear frequency modulating

3, en and e5 we find it equals the
i.e.

j = 3, 4, 5 .

;,
on the lIl0l plane

(a/zVz) !t + + "zl2 , r(z) = (alz{zl

"3
a/z

on a {roo} pt"n. r(t)= (a/zl
giving for j - 3 (and also j

= (3lilss(j) "j'

(46)

t-\/t + .3-
= 4r5)

(A?)

(A8)

I + (r - "rl2

t
k

6v. Irk'

where g"(j) may be
parameter and for e

Gruneisen parameter

ss(i)

For the shear strain uz

r(f ) =

and r(3) = a/2. Again the first order term vanishes and we
obtain an expression of the form of (A3), which also applies
for "l , with

ss(i) = - (13 - 3rz - 2'r - 2,llr2(r-21 ;i-r,2. (A9)

We have defined the gs(j) in (A?) such that they are the
average for the x ry arrd z modes. Finally we note that the
gs(i) for j - I,2 are negative and therefore shear on the
{ttO}plane reduces the vibrational entropy while for
j = 3,4,5 g"(j) are positive so that {fOO} shear increases
vibrat ional entropy.

E. Gruneisen, in Handb. der Phys ik,
(Springer-Verlag, Berlin, L9261 .

ed. by S. Fluggex,
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APPENDIX B

Calculat ion of f ree volume as a f unc C ion of. di latat ion

Tire f ree volunre of th.e sol id is def ined as

v*' .l'"*n |-o/rcr] av (ts} )

the integral being over one atomic ceI1 and f being the

potential within the cell relative to the value at the centre
of rhe ce11 . lYe assume that the neares t neighbours remain

fixed at the eqrri.librium positions. The free volume given by

(BI ) is essentially a rveishtetl integral of tire wolume of an

atomic ce11 so that away from the centre of the cel1 6 is
Jarge due to s trong rePulsion and .tire contribuf ion lo the

iniegral is smal I . IIe shal I therefore expand O to second

order in F I tite distance from the centre of the cell, and

assume ttrat when r is large enough for higher order lerms to
be important the contribut ion io the integral is negl igible.
Ry symmetry the f irst orcler term is zero and due to Laplaceb

equation there is no sccond order electrostatic cornponent in

6 so that we are lef t solely with the Born-N'tayer terms.
Summing these up to second order we obtain

g(t :z) e-r l2rl^12 * (zrl u)z (82)
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hne

'.f I
he

rFl
ll
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w

aries of the cell are x- !a/+tJ'-2414 and

giving
( - \t t- '2= J""pt-#(fl lav,

= ; Il'r^rL- *'1+t', d* f5rr- *(+frrr filpr-*-( *fto,
faffii5; rtt [g-']3= l- l- I= \zJT I L"'i (: l*r)J (er)

oui's the normal error functionl a^cl sinc. *j*- - +
of the function here is very close to l. According

n

rt {F)'^ffi- rioV (84)

Stegun, Handbook of |lathematical
I 964) , p. 231 .

M. Abramowi tz
Fbncti ons , NBS

and

AT.IS

T.A.
55(
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rf.
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the lattice
is given bY

t{F\/V_-;-r
Y

lated such that
6*a)z3a and tt

_[*
[d-z\3/z r
\trt I exP L

the nerv Lattice Pararneter

= (r+ 6 >'/t t the^
is di

I
aq-

We now suPPose that the me1 t ing

described bY such a dilatation
votumes is replaced by V: / V:
assume the dilatation is nearlY

6 in (85) may be rePlaced bY

. (135)

Process maY be aPProxiinatelY

so that the ratio of free
and moreover, if we

formly distributed the

9.i ({'- x)l

,

uni
o
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APPEi\DIX

Electro;iratic anal sis of fire internall lindrical

crys t al .

Fi:" Ci s!,olr,.:.; ,ir€ clectr:ocls gcometry of the cylindrical

crysral used in an at tempt to superheat the crystal interior

by int er.na1 Jorrl e rieil t ing supp l ernenLary t o ext ernal f urnace

heatirrg. The general solution to Lzrplacers equation for the

ed

1

crystal is'

Fig. CI: lhe electrode geornetrY

for the cyl inCrical sPecimen.

The usual (r,0, i) cYl i ndr i c:rl co-

ordinates are used, the sPecimen

radius is a. and the unPlated
sur f erce subi ends an angl e of Zd'

at the centre.

Because at t'=4 V is constant f ronn o= & to

of V at f = o' lrom &. to t(fz should egual (

(cl)

F'i g. CZz Schema tic diagram

of the Pot ent ial Prof i tr e

arouncl t he crYs t a1 P er i -

rneter.

g -. nf/z tJ:e inte gral

1Ylz - o()Vo.

y(r,il/Yo = 6 - G)^c* ',e
&-.m

* t Q*(L) s,h ne
-oa

d

2
&

V

V

V

At Y=a the potential profile is as shown in fig' CZ and {*
and d- are the fourier coefficients of this curve. Ccnsid-

erat ions of ihe syrnrnetry of the potent ial curve require that

fi^= o f or all values of m and Q^=o f or all even m'

Theref ore the general solr'rt ion becomes

Crystal interior, r-<o : YQ'e\/vo = Z f*'(f,)^''^ *' I,.r-,
crysral exrerior, r>-a z Y(,e)/u' ='u;.^;:^Ef ,,; *, I'"-'

,drl-'16 - ''

\/

0

q

I W. panovsky and lr{. Phill ips (Addison - }Yesley, L962) p ' 74'
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Th'rs
Z *-t f- cos mc( = r/z - d' .

odd rn

The energy density of an electrosiai
rvher e €, is ihe 3lr:lectric constan';
vity and E the local electric f ield
By evaluating E anC integrating the

interior arrC exterior of the crystal
e1 ectros tat ic energY is

(c3)

ic field is ,/zer€oL'
€o tlre vacuum permitti-

inrensiiy given by - VV

energy densily over the
one finds that the lotal

( c4)

, (c5)

arising from the minimis-

{r[ = lzr(r +€,)€,V"2 L ^f:oclcl m

The cons tants f^
energy subject to
method of Lagrange

now be evaluated by minimising this
constrainl given by eqrr. {C3) by iire
t ipI iers. The resul t is

may

the
mul

-x{^ --

where I is the Lagrange mu1 t iPl ier
at ion and is given by

. -q 2
)" t 2rm-ct-n{ =

odd a't

I must be evaluated by numerical summation

d- considered. The surface cirarge density
Lhe bounclary f orm oI Catrss I s la* I

L*'rr (l + €. ) €. Vo'

 5= n

.z\wrrere n ts the uni t
electrll displacement
displacement inlo the
perimeter rve obtain

(xlz - d) , ic6)
for each value of

5 is obtainedfrom

(P*,r- Q'") ,
(c7)

normal to the surface, Qout is the
out of the boundary, and Qr' the eleclric

boundary. Applying this to the crysral

(c8 )

The total charge X o. one electrode is given by integrating S

over the electrode area from 9= oC to O= Tr-(. and ihe
capacitance, C per unit length is given by dividing thectrarge

by ZVo the potential between the electrodes- Thus

C -- (t + e,) eo f d- cos nd.
ddn'

(c9)

unit volume, P

conduc t ivi ty. In

S = (r+e,)a" V,,In ndtfn sin na .

The Joule heat,i ng or power diss ipat ion per

equals a E.E where a is ihe electrical
terms of the coefficients d^ this gives

P = 6Uz II f^(,^n- a-tC)n+m-'rorftn-def
odd n cldm

Ibid. p. 3I

(cr0)
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Again, except for some special values of o P must be

evaluated by numerical summation. Fig. c3 shows a plot of
p along the 0 = 0 and I = T/Z axes for a range of values

of oc . At tne two extrenes &= 0 and d'-- 1Y | 4 the maximum

value of P occurs near r = z on rhe 0 = 0 axis for the

f orrner and on the O = f l2 axis f or the la t- ier. Both of Lhese

cElses ;Lre unaccep tabl e. T'he op i irnum conii f ion is f or A= 7f/ 6

where {-he maximum in.D occurs along lhe axis of the crystal'
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9't)
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(L

1

g = t|/2 ax is
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?/a
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Fi g. C3 Reduced

al ong the g

values of ,-6.

power densitY as

= 0 and e =?(12

a func t ion of Pos i t ion
axes for a range of
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AtsPENDIX I)

Premature mel t ing of spherical part icl es and corners and

edges of crystal ledges.

The depression of mel t ing point in smal I spherical
particles iras been formulatecl by anrrmber of people l-3

beginning with Pavlov in (1909). Here we shall use the
approach of Reiss and iYi lsono and apply i t to the mel t ingat
corners and edges of crystals. The increment in chemical
potential of the solid caused by lowering the temperature a
smal l amount f rom T* to Tr and by increas ing th'e pressure by

AP, provided the entropy S. and molar volume V. of thesolid
remains cons tant , is

Af, = -sr(T-T,-) + VsA? , (Dl)

and a similar expression holds for the liquid. Now, accord-
i^g to Kelvinfs equation, the pressure increase A F over a

curved interface with principal radii of cLtrvature Q.and PrI | )-
is given by

(D2)

wheredistheinterfacia1tension.Inthecaseof.a
spherical particle of radius f with a negligibly thinsurface

layer of mel t, f, = f. = t and

A11, = S, A-T * zVs ( d, * 4, ) r-' , (os)
I

and

Lp, = szA-T +zVrYrr-1 (Da)t'
At the equi I ibrium mel t ing point t he chemical pot ent ials of
the solid and liquid phases are equal so that shift in
melting point is given by

A-T = (zT-,/1, AH-r)(4r- E-,/.,.) , (D5)

I P. Pawlov, Z, physik. Chem. 65, I (1909). 

\

2 H. Reiss and I.B. iVi lson, J. Col Ioid Sci. l, 55I ( tg+g) .

3 C.R.Nt. Wronski, Bri t. J. Appt. Phys. lB , l73I ( I9o7) .

Ap = d((i'-'f;')
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'..ihere C is a constant, AHris in J
of the sol id. In their equival ent
mistakenly assurne that t'. = Y. * 4&
second brackets (Yu- Yd")
AH- anc $(tn..) tisr"i'in Table

cons tant C and tire values of r f or
point of 5 K for a number of alkal
in Table DI.

and f, is the density
f ormula iteiss and iYi lson

and have in place of the
Us ing the values of Y, , /r, ,.

4.Irwe have evaluated the
a depress i on in mel t ing

i hal i des . Thes e are listed

t
Kg

t--^i> c/r'r'.K. r( A-T -- sK)4)^

Lit.
LiBr
NaF

NaCl

NaBr

KC1

KBr
KI
Rbc I

.l02

.ll0

. I t-,3

. L27

. 135

. 159

.I b0

.l6l

.139

.a2L

.o22

.033

.oz6

.027

.o32

.o32

.032

.029

Tabl e Dl . Values of the melting point depression
constanl for smal.l particles and the
particle radii for a depression of 5 K.

It is a straightforward matter now to apply these ideas
to the melting of edges and corners. In the case of edges
there is only one principal radius for the liquid surface and
the s-1 interface and these are shown in fig. Dl.

Fig. D t. Princ ipal. radi i
for the liquid
surface and the
s-1 interface in
t he prema ture
mel r ing of an
edge.

If there is no other surface metting the melt on the corner
may not flow dorvn the side as there fs.n-= @ and the melt
would crystallise. If fg = ?" r.t , rvhere ?". I and may be
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determined readily enough from the geometry in Fig' D I then

-E-{t /2") . (D 6)

Tf. the surf ace has a thin skin of mel t aris ing f rom the

excess strain energy at ancl near tlre surface then the melt

at the corner may slorvly flow down the side or! due to
eniranced vaporisation f rom the mel t i t may evaporate of f, in
which case 1.=1 thus allowing fs.q. to be a little greater for

a given A-T.

'One might expect edge melting to commence at the corners
where the surface free energy is greater stilI. At the

corners the s-1 interface and the 1 iguid surface will be

segments of spheres and at each point there are trvo principal
radi i of curvature. Accordingly A-T i s given by an exroress ion
2 x that in eqlu. (O O) with ?. replaced by rl, rvhere !c is
the corner geometrical factorl defined in the same way as fe
Thus at a given temperature fs!. for corners will be trvice

that for edges. Nevertheless because of the shear length of
edges the corner effect rvill be negligible. lVe empirasise

that ttrese are not jus t the extreme corners and edges which

delineate the boundaries of the crystal but the edges of
ledges rvhich on the microscopic scale are in abundance. These

may contribute extensively to the surface conductivi ty within
50 K of T*, but pr:obably not markedly to the heat absorbt ion
as the radi i in Table D I are about 3ilo of our observed total
apparent depth of melting over the entire surface when

Ar.T- 5K '

A.T
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APPENDIX

Pit Melting and Evaporation where a Disl.ocation Cuts a

Sur face.

The evaporation problem has been treated in part by
Frankl and we shaLl use his notation to examine the melting
problem. In the vicinity of the melti.g point it is
conceivable that the cores of all dislocations, whether in
the crystal interior or.near the surface, may melt due to
the excess strain energy there. If this is the case, the
s-1 interface will have the shape of a funnel at the surface.
If, on the other hand, the core does not melt we will assume
with Frank that the strain energy density is constant in the
core and here the s-l interface is an inverted bel1-shape.
Whichever the case, w€ have to consider both principal radii
of curvatuve of the s-l interface and these are shown with
th: co-ordinate system used, in fig. E l. The strain energy
density about a screw dislocation irZ *^b2/8, rZ where b is
the Burgers vector and y the appropriate shear modulus for
the dislocation; while that for an edge dislocation i"3

rbz ["in2(a) (t-zr) + "o"2(0)f/Bo12(t-ryz. crearly in
the f ormer case the cross sect ion of the interf ace will. be
syrnrnetric while in the Latter the cross sect ion is not
synrmetric and because of this compl ica t ion we restrict the
following to screw dislocat ions.

I,

Fig. E I Principal radii
of curvature, pl
and p1 for the-
s-1 ifiterface.

F.C. Frank, Acta
J.P. Hirth and J.
Hill I9681 p.62.
ibid., p.78.

Crys t . !, 497 (

Lothe, Theory
r95r ) .
of Dislocat ions (Mccraw-
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At a temperature T

chemical pot ent ials
at T are

m

aPt =

and

near but below

:t 
liquid and

-s- (r-r)lm

increments in
from their values

(El )

(E3)

T the
m

sol id

o/tt = - ss (r - T',,) * v" ,"r( tt - o;l ) + v" fr'la nrz,

(E2)

where we assume al.1 strain energy associated with the

dislocation is relieved in the melt. At equilibrium the
chemical potentials areequal giving

where

td=

Now pL and

and

by

3l z

faz I Bnz r",

PZ are given

*, [r +(r')2]\=

and

Well down the

12r"

rm = Y"Tnt"r/ a,nT AH*. (E)4)

I r + (u, )zfu/ ', (85)

I
- 'r-2
ft + (z')' J (86)

I

pz = r II + (r')2]'

core rl (( I

z,- r - r lt =m

I
= -ltt

r
tz'

This describes the shape of the funnel as it first opens

up. Wet l away from the surface in the core rrr = 0 and

consequentLy the radius too of the molten par t of the core is
readily seen to be

so that eqn. (83) becomes

-rd (E7 )

| 
(Es)r

co =+ I '^*
Now for NaCl near its melting temperature td = 0.19 nm while
at a temperature 5 K below T., t,o = I9.3 nm which means that
r@ E ro and therefore the core is molten to a radius less
than one ion spacing. This of course means that the core is
not molten and we assume rather that the energy density there
is constant and, according to Frank' egual to
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l-LlZOo for r < t" = Sblt . This
interface in this region must be

radius pp given by

-l 2 -1o = r / 2r- - r'p d' c m

and the surface of the sPhere has

be ing the
the cap of

case, the s-I
a sphere of

(t2 - t"') lze,

the eguat ion

; r ( r..

(E9 )

(EI I )

The interface f
(E3), (E5) and

zt << I with the

v^(Ar) =vm

orr
(86 )

res

2!!r z'

olut

n(r/

red
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)"" is obtained by solving equat ions

It will be shown that in this region
1t that these elluations approximate to

2,r /fln = rd
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0

I+rz+
on
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. )'- + MLt
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The constants a

core curve eqn.

z=0whenr=

ln(r/rr) -+ r2lrr+N (Btz)

by matching this curve with the
value and gradient, and setting
solut ion is

'fl r^.
(813 )

z = * ['o - , 
"'/",n]tn( 

r/ r" ) + ]'a {r"t "/ ' "t\2 
-+L'2 - ""

The ful1 interface curve given by eqns. (El0) and (Sfg) is
plotted in fig. E2 and is seen to be a broad shallow pit

which meets the surfac'e tangentially at the pit radius to

g iven by

,n' + ,"2 = "*ta{r + z ln(r

Therefore, the pit radius increases
as T is approached. On the other h

m
is given by the sum of dePth of the

core and z(r ), i.e.nE
rd = 41"--2rp - * L-d c

and the total volume of mel t

(Er 4)

I
as ( AmT) -z

depth d-p
at the

p), (EI5)
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! ,, n2, oln( rn/ r. ) + * ,, t."o -
4*2, 2" 2-, nI

ppcc*it'
m

(er5)

The pit radius, depth and volume are entered in Table EI for
a range of values of A*t for Nacl and the radius and

volume are seen to increase rapidly as Trn is approachedrand
quite apart from considerations of strain energy density
under the flat surfaces, at a finite temperature below T*
all melt pits will eventually overlap and the entire crystal
surface will be sheathed in melt. Presumably due to the

strain energy under all surfaces this will occur anyway and

at a somewhat lower temperature. The temperature dependence

of the mel t volume in the p i t is given f airl'y accurately by

-3= 4.26x10'26 tr*T
-41 3

tp (.EI?)

Table El. Temperature dependence of the radius,
depth and volume of a melt Pit at the
exit of a dislocation in NaCl.

We have assumed in the analysis that ,'aa I and we will' now

justify this. The maximum gradient is at r=r where
rcz = ,.lp , = rOl2r" - r./r*. For NaCl rO/2," * .I4 and

"lbecause 2 is less than this, the assumpt ion is val. id.

4mr
r /nmp

d /nm ',, / (^rn) 3
p

5

z

I
0.5
o.2
0.r
0.05

4.07
7 .26

tl.0
r 6.5
27 .g
4L.2
60.7

0.3I
o.54
o.75
0 .99
I .33
r .63
r .95

3. I6
14 .8
4L.7

ll0.
376.
922.

22I0.
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The equil ibrium
is given by the same

r -1. is set equal to
m

those given by Frank,

thermal etch Pit exPosed

eguat ions (El0) and (EI3)

zero. Both equat ions now

viz.

, 2 )' )
z = (r- - rc")rdl4t"-

by subl
exc ep t

reduce

imation
that
to

r S t", (El8)

and
z = |roln (r/r.) + I rn( ,/r")]2 p Zrc, (El9)

In contras t to the mel t case, the vol'ume of the p i t is
inf inite 4sr for r>rc, z increases indef initely with r.
This is because the clislocat ion is a non-equil ibrium def ect
and a crystal with just one dislocation will sublime
preferentiatly onto a perfect crystal. We can, however,

introduce the natural cut-off radius R" equal to half the
average spacing of disLocations and within this radius the

volume is finite, although this volume is a steady state
volume and sublimation wilI continue over the whole surface.
If n, is the dislocation line density

ct
I

R = ( ttt,)-=co

and in terms of R. the volume of the Lhermal etch pit

,)2
tp = itr rdR." tn(R"/r.) + *or"-ro.

I7td

(E20 )

is

(E2l )

In all cases the second term is negligible. Because rris
absent, the shape and volume of the etch pit are independent

of temperature and now only the rate of sublimation changes

with temperature. If r, = 10II lines/^2, R^ = 1.8 pm and'c
v- = 7.5L x LO-21 -3 i."*. a f actor of 1000 greater than the

H

melt volume .05 K below T*. Thereforerprovided the
subl imat ion rate is sufficiently high, thermal etching should
provide a much greater heat absorbtion than pit melting.
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APPENDIX F

The Shear Contribut i on t o the Vibrat ional Entro ofa

The shear comPonents

lat t ice are given in egn.

AS" =

of the vibrat ional entroPY of a

(+.to) as

5-,*ie"(;) "r' (rt
j=t

For an array of dislocations of density nU, the total
molar entroPy is

5 [*" ft" zAS" = 3Rno.f e=(;) | | ej" rdrdB
j=r , ,o ro

where to and R" are the tlstral core radius and

radius. For a screw dislocation oIZ = oll =

"rrdI

lt-r ot, and
(F2 )

#) '"[t]

n = - 8I. Y and-13 2r *z+yz

Therefore, noting that .5 =

may readily obtain for eqn.

AS- = 3R no e"trl (scr\

, (F2)

cut-off
ozz = o33 = o

+ (rt)
*L +y"

-Ie4= P o23r one

uboz3 = 'fr

= 6p'R rd gs(3) u (screw), (F4)

where U(screw) is the elastic strain energy of a screw

dislocation. A screw disLocation has no dilatation and

therefore the total molar free energy is
t -r )

AG = Au -TASs = rd U(screw) lu - 6 y-'RT gs(3)|, (rs)

where V is the molar volume of the solid. For NaCl near the

melting point 6ttL RT g.(3) = 9.4 x to-6 *? molll while

v = 3.0 x l0-5 *? *ot-I.- clearly then the shear vibrational

entropy has a very significant contribution to the Gibbs

function, however it is not so great in the case of screw

Dislocat ion.

J.P. Hirth and J. Lothe, loc. cit., p.60.
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dislocations that they could participate in the melting
process by spontaneous generation. Edge dislocations are
more likely candidates in that both dilatation and shear
contributions to the entropy obtain. The stresses about
a <lO0>{fOO} edge dislocat ion from isotropic elast icity .r.I,

rrborr *

]t b'
o33=';

y(3x2+vZ)
(*2+ y2 )2 '

v

tr"zz 2r

p.b
orz = z"

y(*2 - yz )'ffi,2
[xfy,

'22r1!11_- v_l-z 2,2x -ry t

(F6 )

(F7 )

ol 3 =

*2+ y2

oz3 = oand

Ra t her

As"

more lengthy manipul.ation in this case yields

= 3 RU(edge ) (zA)-t{tr* 3tr-2,)zlss(r ,(#\'
\ /.- ( 

+*=(;'(fIl
the edge dislocat;;renergy is given by

u(edge)= H rnti]
where

(FB )

Since g"(1) is negative and greater in magnitude than
gs(3) - E, the shear entropy of an edge dislocation with
Burgers vector in a (tOO) direction is negative, For an
edge dislocation with a <ll0> Burgers vector gs(1) and gs(3)
with their appropriate ratios of shear moduli should be

interchanged in eqn. (r.7) so that, due to the factor,
If + 3(f - Zr)Zf , AS" is a.little less negative. Combining
this with the fact that (tOO) Burgers vector dislocations
have twice the elastic energy of <Il0> Burgers vector
dislocations, none of the former dislocations will be oper-
ating in the melting process, and flow in the melt will be
confined to locaf {ttO} type sIip. This is consistent with

ibid. p.74
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the ideas developed in S +.+. Another poss ible sI ip syst em

on {rrO} pfanes is (rOO){rrO} and this is best dealt with

by transforming the stresses to the normal IOO]r[OfO]r[OOt]
co-ordinate system. This is achieved by a T/4 rotation
about the I axis (x-axis) which transforms the stresses

given by eqns. (r0) to the f ollowing

or2 = *,

t)*(*' - v'l
=

'
^.1(xz * yo)'

y(*2 - yz)

ffi

oL3

.T
;.'b ) ,

=1. zlt (

{ ,*" t er( f)' fla +

vlGtoz3

orI =

ozz o33

Here f: = ("tt +

where cI I

the strains "j
elln. (E.2) the

Rn,1 U( edge)
g

n 
ttL

- /4b
zT

(rg )

(FIO)
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in
be
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